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A1:

Project summary
Project Number

261611

1

Project Acronym

EMI

2

One form per project
General information
Project title

European Middleware Initiative

3

Starting date

01/05/2010

4

Duration in months

5

36

Call (part) identifier

6

FP7-INFRASTRUCTURES-2010-2

Activity code(s) most
7
relevant to your topic
Free keywords

8

:
Grid, Middleware, Research Support, HTC, HPC,
Quality Assurance
Abstract

9

The European Middleware Initiative is a collaboration of the three major middleware providers in Europe, ARC,
gLite and UNICORE, and other consortia. EMI aims to deliver a consolidated set of middleware components
for deployment in EGI, PRACE and other DCIs; extend the interoperability between grids and other computing
infrastructures; strengthen the reliability of the services; and establish a sustainable model to maintain and
evolve the middleware, fulfilling the requirements of the user communities.
European scientific research has benefited recently from the increasing availability of computing and data
infrastructures with unprecedented capabilities for large scale distributed initiatives. These infrastructures are
largely defined by enabling middleware. After the necessary initial period of research and consolidation that has
taken place in the past several years, the growing usage of these resources now requires the transformation
of the computing infrastructures into a professionally managed and standardized service. It is of strategic
importance for the establishment of permanent, sustainable research infrastructures to lower the technological
barriers still preventing resource owners from federating the resources, and potential communities of tens of
thousands of researchers from using grids as a commodity tool in their daily activities.
The EMI project will make the realization of this vision possible by addressing a number of problems that still
prevent users from easily accessing and using the whole capacity of the existing computing infrastructures. It will
focus on improving the usability and accessibility for scientific users and the interoperability and manageability for
service providers. The sustainability of the grid services will be directly addressed by replacing wherever possible
proprietary technology with off-the-shelf components, improving their standardization and implementing industry
standard quality assurance methodologies.
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A2:

List of Beneficiaries
Project Number

1

261611

Project Acronym

EMI

2

List of Beneficiaries
Name

Short name

Country

Project entry
10
month

Project exit
month

1

EUROPEAN ORGANIZATION FOR NUCLEAR RESEARCH

CERN

Switzerland

1

36

2

FUNDACION CENTRO TECNOLOGICO DE SUPERCOMPUTACION DE
GALICIA

CESGA

Spain

1

36

3

CESNET, ZAJMOVE SDRUZENI PRAVNICKYCH OSOB

CESNET

Czech Republic

1

36

4

CONSORZIO INTERUNIVERSITARIO CINECA

CINECA

Italy

1

36

5

AGENCIA ESTATAL CONSEJO SUPERIOR DE INVESTIGACIONES
CIENTIFICAS

CSIC

Spain

1

36

6

STIFTUNG DEUTSCHES ELEKTRONEN-SYNCHROTRON DESY

DESY

Germany

1

36

7

STICHTING VOOR FUNDAMENTEEL ONDERZOEK DER MATERIE FOM

FOM

Netherlands

1

36

8

FORSCHUNGSZENTRUM JUELICH GMBH

JUELICH

Germany

1

36

9

GREEK RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY NETWORK S.A.

GRNET

Greece

1

36

10

ISTITUTO NAZIONALE DI FISICA NUCLEARE

INFN

Italy

1

36

11

LUNDS UNIVERSITET

LU

Sweden

1

36

12

NEMZETI INFORMACIOS INFRASTRUKTURA FEJLESZTESI IRODA

NIIFI

Hungary

1

36

13

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY FACILITIES COUNCIL

STFC

United Kingdom

1

36

14

SWITCH -TELEINFORMATIKDIENSTE FUER LEHRE UND FORSCHUNG

SWITCH

Switzerland

1

36

15

THE PROVOST FELLOWS & SCHOLARS OF THE COLLEGE OF THE
HOLY AND UNDIVIDED TRINITY OF QUEEN ELIZABETH NEAR DUBLIN

TCD

Ireland

1

36

16

TECHNISCHE UNIVERSITAET DRESDEN

TUD

Germany

1

36

17

Københavns Universitet

UCPH

Denmark

1

36

18

HELSINGIN YLIOPISTO

UH

Finland

1

36

19

UNIVERSITETET I OSLO

UIO

Norway

1

36

20

UNIVERZITA PAVLA JOZEFA SAFARIKA V KOSICIACH

UPJS

Slovakia

1

36

No
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A2:

List of Beneficiaries
Name

Short name

Country

Project entry
10
month

Project exit
month

21

UPPSALA UNIVERSITET

UU

Sweden

1

36

22

UNIWERSYTET WARSZAWSKI

UWAR

Poland

1

36

23

KOREA INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY INFORMATION

KISTI

Korea (Republic of)

1

36

24

ACADEMIA SINICA

AS

Taiwan

1

36

No
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* The following funding schemes are distinguished
Collaborative Project (if a distinction is made in the call please state which type of Collaborative project is referred to: (i) Small
of medium-scale focused research project, (ii) Large-scale integrating project, (iii) Project targeted to special groups such as
SMEs and other smaller actors), Network of Excellence, Coordination Action, Support Action.
1. Project number
The project number has been assigned by the Commission as the unique identifier for your project, and it cannot be changed.
The project number should appear on each page of the grant agreement preparation documents to prevent errors during
its handling.
2. Project acronym
Use the project acronym as indicated in the submitted proposal. It cannot be changed, unless agreed during the negotiations.
The same acronym should appear on each page of the grant agreement preparation documents to prevent errors during
its handling.
3. Project title
Use the title (preferably no longer than 200 characters) as indicated in the submitted proposal. Minor corrections are possible if
agreed during the preparation of the grant agreement.
4. Starting date
Unless a specific (fixed) starting date is duly justified and agreed upon during the preparation of the Grant Agreement, the
project will start on the first day of the month following the entry info force of the Grant Agreement (NB : entry into force =
signature by the Commission). Please note that if a fixed starting date is used, you will be required to provide a detailed
justification on a separate note.
5. Duration
Insert the duration of the project in full months.
6. Call (part) identifier
The Call (part) identifier is the reference number given in the call or part of the call you were addressing, as indicated in the
publication of the call in the Official Journal of the European Union. You have to use the identifier given by the Commission in
the letter inviting to prepare the grant agreement.
7. Activity code
Select the activity code from the drop-down menu.
8. Free keywords
Use the free keywords from your original proposal; changes and additions are possible.
9. Abstract
10. The month at which the participant joined the consortium, month 1 marking the start date of the project, and all
other start dates being relative to this start date.
11. The number allocated by the Consortium to the participant for this project.
12. Include the funding % for RTD/Innovation – either 50% or 75%
13. Indirect cost model
A: Actual Costs
S: Actual Costs Simplified Method
T: Transitional Flat rate
F :Flat Rate

Workplan
Tables
Project number

261611
Project title

EMI—European Middleware Initiative
Call (part) identifier

FP7-INFRASTRUCTURES-2010-2
Funding scheme

Combination of CP & CSA

WT1

List of work packages
Project Number

1

261611

Project Acronym

2

EMI

LIST OF WORK PACKAGES (WP)
WP
Number

Type of
54
activity

WP Title

53

WP 1

NA1 - Administrative and Technical
Management

MGT

WP 2

NA2 – Outreach and collaborations

WP 3

Lead
beneficiary
55
number

Person56
months

Start
month

End
month

57

58

1

108.00

1

36

COORD

10

161.00

1

36

SA1 - Maintenance and Support

OTHER

10

697.00

1

36

WP 4

SA2 - Quality Assurance

OTHER

1

309.00

1

36

WP 5

JRA1 – Middleware Development, Evolution
RTD
and Integration

8

1,044.00

1

36

Total
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2,319.00

WT2:

List of Deliverables
Project Number

1

261611

Project Acronym

EMI

2

List of Deliverables - to be submitted for review to EC
Deliverable
Number

Deliverable Title

61

Estimated
WP
Lead
benefiindicative
number
ciary number person53
months

Nature

62

Dissemination level

Delivery date
64

63

D1.1

DNA1.1 Project Quality
Assurance
and Progress
Monitoring Plan

1

1

3.00 R

PU

1

D1.2.1

DNA1.2.1 Service Level
Agreement
Template

1

1

6.00 O

PU

2

D1.2.2

DNA1.2.2 Service Level
Agreement
Template

1

1

24.00 O

PU

12

D1.2.3

DNA1.2.3 Service Level
Agreement
Template

1

1

24.00 O

PU

24

D1.3.1

DNA1.3.1
– Technical
Development
Plan

1

11

8.00 O

PU

2

D1.3.2

DNA1.3.2
– Technical
Development
Plan

1

11

15.00 O

PU

11

D1.3.3

DNA1.3.3
– Technical
Development
Plan

1

11

18.00 O

PU

23

D1.4

DNA1.4 - EMI
Roadmap
and DCI
Collaborations

1

1

10.00 R

PU

5

D2.1.1

DNA2.1.1 Collaboration
Programs

2

10

18.00 R

PU

1

D2.1.2

DNA2.1.2 Collaboration
Programs

2

10

18.00 R

PU

18

D2.1.3

DNA2.1.3 Collaboration
Programs

2

10

20.00 R

PU

36
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WT2:

List of Deliverables
Deliverable
Number

Deliverable Title

61

Estimated
WP
Lead
benefiindicative
number
ciary number person53
months

Nature

62

Dissemination level

Delivery date
64

63

D2.2.1

DNA2.2.1 Training Plan

2

15

6.00 R

PU

6

D2.2.2

DNA2.2.2 Training Plan

2

15

6.00 R

PU

18

D2.2.3

DNA2.2.3 Training Plan

2

15

6.00 R

PU

30

D2.3.1

DNA2.3.1 Dissemination
and Use of
Knowledge Plan

2

10

18.00 R

PU

6

D2.3.2

DNA2.3.2 Dissemination
and Use of
Knowledge Plan

2

10

18.00 R

PU

18

D2.3.3

DNA2.3.3 Dissemination
and Use of
Knowledge Plan

2

10

18.00 R

PU

30

D2.4.1

DNA2.4.1 Exploitation and
Sustainability
Plan

2

12

3.00 R

PU

3

D2.4.2

DNA2.4.2 Exploitation and
Sustainability
Plan

2

12

5.00 R

PU

12

D2.4.3

DNA2.4.3 Exploitation and
Sustainability
Plan

2

12

9.00 R

PU

24

D2.4.4

DNA2.4.4 Exploitation and
Sustainability
Plan

2

12

16.00 R

PU

36

D3.1

DSA1.1 Software
Maintenance
and Support
Plan

3

10

2.00 R

PU

1

D3.2

DSA1.2 Software
Release Plan

3

10

3.00 R

PU

3

D3.3.1

DSA1.3.1
- Software
Maintenance

3

4

12.00 R

PU

6
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WT2:

List of Deliverables
Deliverable
Number

Deliverable Title

61

Estimated
WP
Lead
benefiindicative
number
ciary number person53
months

Nature

62

Dissemination level

Delivery date
64

63

Quality Control
Report

D3.3.2

DSA1.3.2
- Software
Maintenance
Quality Control
Report

3

4

64.00 R

PU

10

D3.3.3

DSA1.3.3
- Software
Maintenance
Quality Control
Report

3

4

164.00 R

PU

22

D3.3.4

DSA1.3.4
- Software
Maintenance
Quality Control
Report

3

4

164.00 R

PU

34

D3.4.1

DSA1.4.1
- Annual
Maintenance
and Support
Report

3

10

100.00 R

PU

12

D3.4.2

DSA1.4.2
- Annual
Maintenance
and Support
Report

3

10

100.00 R

PU

24

D3.4.3

DSA1.4.3
- Annual
Maintenance
and Support
Report

3

10

88.00 R

PU

36

D4.1

DSA2.1 - Quality
Assurance Plan

4

1

8.00 R

PU

1

D4.2.1

DSA2.2.1
- QA Tools
Documentation

4

1

12.00 R

PU

2

D4.2.2

DSA2.2.2
- QA Tools
Documentation

4

1

40.00 R

PU

10

D4.2.3

DSA2.2.3
- QA Tools
Documentation

4

1

60.00 R

PU

22

D4.3.1

DSA2.3.1 Periodic QA
Reports

4

15

15.00 R

PU

3
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WT2:

List of Deliverables
Deliverable
Number

Deliverable Title

61

Estimated
WP
Lead
benefiindicative
number
ciary number person53
months

Nature

62

Dissemination level

Delivery date
64

63

D4.3.2

DSA2.3.2 Periodic QA
Reports

4

15

45.00 R

PU

12

D4.3.3

DSA2.3.3 Periodic QA
Reports

4

15

60.00 R

PU

24

D4.3.4

DSA2.3.4 Periodic QA
Reports

4

15

60.00 R

PU

36

D4.4

DSA2.4 Continuous
Integration and
Certification
Testbeds

4

10

9.00 R

PU

3

D5.1.1

DJRA1.1.1 –
Compute Area
Work Plan and
Status Report

5

10

12.00 R

PU

3

D5.1.2

DJRA1.1.2 –
Compute Area
Work Plan and
Status Report

5

10

48.00 R

PU

12

D5.1.3

DJRA1.1.3 –
Compute Area
Work Plan and
Status Report

5

10

48.00 R

PU

24

D5.1.4

DJRA1.1.4 –
Compute Area
Work Plan and
Status Report

5

10

48.00 R

PU

36

D5.2.1

DJRA1.2.1 –
Data Area Work
Plan and Status
Report

5

6

21.00 R

PU

3

D5.2.2

DJRA1.2.2 –
Data Area Work
Plan and Status
Report

5

6

65.00 R

PU

12

D5.2.3

DJRA1.2.3 –
Data Area Work
Plan and Status
Report

5

6

65.00 R

PU

24

D5.2.4

DJRA1.2.4 –
Data Area Work
Plan and Status
Report

5

6

65.00 R

PU

36
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WT2:

List of Deliverables
Deliverable
Number

Deliverable Title

61

Estimated
WP
Lead
benefiindicative
number
ciary number person53
months

Nature

62

Dissemination level

Delivery date
64

63

D5.3.1

DJRA1.3.1 –
Security Area
Work Plan and
Status Report

5

18

19.00 R

PU

3

D5.3.2

DJRA1.3.2 –
Security Area
Work Plan and
Status Report

5

18

48.00 R

PU

12

D5.3.3

DJRA1.3.3 –
Security Area
Work Plan and
Status Report

5

18

48.00 R

PU

24

D5.3.4

DJRA1.3.4 –
Security Area
Work Plan and
Status Report

5

18

48.00 R

PU

36

D5.4.1

DJRA1.4.1 –
Infrastructure
Area Work Plan
and Status
Report

5

1

16.00 R

PU

3

D5.4.2

DJRA1.4.2 –
Infrastructure
Area Work Plan
and Status
Report

5

1

48.00 R

PU

12

D5.4.3

DJRA1.4.3 –
Infrastructure
Area Work Plan
and Status
Report

5

1

48.00 R

PU

24

D5.4.4

DJRA1.4.4 –
Infrastructure
Area Work Plan
and Status
Report

5

1

48.00 R

PU

36

D5.5.1

DJRA1.5.1 –
Standardization
Work Plan and
Status Report

5

19

9.00 R

PU

3

D5.5.2

DJRA1.5.2 –
Standardization
Work Plan and
Status Report

5

19

36.00 R

PU

12

D5.5.3

DJRA1.5.3 –
Standardization

5

19

36.00 R

PU

24
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WT2:

List of Deliverables
Deliverable
Number

Deliverable Title

61

Estimated
WP
Lead
benefiindicative
number
ciary number person53
months

Nature

62

Dissemination level

Delivery date
64

63

Work Plan and
Status Report
D5.5.4

DJRA1.5.4 –
Standardization
Work Plan and
Status Report

5

19

36.00 R

PU

36

D5.6.1

DJRA1.6.1 –
Integration Work
Plan and Status
Report

5

8

9.00 R

PU

3

D5.6.2

DJRA1.6.2 –
Integration Work
Plan and Status
Report

5

8

36.00 R

PU

12

D5.6.3

DJRA1.6.3 –
Integration Work
Plan and Status
Report

5

8

36.00 R

PU

24

D5.6.4

DJRA1.6.4 –
Integration Work
Plan and Status
Report

5

8

36.00 R

PU

36

D5.7.1

DJRA1.7.1
– Software
Development
Quality Control
Report

5

10

7.00 R

PU

3

D5.7.2

DJRA1.7.2
– Software
Development
Quality Control
Report

5

10

36.00 R

PU

12

D5.7.3

DJRA1.7.3
– Software
Development
Quality Control
Report

5

10

36.00 R

PU

24

D5.7.4

DJRA1.7.4
– Software
Development
Quality Control
Report

5

10

36.00 R

PU

36

Total

2,319.00
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WT3:

Work package description
Project Number

261611

1

Project Acronym

2

EMI

One form per Work Package
Work package number

WP1

53

Work package title

Type of activity

54

MGT

NA1 - Administrative and Technical Management

Start month

1

End month

36

Lead beneficiary number

55

1
Objectives

• Lead the EMI project through a successful execution of its objectives, ensuring consistency of the overall
resources used and the work performed and control the progress of the work so that the results of the project
adhere to the grant agreement.
• Resolve any project internal conflicts and build accountability into the project's work.
• Report on project progress to the EC.
• Make the project vision and mission known in European and International events, projects and initiatives
• Agree and enforce IPR and licensing policies
• Agree and monitor SLAs with EGI, PRACE and other DCIs and user communities
• Establish an overall technical vision for the project and ensure the engagement of all technical members to the
fulfilment of this vision
Description of work and role of partners
NA1.1 – Overall administrative coordination (Task leader: CERN, all partners representatives participate with
unfunded effort)
This task deals with the organisation of the kick-off meeting, regular coordination (management/technical)
meetings (typically one every quarter), review preparation meetings, project reviews/audits, conference calls,
etc. It also deals with the establishment and provision of internal collaborative tools, like mailing lists, effort and
budget tracking tools, shared calendars, etc.
NA1.2 - Preparation of quarterly, yearly and final progress reports (Task leader: CERN, contributions from all
partners)
This task coordinates the preparation of interim (quarterly) and periodic (yearly) progress reports covering
the status of project major achievements, Work Package progress (including any deviations and corrective
actions taken), use and dissemination of project results, monitoring of milestones, ongoing tasks and resource
consumption.
NA1.3 - Preparation of cost statements and interim payments transfers (Task leader: CERN)
This task deals with the cost statement preparation and the transferring of pre-financing to beneficiaries as per
EC grant agreement and Project consortium agreement guidelines.
NA1.4 – Management of the project deliverables QA process (Task leader: CERN)
This task will ensure that all produced project deliverables and reports comply with pre-agreed quality criteria,
project templates and guidelines. All partners are required to contribute to this task in the form of expert
reviewers for the deliverables and milestones during the internal review process.
NA1.5 - Establishment and maintenance of “service level agreement” relationships (Task leader: CERN)
This task deals with the preparation of any third-party agreements, SLAs, Memorandums of Understanding
(MoUs), preparation and signing of Non-Disclosure Agreements (NDAs) as necessary and any further
amendments, etc.
NA1.6 - IPR and licensing policies management (Task leader: CERN)
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WT3:

Work package description
This task deals with the definition and monitoring of IPR policies and their application by the project members
and by third-party users
NA1.7 – Definition of the project technical management plan (Task leader: LU, task leader deputy: JUELICH)
This task deals with the definition of the high-level objectives of the project, collecting the input from the different
partners and middleware consortia and monitoring its effective implementation during the project in terms of
priorities, cost and effort allocation. This task is essentially performed by the EMI Technical Director with the
assistance of the Deputy TD and the Project Technical Board. As part of this task a Technical Management
Plan has to be produced at the beginning of the project and periodically revised and updated. The process by
which input is collected, requirements are defined and analysed and results are communicated to the major DCI
infrastructures has to be described and full engagement has to be obtained by all project members.
Person-Months per Participant
Participant number

Participant short name

10

Person-months per participant

11

1 CERN

72.00

8 JUELICH

18.00

11 LU

18.00
Total

108.00

List of deliverables
Deliverable
Number

Lead
beneficiary
number

Deliverable Title

61

Estimated
indicative
personmonths

Nature

62

Dissemination
63
level

Delivery date

64

D1.1

DNA1.1 - Project Quality Assurance
and Progress Monitoring Plan

1

3.00 R

PU

1

D1.2.1

DNA1.2.1 - Service Level Agreement
Template

1

6.00 O

PU

2

D1.2.2

DNA1.2.2 - Service Level Agreement
Template

1

24.00 O

PU

12

D1.2.3

DNA1.2.3 - Service Level Agreement
Template

1

24.00 O

PU

24

D1.3.1

DNA1.3.1 – Technical Development
Plan

11

8.00 O

PU

2

D1.3.2

DNA1.3.2 – Technical Development
Plan

11

15.00 O

PU

11

D1.3.3

DNA1.3.3 – Technical Development
Plan

11

18.00 O

PU

23

D1.4

DNA1.4 - EMI Roadmap and DCI
Collaborations

1

10.00 R

PU

5

Total

108.00

Description of deliverables
D1.1) DNA1.1 - Project Quality Assurance and Progress Monitoring Plan: This deliverable describes the project
internal quality assurance plan and all procedures and mechanisms to take and enforce decisions, monitor the
status and progress of the project and react to conflicts and risks. This doesn’t include the Quality Assurance
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WT3:

Work package description
process for the software development activities of the project, which are specifically defined and monitored by
the SA2 Work Package [month 1]
D1.2.1) DNA1.2.1 - Service Level Agreement Template: This deliverable provides the general Service Level
Agreement template used as the basis to negotiate SLAs with EGI, PRACE and other infrastructure providers. It
must contain a clear definition of what categories of services EMI provide (support, software products releases,
consultancy, training, etc) how the EMI services can be evaluated to respond to the criteria of ‘fit for purpose’
and ‘fit for use’. The template will be revised when major changes occur and at least every 12 months [month 2]
D1.2.2) DNA1.2.2 - Service Level Agreement Template: This deliverable provides the general Service Level
Agreement template used as the basis to negotiate SLAs with EGI, PRACE and other infrastructure providers. It
must contain a clear definition of what categories of services EMI provide (support, software products releases,
consultancy, training, etc) how the EMI services can be evaluated to respond to the criteria of ‘fit for purpose’
and ‘fit for use’. The template will be revised when major changes occur and at least every 12 months [month 12]
D1.2.3) DNA1.2.3 - Service Level Agreement Template: This deliverable provides the general Service Level
Agreement template used as the basis to negotiate SLAs with EGI, PRACE and other infrastructure providers. It
must contain a clear definition of what categories of services EMI provide (support, software products releases,
consultancy, training, etc) how the EMI services can be evaluated to respond to the criteria of ‘fit for purpose’
and ‘fit for use’. The template will be revised when major changes occur and at least every 12 months [month 24]
D1.3.1) DNA1.3.1 – Technical Development Plan: This deliverable provides the details of the technical
development plan for all EMI services. It contains an initial status assessment, a list of known requirements and
their prioritization and a plan with deliverables and milestones for each Product Team. The plan contains the
details for the first year of development and longer-term high-level plans for the following years. It is revised
periodically and at least every twelve months with increasing level of details. It is coordinated by the Technical
Director, but requires input and active engagement from all WP leaders and Product Team leaders [month 2]
D1.3.2) DNA1.3.2 – Technical Development Plan: This deliverable provides the details of the technical
development plan for all EMI services. It contains an initial status assessment, a list of known requirements and
their prioritization and a plan with deliverables and milestones for each Product Team. The plan contains the
details for the first year of development and longer-term high-level plans for the following years. It is revised
periodically and at least every twelve months with increasing level of details. It is coordinated by the Technical
Director, but requires input and active engagement from all WP leaders and Product Team leaders [month 11]
D1.3.3) DNA1.3.3 – Technical Development Plan: This deliverable provides the details of the technical
development plan for all EMI services. It contains an initial status assessment, a list of known requirements and
their prioritization and a plan with deliverables and milestones for each Product Team. The plan contains the
details for the first year of development and longer-term high-level plans for the following years. It is revised
periodically and at least every twelve months with increasing level of details. It is coordinated by the Technical
Director, but requires input and active engagement from all WP leaders and Product Team leaders [month 23]
D1.4) DNA1.4 - EMI Roadmap and DCI Collaborations: This deliverable describes the planned EMI roadmap
the collaboration objectives within the European Distributed Computing Infrastructures. It places EMI with
the general context of the European Infrastructure vision and describes specific common objectives and
collaboration mechanism with other relevant infrastructure, middleware and support projects [month 5]
Schedule of relevant Milestones
Milestone
59
number

MS1

Milestone name

MNA1.1 - Project Kick-Off Meeting

Lead
beneficiary
number

Delivery
date from
60
Annex I

1

Comments
The project kick-off
meeting is the first
formal opportunity for all
1 project members to get
a complete overview of
the project vision and
mission.
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Schedule of relevant Milestones
Milestone
59
number

MS2

MS3

MS4

MS5

MS6

MS7

Milestone name

MNA1.2 - Project management information
system and tools

MNA1.3 - Technical collaboration procedures
with EGI and PRACE are established

MNA1.4.1 - Service Level Agreements in
place

MNA1.4.2 - Service Level Agreements in
place

MNA1.4.3 - Service Level Agreements in
place

MNA1.5.1 - Successful completion of the
periodic and final reviews

Lead
beneficiary
number

Delivery
date from
60
Annex I

Comments

1

The set of
communication and
1 progress monitoring tools
to be used through-out
the project are in place.

1

Establishment of official
managed collaboration
channels with EGI
3
and PRACE through
committees like the
MCB.

1

SLA are negotiated and
put in place with EGI
and PRACE and revised
at every major change
6 and at least every 12
months and at the end
of the project as part of
the sustainability and
exploitation plans

1

SLA are negotiated and
put in place with EGI
and PRACE and revised
at every major change
18 and at least every 12
months and at the end
of the project as part of
the sustainability and
exploitation plans

1

SLA are negotiated and
put in place with EGI
and PRACE and revised
at every major change
36 and at least every 12
months and at the end
of the project as part of
the sustainability and
exploitation plans

1

The periodic reviews are
major decision points,
which may require
strategic changes in the
14 project planning. The
successful completion of
the review is therefore
considered important
milestones
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Schedule of relevant Milestones
Milestone
59
number

MS8

MS9

Milestone name

MNA1.5.2 - Successful completion of the
periodic and final reviews

MNA1.5.3 - Successful completion of the
periodic and final reviews

Lead
beneficiary
number

Delivery
date from
60
Annex I

Comments

1

The periodic reviews are
major decision points,
which may require
strategic changes in the
26 project planning. The
successful completion of
the review is therefore
considered important
milestones

1

The periodic reviews are
major decision points,
which may require
strategic changes in the
36 project planning. The
successful completion of
the review is therefore
considered important
milestones
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Work package description
Project Number

261611

1

Project Acronym

2

EMI

One form per Work Package
Work package number

WP2

53

Work package title

Type of activity

54

COORD

NA2 – Outreach and collaborations

Start month

1

End month

36

Lead beneficiary number

55

10
Objectives

• Make the EMI achievements known through managed outreach and dissemination activities
• Enlarge the base of expert developers and engineers knowledgeable in the EMI technologies through
comprehensive training programs and materials
• Establish managed collaboration programs with other projects, initiatives and commercial enterprises to make
the EMI technologies part of their ongoing development efforts
• Ensure the active exploitation of project results the creation of a sustainable model through the definition of
exploitation results, targets and partners
Description of work and role of partners
NA2.1 – Workpackage coordination (Task leader: INFN, all partners participate to meetings and reviews)
This activity consists in the coordination of the WP tasks, participation to project meetings and events,
production of deliverables and participation to the overall project QA process.
NA2.2 – Dissemination and Public Relations (Task leader: INFN. Participants: JUELICH, NIIFI, TCD, UIO,
UWAR, ASGC)
The objective of this task is to reach out to the users of the EMI products with particular attention to EGI, PRACE
and other DCIs, individual NGIs and VRCs. The success of this task will be measured by the number of events
organized and the number of people reached by the dissemination activities and establishing some form of
collaboration with EMI as a consequence
NA2.3 – Technical Knowledge Management (Task leader: TCD. Participants: INFN, all EMI members contribute
to delivering training depending on their expertise)
This task is dedicated to the coordination of training activities within and outside the project, targeting both
end-users and trainers through the organization or participation of training events. The main success criteria for
this activity are the number of training events organized or attended, the average number of trained users and
the impact of the EMI training programs on other projects’ or initiatives’ training programs.
NA2.4 – Collaborations (Task leader: INFN. Participations: all)
This task consists in the establishment and coordination of the managed collaboration program ‘Works with EMI’
and the reporting on dedicated collaboration activities especially in the field of standardization. The success
criteria for this task are the active participation of external projects, initiatives, companies, etc to the managed
program and the number and roles of project members actively involved in collaboration tasks in other bodies
like OGF and their impact on the overall advancement of the state of the art of grid technologies
NA2.5 – Sustainability and User Community Relations (Task leader: NIIFI. Participants: INFN, TCD)
The task focuses on the definition and monitoring of the project exploitation plans and the creation of
sustainability through a series of activities aimed at making the EMI products used by an increasingly broad
user community. The success criteria for this task are the continuing and growing usage of the middleware
components, the inclusion of components in distributions like Fedora and Ubuntu and the actual establishment
by the end of the project of commercial activities in collaboration with or independently from the EMI partners
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Person-Months per Participant
Participant number

Participant short name

10

Person-months per participant

11

8 JUELICH

15.00

10 INFN

72.00

12 NIIFI

18.00

15 TCD

18.00

19 UIO

18.00

22 UWAR

18.00

24 AS

2.00
Total

161.00

List of deliverables
Deliverable
Number

Lead
beneficiary
number

Deliverable Title

61

Estimated
indicative
personmonths

Nature

62

Dissemination
63
level

Delivery date

64

D2.1.1

DNA2.1.1 - Collaboration Programs

10

18.00 R

PU

1

D2.1.2

DNA2.1.2 - Collaboration Programs

10

18.00 R

PU

18

D2.1.3

DNA2.1.3 - Collaboration Programs

10

20.00 R

PU

36

D2.2.1

DNA2.2.1 - Training Plan

15

6.00 R

PU

6

D2.2.2

DNA2.2.2 - Training Plan

15

6.00 R

PU

18

D2.2.3

DNA2.2.3 - Training Plan

15

6.00 R

PU

30

D2.3.1

DNA2.3.1 - Dissemination and Use of
Knowledge Plan

10

18.00 R

PU

6

D2.3.2

DNA2.3.2 - Dissemination and Use of
Knowledge Plan

10

18.00 R

PU

18

D2.3.3

DNA2.3.3 - Dissemination and Use of
Knowledge Plan

10

18.00 R

PU

30

D2.4.1

DNA2.4.1 - Exploitation and
Sustainability Plan

12

3.00 R

PU

3

D2.4.2

DNA2.4.2 - Exploitation and
Sustainability Plan

12

5.00 R

PU

12

D2.4.3

DNA2.4.3 - Exploitation and
Sustainability Plan

12

9.00 R

PU

24

D2.4.4

DNA2.4.4 - Exploitation and
Sustainability Plan

12

16.00 R

PU

36

Total

161.00

Description of deliverables
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D2.1.1) DNA2.1.1 - Collaboration Programs: This document describes the EMI collaboration programs, their
organization and access criteria, the agreements to be signed by participating partners and the expected results
of the collaborations. It is updated during the project to report on the results achieved [month 1]
D2.1.2) DNA2.1.2 - Collaboration Programs: This document describes the EMI collaboration programs, their
organization and access criteria, the agreements to be signed by participating partners and the expected results
of the collaborations. It is updated during the project to report on the results achieved [month 18]
D2.1.3) DNA2.1.3 - Collaboration Programs: This document describes the EMI collaboration programs, their
organization and access criteria, the agreements to be signed by participating partners and the expected results
of the collaborations. It is updated during the project to report on the results achieved [month 36]
D2.2.1) DNA2.2.1 - Training Plan: This document presents the EMI training plan including the types of training,
the training targets, the organization of training events, and the expected collaboration with other projects [month
6]
D2.2.2) DNA2.2.2 - Training Plan: This document presents the EMI training plan including the types of training,
the training targets, the organization of training events, and the expected collaboration with other projects [month
18]
D2.2.3) DNA2.2.3 - Training Plan: This document presents the EMI training plan including the types of training,
the training targets, the organization of training events, and the expected collaboration with other projects [month
30]
D2.3.1) DNA2.3.1 - Dissemination and Use of Knowledge Plan: This document describes the planned
dissemination and use of knowledge activities, including the organization of and participation to events, the
expected collaboration with other projects and the expected results. It is updated every 12 months [month 6]
D2.3.2) DNA2.3.2 - Dissemination and Use of Knowledge Plan: This document describes the planned
dissemination and use of knowledge activities, including the organization of and participation to events, the
expected collaboration with other projects and the expected results. It is updated every 12 months [month 18]
D2.3.3) DNA2.3.3 - Dissemination and Use of Knowledge Plan: This document describes the planned
dissemination and use of knowledge activities, including the organization of and participation to events, the
expected collaboration with other projects and the expected results. It is updated every 12 months [month 30]
D2.4.1) DNA2.4.1 - Exploitation and Sustainability Plan: This document describes the exploitation and
sustainability plans and the expected exploitable results, and reports on the usability activities conducted and
their impact on user satisfaction. This plan is updated every 12 months to report on the implementation, changes
and results of the original plan [month 3]
D2.4.2) DNA2.4.2 - Exploitation and Sustainability Plan: This document describes the exploitation and
sustainability plans and the expected exploitable results, and reports on the usability activities conducted and
their impact on user satisfaction. This plan is updated every 12 months to report on the implementation, changes
and results of the original plan [month 12]
D2.4.3) DNA2.4.3 - Exploitation and Sustainability Plan: This document describes the exploitation and
sustainability plans and the expected exploitable results, and reports on the usability activities conducted and
their impact on user satisfaction. This plan is updated every 12 months to report on the implementation, changes
and results of the original plan [month 24]
D2.4.4) DNA2.4.4 - Exploitation and Sustainability Plan: This document describes the exploitation plans, the
expected exploitable results, the sustainability plans and their constraints and success criteria. This plan is
updated every 12 months to report on the implementation, changes and results of the original plan [month 36]
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Schedule of relevant Milestones
Milestone
59
number

MS10

MS11

MS12

MS13

MS14

MS15

Milestone name

MNA2.1 - Project web presence

MNA2.2.1 - Dissemination material

MNA2.2.2 - Dissemination material

MNA2.2.3 - Dissemination material

MNA2.3.1 - Training material and on-line
courses

MNA2.3.2 - Training material and on-line
courses

Lead
beneficiary
number

Delivery
date from
60
Annex I

Comments

10

An attractive,
comprehensive and
usable web site and
user collaboration tools
are an important way
1
to establish the project
presence and identity
and have to be made
available as early as
possible

10

Dissemination material
like brochures, posters,
press kits, etc must be
3 created to be used in
occasion of conference
and other events and
regularly updated

10

Dissemination material
like brochures, posters,
press kits, etc must be
12 created to be used in
occasion of conference
and other events and
regularly updated

10

Dissemination material
like brochures, posters,
press kits, etc must be
24 created to be used in
occasion of conference
and other events and
regularly updated

15

The availability of
training material and
on-line courses and
videos is an essential
6 support to the training
activities and a powerful
of way of attracting
users. The material has
to be regularly upda

15

The availability of
training material and
on-line courses and
18 videos is an essential
support to the training
activities and a powerful
of way of attracting
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Schedule of relevant Milestones
Milestone
59
number

Milestone name

Lead
beneficiary
number

Delivery
date from
60
Annex I

Comments
users. The material has
to be regularly upda

MS16

MNA2.3.3 - Training material and on-line
courses

15

The availability of
training material and
on-line courses and
videos is an essential
30 support to the training
activities and a powerful
of way of attracting
users. The material has
to be regularly upda
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Project Number

261611

1

Project Acronym

2

EMI

One form per Work Package
Work package number

WP3

53

Work package title

Type of activity

54

OTHER

SA1 - Maintenance and Support

Start month

1

End month

36

Lead beneficiary number

55

10
Objectives

• Ensure the efficient and transparent management of the maintenance process providing software problems
analysis and resolutions
• Ensure customers receive certified software releases of middleware services and components according to
agreed release policies and quality of service attributes
• Increase the quality levels of the EMI software by contributing to the implementation of the Quality Control
procedures defined by the project QA activity
• Establish the EMI User Support (Service Desk) function and integrate it with the overall EGI, PRACE and VRCs
user support channels
Description of work and role of partners
SA1.1 – Work Package coordination (Task leader: INFN, all partners participate to meetings and reviews)
This task deals with the regular coordination of the Work Package, reporting and review of milestones and
deliverables. The activity in the Work Package is monitored through the metrics associated to the applied
processes and procedures that govern it, in particular those related to the Service Level Agreements.
SA1.2 – Software Maintenance (Task leader: INFN. All partners allocate effort to maintenance according to their
technical expertise)
This task deals with the analysis and correction of software defects found in released components by users and
infrastructure technicians. This task includes the definition of the Software Maintenance, Problem Management
and Change Management processes and the continuous execution of the related procedures. The success of
this task is measured by its compliance with the agreed procedures and the defect handling trends (average time
to close defects, response times, etc).
SA1.3 – Release Management (Task leader: INFN. Participants: CERN, CINECA, UCPH, UPJS)
This task deals with release management and coordination and the maintenance of the package repositories,
defining policies and release cycles. This task also covers the smooth transition from many middleware
distributions to one, so that the production infrastructures stay functional without noticeable discontinuity.
SA1.4 – Quality Control (Task leader: CINECA. All partners allocate effort to the continuous QC tasks according
to their technical expertise; CSIC is responsible for the security assessment)
This task consists in the application of QA processes and procedures defined by SA2. All the releases of EMI
components need to satisfy well-defined certification and validation criteria before being included in a stable
EMI distribution, sufficient to guarantee to a high degree of confidence that all EMI products meet or exceed the
requirements set by EGI and that no regression are introduced. The Product Teams are responsible to perform
the QC task as part of their standard maintenance activities. This task also deals with security assessments
of selected EMI components under the coordination of CSIC. The main success criterion of this task is the
availability of regression tests for each resolved software defect.
SA1.5 – User Support (Task leader: JUELICH. All partners allocate effort to support according to their technical
expertise and the defined support shifts)
This task consists in the provision of 3rd-level user support for incidents and requests escalated from the user
support channels of the customer infrastructures and user communities. The support services and based on
Service Level Agreements detailing the services and their expected quality attributes like the response times.
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The task coordinator is responsible to define the User Support and escalation processes and monitor the correct
execution and respect of the SLAs. The main success criteria for this task are average response times for first
reply and the average time needed to complete the analysis of an incident, providing either a workaround or
filing a defect in the MW tracker.
Person-Months per Participant
Participant number

Participant short name

10

Person-months per participant

11

1 CERN

72.00

2 CESGA

8.00

3 CESNET

27.00

4 CINECA

9.00

5 CSIC

25.00

6 DESY

33.00

7 FOM

25.00

8 JUELICH

50.00

9 GRNET

9.00

10 INFN

167.00

12 NIIFI

18.00

13 STFC

18.00

14 SWITCH

27.00

16 TUD

9.00

17 UCPH

31.00

18 UH

36.00

19 UIO

45.00

20 UPJS

18.00

21 UU

31.00

22 UWAR

18.00

23 KISTI

18.00

24 AS

3.00
Total

697.00

List of deliverables
Deliverable
Number

Deliverable Title

61

Lead
beneficiary
number

Estimated
indicative
personmonths

Nature

62

Dissemination
63
level

Delivery date

64

D3.1

DSA1.1 - Software Maintenance and
Support Plan

10

2.00 R

PU

1

D3.2

DSA1.2 - Software Release Plan

10

3.00 R

PU

3
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List of deliverables
Deliverable
Number

Lead
beneficiary
number

Deliverable Title

61

Estimated
indicative
personmonths

Nature

62

Dissemination
63
level

Delivery date

64

D3.3.1

DSA1.3.1 - Software Maintenance
Quality Control Report

4

12.00 R

PU

6

D3.3.2

DSA1.3.2 - Software Maintenance
Quality Control Report

4

64.00 R

PU

10

D3.3.3

DSA1.3.3 - Software Maintenance
Quality Control Report

4

164.00 R

PU

22

D3.3.4

DSA1.3.4 - Software Maintenance
Quality Control Report

4

164.00 R

PU

34

D3.4.1

DSA1.4.1 - Annual Maintenance and
Support Report

10

100.00 R

PU

12

D3.4.2

DSA1.4.2 - Annual Maintenance and
Support Report

10

100.00 R

PU

24

D3.4.3

DSA1.4.3 - Annual Maintenance and
Support Report

10

88.00 R

PU

36

Total

697.00

Description of deliverables
D3.1) DSA1.1 - Software Maintenance and Support Plan: This document describes the Software Maintenance
and Support processes, the roles and responsibilities and the main metrics to be used for the Service Level
Agreements. [month 1]
D3.2) DSA1.2 - Software Release Plan: This document describes the release procedures and policies for the
middleware services and the complete EMI reference distributions. It also contains the initial release schedule to
be prepared in collaboration with the PTB and the JRA1 Work Package. The release schedule will be updated
every three months during the course of the project [month 3]
D3.3.1) DSA1.3.1 - Software Maintenance Quality Control Report: This document describes the status and
performance of the quality control task with details on the availability and execution of regression tests for the
supported EMI components, the unit test availability and coverage and various static and dynamic metrics on
released components. This aggregated data is internally generated every month, the first deliverable at M06
marks the first EMI reference release, the following deliverables are reported to the EC every twelve months.
[month 6]
D3.3.2) DSA1.3.2 - Software Maintenance Quality Control Report: This document describes the status and
performance of the quality control task with details on the availability and execution of regression tests for the
supported EMI components, the unit test availability and coverage and various static and dynamic metrics on
released components. This aggregated data is internally generated every month, the first deliverable at M06
marks the first EMI reference release, the following deliverables are reported to the EC every twelve months.
[month 10]
D3.3.3) DSA1.3.3 - Software Maintenance Quality Control Report: This document describes the status and
performance of the quality control task with details on the availability and execution of regression tests for the
supported EMI components, the unit test availability and coverage and various static and dynamic metrics on
released components. This aggregated data is internally generated every month, the first deliverable at M06
marks the first EMI reference release, the following deliverables are reported to the EC every twelve months.
[month 22]
D3.3.4) DSA1.3.4 - Software Maintenance Quality Control Report: This document describes the status and
performance of the quality control task with details on the availability and execution of regression tests for the
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supported EMI components, the unit test availability and coverage and various static and dynamic metrics on
released components. This aggregated data is internally generated every month, the first deliverable at M06
marks the first EMI reference release, the following deliverables are reported to the EC every twelve months.
[month 34]
D3.4.1) DSA1.4.1 - Annual Maintenance and Support Report: This report contains a consolidate view of the
results of all SA1 tasks with particular focus on the compliance with the established processes and procedures
and the implementation of the Service Level Agreements with major customers. [month 12]
D3.4.2) DSA1.4.2 - Annual Maintenance and Support Report: This report contains a consolidate view of the
results of all SA1 tasks with particular focus on the compliance with the established processes and procedures
and the implementation of the Service Level Agreements with major customers. [month 24]
D3.4.3) DSA1.4.3 - Annual Maintenance and Support Report: This report contains a consolidate view of the
results of all SA1 tasks with particular focus on the compliance with the established processes and procedures
and the implementation of the Service Level Agreements with major customers. [month 36]
Schedule of relevant Milestones
Milestone
59
number

MS17

MS18

MS19

MS20

Milestone name

MSA1.1 - EMI Support Units integrated in
GGUS

MSA1.2.1 - EMI Reference Releases

MSA1.2.2 - EMI Reference Releases

MSA1.2.3 - EMI Reference Releases

Lead
beneficiary
number

Delivery
date from
60
Annex I

4

Comments
Having the EMI Support
Units in GGUS is the
1 required starting point
for setting up the support
activities.

10

EMI plans to have
at least a baseline
reference release per
year to introduce the
major functionality
6
changes and
improvements foreseen
by the EMI Technical
Development Plan
(DNA1.3).

10

EMI plans to have
at least a baseline
reference release per
year to introduce the
major functionality
12
changes and
improvements foreseen
by the EMI Technical
Development Plan
(DNA1.3).

10

EMI plans to have
at least a baseline
reference release per
year to introduce the
24
major functionality
changes and
improvements foreseen
by the EMI Technical
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Schedule of relevant Milestones
Milestone
59
number

Milestone name

Lead
beneficiary
number

Delivery
date from
60
Annex I

Comments
Development Plan
(DNA1.3).

MS21

MSA1.2.4 - EMI Reference Releases

10

EMI plans to have
at least a baseline
reference release per
year to introduce the
major functionality
36
changes and
improvements foreseen
by the EMI Technical
Development Plan
(DNA1.3).
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Project Number

261611

1

Project Acronym

2

EMI

One form per Work Package
Work package number

WP4

53

Work package title

Type of activity

54

OTHER

SA2 - Quality Assurance

Start month

1

End month

36

Lead beneficiary number

55

1
Objectives

• Define and establish a common software quality assurance process and metrics for all engineering activities
• Allow the EMI middleware to consistently pass the customer acceptance criteria and continually improve the
software quality and the process itself by monitoring the metrics value trends, reviewing quality control activities
and related tests, providing support and consultancy in QA matters
• Enable a continuous integration and testing process by selecting and maintaining tools and resources for
building and testing software either within the project of in collaboration with external resource providers
Description of work and role of partners
SA2.1 – Work Package coordination (Task leader: CERN, all partners participate to the meetings and reviews)
This task deals with the regular coordination of the Work Package, reporting and review of milestones and
deliverables.
SA2.2 – Quality Assurance Process Definition and Monitoring (Task leader: CERN. Participants: CINECA, INFN,
UPJS)
This task deals with the definition of a standards-compliant software engineering process and the continual
activity of monitoring its correct application within the activities of the EMI project. The success criteria of this
task are the availability of an agreed, documented and regularly updated process and the minimization of
deviation in its application by the project members.
SA2.3 – Metrics and KPIs Definition and Reporting (Task leader: TCD. Participants: CERN)
This task deals with the definition and continual collection and reporting of software quality metrics according to
the A-QCM model or other suitable models. This task provides information to the Project Executive Board and
other project decisional bodies on the status of the software as an instrument to take corrective actions. The
success criteria of this task are the regular production of reports and their use to identify improvement areas.
SA2.4 – Tools and Repositories Selection, Maintenance and Integration (Task leader: CERN. Participants:
CINECA, GRNET, INFN, UPJS)
This task deals with the definition and when necessary maintenance of the tools required to support the QA
process. The task includes any supporting activity to software providers to integrate required information to
and from other tools maintained outside the EMI project. The task also include the setup and maintenance of
repositories for storing the EMI software packages, tests, build and test reports and metrics generated during all
software development activities within EMI.
SA2.5 – QA Implementation Review and Support (Task leader: UPJS. Participants: CERN, INFN, TCD)
This task includes review activities of the QA, test and certification implementations done by the Product Teams,
such as sample review of test plans and tests, compliance with packaging and porting guidelines, validation of
documentation, etc. The task also includes supporting the Product Teams in effective design and implementation
of tests to be used with testing tools such as ETICS. The success criterion for this task is the correct usage of
tools and procedures by all project members to be measured by regular surveys and verifications
SA2.6 – Testbeds Setup, Maintenance and Coordination (Task leader: INFN. Participants: CERN, CESNET,
DESY, JUELICH, UPJS)
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This task consists in the setup and maintenance of distributed testbeds for the project continuous integration
and testing operations and the coordination and provision of larger-scale testbeds from collaborating resource
providers. The success criteria for this task are the availability and reliability metrics of the execution nodes.
Person-Months per Participant
Participant number

Participant short name

10

Person-months per participant

11

1 CERN

90.00

3 CESNET

9.00

4 CINECA

36.00

8 JUELICH

9.00

9 GRNET

9.00

10 INFN

72.00

15 TCD

36.00

20 UPJS

48.00
Total

309.00

List of deliverables
Deliverable
Number

Lead
beneficiary
number

Deliverable Title

61

Estimated
indicative
personmonths

Nature

62

Dissemination
63
level

Delivery date

64

D4.1

DSA2.1 - Quality Assurance Plan

1

8.00 R

PU

1

D4.2.1

DSA2.2.1 - QA Tools Documentation

1

12.00 R

PU

2

D4.2.2

DSA2.2.2 - QA Tools Documentation

1

40.00 R

PU

10

D4.2.3

DSA2.2.3 - QA Tools Documentation

1

60.00 R

PU

22

D4.3.1

DSA2.3.1 - Periodic QA Reports

15

15.00 R

PU

3

D4.3.2

DSA2.3.2 - Periodic QA Reports

15

45.00 R

PU

12

D4.3.3

DSA2.3.3 - Periodic QA Reports

15

60.00 R

PU

24

D4.3.4

DSA2.3.4 - Periodic QA Reports

15

60.00 R

PU

36

D4.4

DSA2.4 - Continuous Integration and
Certification Testbeds

10

9.00 R

PU

3

Total

309.00

Description of deliverables
D4.1) DSA2.1 - Quality Assurance Plan: This deliverable contains the definition of the global software QA
processes, procedures, roles and responsibility and the related metrics and measurement methodologies.
[month 1]
D4.2.1) DSA2.2.1 - QA Tools Documentation: This document describes the software engineering tools and the
repository management systems provided by SA2 to EMI and third-party users. This document is updated and
revised regularly [month 2]
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D4.2.2) DSA2.2.2 - QA Tools Documentation: This document describes the software engineering tools and the
repository management systems provided by SA2 to EMI and third-party users. This document is updated and
revised regularly [month 10]
D4.2.3) DSA2.2.3 - QA Tools Documentation: This document describes the software engineering tools and the
repository management systems provided by SA2 to EMI and third-party users. This document is updated and
revised regularly [month 22]
D4.3.1) DSA2.3.1 - Periodic QA Reports: A report on the compliance with and results of the quality assurance
process is produced monthly by the activity manager and is reported every twelve months to the EC [month 3]
D4.3.2) DSA2.3.2 - Periodic QA Reports: A report on the compliance with and results of the quality assurance
process is produced monthly by the activity manager and is reported every twelve months to the EC [month 12]
D4.3.3) DSA2.3.3 - Periodic QA Reports: A report on the compliance with and results of the quality assurance
process is produced monthly by the activity manager and is reported every twelve months to the EC [month 24]
D4.3.4) DSA2.3.4 - Periodic QA Reports: A report on the compliance with and results of the quality assurance
process is produced monthly by the activity manager and is reported every twelve months to the EC [month 36]
D4.4) DSA2.4 - Continuous Integration and Certification Testbeds: This document describes the distributed
certification testsbeds for internal and acceptance certification and its access and usage requirements [month 3]
Schedule of relevant Milestones
Milestone
59
number

MS22

MS23

Milestone name

MSA2.1 - Software development tools and
software repositories in place

MSA2.2 - Continuous integration and
certification testbeds in place

MS24

MSA2.3 - Large-scale acceptance
certification testbeds are in place

MS25

MSA2.4 - Software development tools
aligned across activities, partners and
middleware stacks

Lead
beneficiary
number

Delivery
date from
60
Annex I

1

Comments
The early availability of
QA tools for all project
activities is required
to have an efficient
1 engineering process
rapidly in place. This
has to be used as the
basis for the alignment of
processes

10

The early availability of
the internal continuous
integration and
3
certification testbeds is
critical to implement the
QA process.

10

The large-scale testbeds
are necessary to
6 perform acceptance,
interoperabilty and
scalability tests

1

After a transition period
all project must be
12
aligned on the same
procedures and tools.
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Project Number

261611

1

Project Acronym

2

EMI

One form per Work Package
Work package number

WP5

53

Work package title

Type of activity

54

RTD

JRA1 – Middleware Development, Evolution and Integration

Start month

1

End month

36

Lead beneficiary number

55

8
Objectives

• Deliver a consolidated and streamlined set of services and components from ARC, gLite and UNICORE by
re-factoring existing components, defining and implementing standards and phasing out duplicate and obsolete
components from the original middleware stacks.
• Enable effective and efficient operations of the DCIs like EGI and PRACE by improving the existing middleware
services with new required functionality focusing on usability, manageability and service operations
• Follow and anticipate the needs of the growing infrastructure usage by investigating and adopting technologies
to improve scalability, reliability and performance of the grid services
• Increase the relevance and usability of the EMI grid middleware by actively managing user requirements in
collaboration with infrastructure and community projects and initiatives
• Continuously improve the quality of the grid services by implementing standard Quality Control activities with
particular focus on standard compliance and conformance tests, unit and functional tests
• Guide and validate the open standard adoption process in EMI and participate in standardization bodies in
order to promote and drive standards that are relevant to the EMI project in order to achieve a virtuous cycle of
implementation, validation and feedback
• Integrate emerging components into the broader EMI component ecosystem in order to avoid incompatibilities
as well as to ensure that the components can be used together and with other third-party components relevant in
DCIs
Description of work and role of partners
JRA1.1 – Work Package Coordination (Task leader: JUELICH, all partners to contribute to meetings and
reviews)
This task consists in the regular coordination of the Work Package, reporting and review of milestones and
deliverables.
JRA1.2 – Definition and Implementation of the Compute Area Work Plan (Task leader: INFN. Participants:
CESGA, CINECA, CSIC, JUELICH, GRNET, NIIFI, UCPH, UIO, UU, UWAR)
This task consists in the definition, coordination, implementation and monitoring of the work plan for the
Compute Area technical area. The task includes the design of the detailed implementation plan as a
specialization of the overall Technical Development Plan defined by the Technical Director in NA1, the
coordination and implementation of the defined tasks and the monitoring and reporting of the work plan status.
The objective of this task is to enhance computing capabilities offered by the current services deployed in
production infrastructures. Specifically, it will ensure conformance to the OGF PGI compute specification,
develop common client libraries and APIs, extend and add consistent and uniform MPI support, and bridge the
gap between grid and cloud infrastructures.
The success criteria for this task are the availability of the initial and the updated work plans and the successful
hand-over of software to SA1 of the planned functionality at the agreed times satisfying the agreed quality
criteria defined by SA2.
JRA1.3 – Definition and Implementation of the Data Area Work Plan (Task leader: DESY. Participants: CERN,
CINECA, JUELICH, INFN, NIIFI, TUD, UH, UIO, KISTI)
This task consists in the definition, coordination, implementation and monitoring of the work plan for the Data
Services technical area. The task includes the design of the detailed implementation plan as a specialization
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of the overall Technical Development Plan defined by the Technical Director in NA1, the coordination and
implementation of the defined tasks and the monitoring and reporting of the work plan status.
The objective of this task is to implement a streamlined and maintainable storage distribution in EMI, based on
the existing software stacks. In order to achieve this, the following steps are pursued: achieve commonality in
access control by replacing the currently used GSI with the industry standard SSL/TLS framework; implement
native POSIX data access and access control; synchronise namespace across different solutions; and
implement a common PGI data profile (i.e. SRM).
The success criteria for this task are the availability of the initial and the updated work plans and the successful
hand-over of software to SA1 of the planned functionality at the agreed times satisfying the agreed quality
criteria defined by SA2.
JRA1.4 – Definition and Implementation of the Security Area Work Plan (Task leader: UH. Participants:
CESNET, FOM, JUELICH, GRNET, INFN, SWITCH, UIO, UU, UWAR)
This task consists in the definition, coordination, implementation and monitoring of the work plan for the Security
Services technical area. The task includes the design of the detailed implementation plan as a specialization
of the overall Technical Development Plan defined by the Technical Director in NA1, the coordination and
implementation of the defined tasks and the monitoring and reporting of the work plan status.
The primary goal of this task is to develop a common security infrastructure for EMI components and services.
In order to achieve this, the task will rationalize the communications and security tokens passed between
different services. Communication between services will be enabled by the use of industry standard SSL/TLS
instead of the currently used GSI. Another goal of this task is to lower the barrier of accessing DCIs using SLCS
(e.g. Shibboleth credentials) and to enable the usage of EMI components and services with other security
infrastructures such as Kerberos.
The success criteria for this task are the availability of the initial and the updated work plans and the successful
hand-over of software to SA1 of the planned functionality at the agreed times satisfying the agreed quality
criteria defined by SA2.
JRA1.5 – Definition and Implementation of the Infrastructure Area Work Plan (Task leader: CERN. Participants:
CESNET, JUELICH, INFN, LU, NIIFI, STFC,UWAR, ASGC)
This task consists in the definition, coordination, implementation and monitoring of the work plan for the
Infrastructure Services technical area. The task includes the design of the detailed implementation plan as
a specialization of the overall Technical Development Plan defined by the Technical Director in NA1, the
coordination and implementation of the defined tasks and the monitoring and reporting of the work plan status.
This task covers a wide area of various infrastructure services. In terms of accounting, it will implement
accounting hooks in EMI components and services that are compatible with the EMI messaging solution. The
messaging solution will be implemented to enable service monitoring and management across the various
middleware components. Virtualization will be used as a key enabling infrastructure technology.
The success criteria for this task are the availability of the initial and the updated work plans and the successful
hand-over of software to SA1 of the planned functionality at the agreed times satisfying the agreed quality
criteria defined by SA2.
JRA1.6 – Standardization (Task leader: UIO. Participants: CERN, DESY, JUELICH, INFN, LU)
This task consists in the definition, coordination and validation of the EMI middleware standardization activities
and roadmap. This task includes the definition of the standardization policies and work plan, the coordination
of the standard compliance and conformance tests as well as the active participation in Standard Definition
Organisations to advance the state of the art and promote the EMI standardization roadmap. The success
criteria of this tasks are the availability of the initial and the updated standardization plans, the successful
adoption of the agreed standards by all relevant EMI services and a measurable impact on international
initiatives, like the formal acceptance of innovative or improved standards by the community.
JRA1.7 – Integration and Interoperability (Task leader: JUELICH. Participants: CERN, CESNET, CINECA,
DESY, INFN, GRNET, LU, NIIFI, UIO, UU, UCPH)
This task consists in the continuous verification of the integration of the EMI services and components, their
respect of the agreed interfaces and of the agreed common dependencies. It also includes the definition and
verification of the interoperability criteria within the EMI services stack and with external systems. The main
success criteria of this task are the successful hand over of integrated sets of components to SA1 for further
inclusion in the EMI releases and the verified interoperability with the external systems foreseen in the Technical
Development Plan.
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JRA1.8 – Quality Control (Task leader: INFN, all partners participates to the continuous QC procedures as part
of the development tasks)
This task consists in the application of QA processes and procedures defined by SA2. All EMI components
need to satisfy well-defined certification and validation criteria before being handed over to SA1 to be released
and become part of a stable EMI distribution. The main success criterion of this task is the availability of an
appropriate level of unit, functional and standard compliance tests for all EMI components and services.
Person-Months per Participant
Participant number

Participant short name

10

Person-months per participant

11

1 CERN

135.00

2 CESGA

8.00

3 CESNET

63.00

4 CINECA

23.00

5 CSIC

7.00

6 DESY

57.00

7 FOM

16.00

8 JUELICH

90.00

9 GRNET

18.00

10 INFN

167.00

11 LU

56.00

12 NIIFI

31.00

13 STFC

27.00

14 SWITCH

40.00

16 TUD

45.00

17 UCPH

27.00

18 UH

45.00

19 UIO

45.00

21 UU

27.00

22 UWAR

30.00

23 KISTI

72.00

24 AS

15.00
Total

1,044.00

List of deliverables
Deliverable
Number

Deliverable Title

61

D5.1.1

DJRA1.1.1 – Compute Area Work
Plan and Status Report

Lead
beneficiary
number
10

Estimated
indicative
personmonths

Nature

12.00 R

62

Dissemination
63
level
PU
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List of deliverables
Deliverable
Number

Deliverable Title

61

Lead
beneficiary
number

Estimated
indicative
personmonths

Nature

62

Dissemination
63
level

Delivery date

64

D5.1.2

DJRA1.1.2 – Compute Area Work
Plan and Status Report

10

48.00 R

PU

12

D5.1.3

DJRA1.1.3 – Compute Area Work
Plan and Status Report

10

48.00 R

PU

24

D5.1.4

DJRA1.1.4 – Compute Area Work
Plan and Status Report

10

48.00 R

PU

36

D5.2.1

DJRA1.2.1 – Data Area Work Plan
and Status Report

6

21.00 R

PU

3

D5.2.2

DJRA1.2.2 – Data Area Work Plan
and Status Report

6

65.00 R

PU

12

D5.2.3

DJRA1.2.3 – Data Area Work Plan
and Status Report

6

65.00 R

PU

24

D5.2.4

DJRA1.2.4 – Data Area Work Plan
and Status Report

6

65.00 R

PU

36

D5.3.1

DJRA1.3.1 – Security Area Work Plan
and Status Report

18

19.00 R

PU

3

D5.3.2

DJRA1.3.2 – Security Area Work Plan
and Status Report

18

48.00 R

PU

12

D5.3.3

DJRA1.3.3 – Security Area Work Plan
and Status Report

18

48.00 R

PU

24

D5.3.4

DJRA1.3.4 – Security Area Work Plan
and Status Report

18

48.00 R

PU

36

D5.4.1

DJRA1.4.1 – Infrastructure Area Work
Plan and Status Report

1

16.00 R

PU

3

D5.4.2

DJRA1.4.2 – Infrastructure Area Work
Plan and Status Report

1

48.00 R

PU

12

D5.4.3

DJRA1.4.3 – Infrastructure Area Work
Plan and Status Report

1

48.00 R

PU

24

D5.4.4

DJRA1.4.4 – Infrastructure Area Work
Plan and Status Report

1

48.00 R

PU

36

D5.5.1

DJRA1.5.1 – Standardization Work
Plan and Status Report

19

9.00 R

PU

3

D5.5.2

DJRA1.5.2 – Standardization Work
Plan and Status Report

19

36.00 R

PU

12

D5.5.3

DJRA1.5.3 – Standardization Work
Plan and Status Report

19

36.00 R

PU

24

D5.5.4

DJRA1.5.4 – Standardization Work
Plan and Status Report

19

36.00 R

PU

36

D5.6.1

DJRA1.6.1 – Integration Work Plan
and Status Report

8

9.00 R

PU

3
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List of deliverables
Deliverable
Number

Lead
beneficiary
number

Deliverable Title

61

Estimated
indicative
personmonths

Nature

62

Dissemination
63
level

Delivery date

64

D5.6.2

DJRA1.6.2 – Integration Work Plan
and Status Report

8

36.00 R

PU

12

D5.6.3

DJRA1.6.3 – Integration Work Plan
and Status Report

8

36.00 R

PU

24

D5.6.4

DJRA1.6.4 – Integration Work Plan
and Status Report

8

36.00 R

PU

36

D5.7.1

DJRA1.7.1 – Software Development
Quality Control Report

10

7.00 R

PU

3

D5.7.2

DJRA1.7.2 – Software Development
Quality Control Report

10

36.00 R

PU

12

D5.7.3

DJRA1.7.3 – Software Development
Quality Control Report

10

36.00 R

PU

24

D5.7.4

DJRA1.7.4 – Software Development
Quality Control Report

10

36.00 R

PU

36

Total

1,044.00

Description of deliverables
D5.1.1) DJRA1.1.1 – Compute Area Work Plan and Status Report: This deliverable contains the detailed work
plan of the Compute Services technical area compliant with the overall EMI Technical Development Plan. The
plan is released early in the project life and updated every year including a status report on the achievements of
the past 12 months compared to the planned objectives. The status report at M03 will cover the state-of-the art
while the work plan at M36 will provide recommendations for further work. [month 3]
D5.1.2) DJRA1.1.2 – Compute Area Work Plan and Status Report: This deliverable contains the detailed work
plan of the Compute Services technical area compliant with the overall EMI Technical Development Plan. The
plan is released early in the project life and updated every year including a status report on the achievements of
the past 12 months compared to the planned objectives. The status report at M03 will cover the state-of-the art
while the work plan at M36 will provide recommendations for further work. [month 12]
D5.1.3) DJRA1.1.3 – Compute Area Work Plan and Status Report: This deliverable contains the detailed work
plan of the Compute Services technical area compliant with the overall EMI Technical Development Plan. The
plan is released early in the project life and updated every year including a status report on the achievements of
the past 12 months compared to the planned objectives. The status report at M03 will cover the state-of-the art
while the work plan at M36 will provide recommendations for further work. [month 24]
D5.1.4) DJRA1.1.4 – Compute Area Work Plan and Status Report: This deliverable contains the detailed work
plan of the Compute Services technical area compliant with the overall EMI Technical Development Plan. The
plan is released early in the project life and updated every year including a status report on the achievements of
the past 12 months compared to the planned objectives. The status report at M03 will cover the state-of-the art
while the work plan at M36 will provide recommendations for further work. [month 36]
D5.2.1) DJRA1.2.1 – Data Area Work Plan and Status Report: This deliverable contains the detailed work plan
of the Data Services technical area compliant with the overall EMI Technical Development Plan. The plan is
released early in the project life and updated every year including a status report on the achievements of the
past 12 months compared to the planned objectives. The status report at M03 will cover the state-of-the art while
the work plan at M36 will provide recommendations for further work. [month 3]
D5.2.2) DJRA1.2.2 – Data Area Work Plan and Status Report: This deliverable contains the detailed work plan
of the Data Services technical area compliant with the overall EMI Technical Development Plan. The plan is
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released early in the project life and updated every year including a status report on the achievements of the
past 12 months compared to the planned objectives. The status report at M03 will cover the state-of-the art while
the work plan at M36 will provide recommendations for further work. [month 12]
D5.2.3) DJRA1.2.3 – Data Area Work Plan and Status Report: This deliverable contains the detailed work plan
of the Data Services technical area compliant with the overall EMI Technical Development Plan. The plan is
released early in the project life and updated every year including a status report on the achievements of the
past 12 months compared to the planned objectives. The status report at M03 will cover the state-of-the art while
the work plan at M36 will provide recommendations for further work. [month 24]
D5.2.4) DJRA1.2.4 – Data Area Work Plan and Status Report: This deliverable contains the detailed work plan
of the Data Services technical area compliant with the overall EMI Technical Development Plan. The plan is
released early in the project life and updated every year including a status report on the achievements of the
past 12 months compared to the planned objectives. The status report at M03 will cover the state-of-the art while
the work plan at M36 will provide recommendations for further work. [month 36]
D5.3.1) DJRA1.3.1 – Security Area Work Plan and Status Report: This deliverable contains the detailed work
plan of the Security Services technical area compliant with the overall EMI Technical Development Plan. The
plan is released early in the project life and updated every year including a status report on the achievements of
the past 12 months compared to the planned objectives. The status report at M03 will cover the state-of-the art
while the work plan at M36 will provide recommendations for further work. [month 3]
D5.3.2) DJRA1.3.2 – Security Area Work Plan and Status Report: This deliverable contains the detailed work
plan of the Security Services technical area compliant with the overall EMI Technical Development Plan. The
plan is released early in the project life and updated every year including a status report on the achievements of
the past 12 months compared to the planned objectives. The status report at M03 will cover the state-of-the art
while the work plan at M36 will provide recommendations for further work. [month 12]
D5.3.3) DJRA1.3.3 – Security Area Work Plan and Status Report: This deliverable contains the detailed work
plan of the Security Services technical area compliant with the overall EMI Technical Development Plan. The
plan is released early in the project life and updated every year including a status report on the achievements of
the past 12 months compared to the planned objectives. The status report at M03 will cover the state-of-the art
while the work plan at M36 will provide recommendations for further work. [month 24]
D5.3.4) DJRA1.3.4 – Security Area Work Plan and Status Report: This deliverable contains the detailed work
plan of the Security Services technical area compliant with the overall EMI Technical Development Plan. The
plan is released early in the project life and updated every year including a status report on the achievements of
the past 12 months compared to the planned objectives. The status report at M03 will cover the state-of-the art
while the work plan at M36 will provide recommendations for further work. [month 36]
D5.4.1) DJRA1.4.1 – Infrastructure Area Work Plan and Status Report: This deliverable contains the detailed
work plan of the Infrastructure Services technical area compliant with the overall EMI Technical Development
Plan. The plan is released early in the project life and updated every year including a status report on the
achievements of the past 12 months compared to the planned objectives. The status report at M03 will cover the
state-of-the art while the work plan at M36 will provide recommendations for further work. [month 3]
D5.4.2) DJRA1.4.2 – Infrastructure Area Work Plan and Status Report: This deliverable contains the detailed
work plan of the Infrastructure Services technical area compliant with the overall EMI Technical Development
Plan. The plan is released early in the project life and updated every year including a status report on the
achievements of the past 12 months compared to the planned objectives. The status report at M03 will cover the
state-of-the art while the work plan at M36 will provide recommendations for further work. [month 12]
D5.4.3) DJRA1.4.3 – Infrastructure Area Work Plan and Status Report: This deliverable contains the detailed
work plan of the Infrastructure Services technical area compliant with the overall EMI Technical Development
Plan. The plan is released early in the project life and updated every year including a status report on the
achievements of the past 12 months compared to the planned objectives. The status report at M03 will cover the
state-of-the art while the work plan at M36 will provide recommendations for further work. [month 24]
D5.4.4) DJRA1.4.4 – Infrastructure Area Work Plan and Status Report: This deliverable contains the detailed
work plan of the Infrastructure Services technical area compliant with the overall EMI Technical Development
Plan. The plan is released early in the project life and updated every year including a status report on the
achievements of the past 12 months compared to the planned objectives. The status report at M03 will cover the
state-of-the art while the work plan at M36 will provide recommendations for further work. [month 36]
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D5.5.1) DJRA1.5.1 – Standardization Work Plan and Status Report: This deliverable contains the detailed work
plan of the standardization activities and objectives compliant with the overall EMI Technical Development
Plan. The plan is released early in the project life and updated every year including a status report on the
achievements of the past 12 months compared to the planned objectives. The status report at M03 will cover the
state-of-the art while the work plan at M36 will provide recommendations for further work. [month 3]
D5.5.2) DJRA1.5.2 – Standardization Work Plan and Status Report: This deliverable contains the detailed work
plan of the standardization activities and objectives compliant with the overall EMI Technical Development
Plan. The plan is released early in the project life and updated every year including a status report on the
achievements of the past 12 months compared to the planned objectives. The status report at M03 will cover the
state-of-the art while the work plan at M36 will provide recommendations for further work. [month 12]
D5.5.3) DJRA1.5.3 – Standardization Work Plan and Status Report: This deliverable contains the detailed work
plan of the standardization activities and objectives compliant with the overall EMI Technical Development
Plan. The plan is released early in the project life and updated every year including a status report on the
achievements of the past 12 months compared to the planned objectives. The status report at M03 will cover the
state-of-the art while the work plan at M36 will provide recommendations for further work. [month 24]
D5.5.4) DJRA1.5.4 – Standardization Work Plan and Status Report: This deliverable contains the detailed work
plan of the standardization activities and objectives compliant with the overall EMI Technical Development
Plan. The plan is released early in the project life and updated every year including a status report on the
achievements of the past 12 months compared to the planned objectives. The status report at M03 will cover the
state-of-the art while the work plan at M36 will provide recommendations for further work. [month 36]
D5.6.1) DJRA1.6.1 – Integration Work Plan and Status Report: This deliverable contains the detailed work
plan of the integration activities and objectives compliant with the overall EMI Technical Development Plan and
aligned with the work-plans of other tasks within this work package. The plan is released early in the project life
and updated every year including a status report on the achievements of the past 12 months compared to the
planned objectives. [month 3]
D5.6.2) DJRA1.6.2 – Integration Work Plan and Status Report: This deliverable contains the detailed work
plan of the integration activities and objectives compliant with the overall EMI Technical Development Plan and
aligned with the work-plans of other tasks within this work package. The plan is released early in the project life
and updated every year including a status report on the achievements of the past 12 months compared to the
planned objectives. [month 12]
D5.6.3) DJRA1.6.3 – Integration Work Plan and Status Report: This deliverable contains the detailed work
plan of the integration activities and objectives compliant with the overall EMI Technical Development Plan and
aligned with the work-plans of other tasks within this work package. The plan is released early in the project life
and updated every year including a status report on the achievements of the past 12 months compared to the
planned objectives. [month 24]
D5.6.4) DJRA1.6.4 – Integration Work Plan and Status Report: This deliverable contains the detailed work
plan of the integration activities and objectives compliant with the overall EMI Technical Development Plan and
aligned with the work-plans of other tasks within this work package. The plan is released early in the project life
and updated every year including a status report on the achievements of the past 12 months compared to the
planned objectives. [month 36]
D5.7.1) DJRA1.7.1 – Software Development Quality Control Report: This document describes the status and
performance of the quality control task with details on the availability and execution of unit, functional and
compliance tests for the EMI components. This aggregated data is internally generated every month and
reported to the EC every twelve months. [month 3]
D5.7.2) DJRA1.7.2 – Software Development Quality Control Report: This document describes the status and
performance of the quality control task with details on the availability and execution of unit, functional and
compliance tests for the EMI components. This aggregated data is internally generated every month and
reported to the EC every twelve months. [month 12]
D5.7.3) DJRA1.7.3 – Software Development Quality Control Report: This document describes the status and
performance of the quality control task with details on the availability and execution of unit, functional and
compliance tests for the EMI components. This aggregated data is internally generated every month and
reported to the EC every twelve months. [month 24]
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Work package description
D5.7.4) DJRA1.7.4 – Software Development Quality Control Report: This document describes the status and
performance of the quality control task with details on the availability and execution of unit, functional and
compliance tests for the EMI components. This aggregated data is internally generated every month and
reported to the EC every twelve months. [month 36]
Schedule of relevant Milestones
Milestone
59
number

MS26

MS27

MS28

MS29

MS30

MS31

Milestone name

MJRA1.1 - Security Workshop

MJRA1.2 - Agreement on common job
submission and management methods

MJRA1.3 - Successful implementation of the
common job submission and management
methods

MJRA1.4 - Successful computational usage
of emerging computing models

MJRA1.5 - Agreement on common security
methods for data systems

MJRA1.6 - File Catalogue common
front-ends

Lead
beneficiary
number

Delivery
date from
60
Annex I

Comments

18

Organization of
workshop on EMI
2
security strategies and
roadmap.

10

This milestone indicates
an agreement in the
consortium on which
interfaces and protocols
6 we use in order to
enable computational
job submission and
management required
across technologies.

10

This milestone indicates
that the computational
job submission
between different
integrated compute
18
technology components
is successful and that
these solutions can be
used in the broader
production E

10

This milestone indicates
a success in using
30 emerging computing
models (i.e. clouds) with
EMI components.

6

This milestone indicates
the agreement and
definition of the common
5 security model to be
used in all data services
to overcome the current
incompatibilities.

1

This milestone indicates
the availability of a
standard interface to
15
access the file catalogue,
which simplifies the
integration with user
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Schedule of relevant Milestones
Milestone
59
number

Milestone name

Lead
beneficiary
number

Delivery
date from
60
Annex I

Comments
frameworks, portals and
third party components.

MS32

MS33

MS34

MS35

MS36

MS37

MJRA1.7 - First implementations of POSIX
compliance and HTTP support

MJRA1.8 - Full standard compliance and
POSIX support

MJRA1.9 - AAI requirements of DCIs

MJRA1.10 - EMI Security Workshop

MJRA1.11 - Easier end-user access
capability to EMI components in place

MJRA1.12 - Common Security Architecture
Assessment

1

This milestone
indicates the successful
implementation of initial
24 POSIX support for all
SRM-based systems and
full support for HTTP(S)
protocol.

1

This milestone refers
to availability of fully
30 compliant data services
and full support for
POSIX.

18

This milestone surveys
AAI needs in DCIs in
order to pick the most
7 relevant ones that have
to be supported by the
EMI common security
infrastructure.

18

Organization of
workshop on EMI
17
security strategies and
roadmap.

18

In order to lower the
barrier for end-users to
use EMI components
easier access
18
capabilities (e.g.
based on SLCS) will
be developed and/or
supported.

18

This milestones indicates
a thorough assessment
24 of the common security
architecture provided be
EMI.
A common information
exchange between the
EMI components is
3 crucial and should reflect
the needs of accounting,
information provisioning,
and messaging.

MS38

MJRA1.13 - Agreement on common
information exchange methods

1

MS39

MJRA1.14 - EMI Information exchange used
in computing

1

12
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Work package description
Schedule of relevant Milestones
Milestone
59
number

Milestone name

Lead
beneficiary
number

Delivery
date from
60
Annex I

Comments
exchange based on
an agreed information
model across the EMI
component ecosystem
using a common service
registry

MS40

MS41

MS42

MS43

MS44

MS45

MJRA1.15 - Service monitoring and
management

MJRA1.16 - Recommendation of a common
set of standards relevant to EMI

MJRA1.17-Test suites of compliance checks
in place

MJRA1.18 - Transparent use of open
standards in the EMI component ecosystem

MJRA1.19.1 - Integrated EMI Major Release
Candidates

MJRA1.19.2 - Integrated EMI Major Release
Candidates

1

This milestone indicates
a successful service
monitoring, including
24 remote configuration,
and management
utilizing the messaging
service.

19

This milestone refers to
a list of open standards
which are recommended
to be adopted within
3 the project and which
standards should be
driven by members of
the EMI consortium
through active participat

19

This milestone indicates
the existence of
testsuites for standard
16
compliance checks that
can be actually used by
the quality control task.

19

This milestone
indicates the usage
and broad adoption of
30
open standards in a
cross-area fashion using
EMI components.

8

This milestone indicates
the success of enforced
quality validation
procedures for sets of
10 new EMI components
developed by JRA1 to be
handed over to SA1 for
inclusion in official EMI
Reference RCs

8

This milestone indicates
the success of enforced
22 quality validation
procedures for sets of
new EMI components
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Schedule of relevant Milestones
Milestone
59
number

Milestone name

Lead
beneficiary
number

Delivery
date from
60
Annex I

Comments
developed by JRA1 to be
handed over to SA1 for
inclusion in official EMI
Reference RCs

MS46

MJRA1.19.3 - Integrated EMI Major Release
Candidates

8

This milestone indicates
the success of enforced
quality validation
procedures for sets of
34 new EMI components
developed by JRA1 to be
handed over to SA1 for
inclusion in official EMI
Reference RCs
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List of Milestones
Project Number

1

261611

Project Acronym

EMI

2

List and Schedule of Milestones
Milestone
59 Milestone name
number

MS1

MNA1.1 - Project
Kick-Off Meeting

MS2

MNA1.2 - Project
management
information system
and tools

MS3

MNA1.3 - Technical
collaboration
procedures with EGI
and PRACE are
established

MS4

MS5

MNA1.4.1 - Service
Level Agreements in
place

MNA1.4.2 - Service
Level Agreements in
place

MS6

MNA1.4.3 - Service
Level Agreements in
place

MS7

MNA1.5.1 Successful
completion of the
periodic and final
reviews

WP number

WP1

WP1

WP1

WP1

WP1

WP1

WP1

53

Delivery date
60
from Annex I

Lead beneficiary number

Comments

1

The project kick-off
meeting is the first
formal opportunity for all
1
project members to get a
complete overview of the
project vision and mission.

1

The set of communication
and progress monitoring
1 tools to be used
through-out the project are
in place.

1

Establishment of official
managed collaboration
3 channels with EGI
and PRACE through
committees like the MCB.

1

SLA are negotiated and
put in place with EGI and
PRACE and revised at
every major change and at
6
least every 12 months and
at the end of the project
as part of the sustainability
and exploitation plans

1

SLA are negotiated and
put in place with EGI and
PRACE and revised at
every major change and at
18
least every 12 months and
at the end of the project
as part of the sustainability
and exploitation plans

1

SLA are negotiated and
put in place with EGI and
PRACE and revised at
every major change and at
36
least every 12 months and
at the end of the project
as part of the sustainability
and exploitation plans

1

The periodic reviews are
major decision points,
which may require
14 strategic changes in the
project planning. The
successful completion of
the review is therefore
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List of Milestones
Milestone
59 Milestone name
number

WP number

53

Delivery date
60
from Annex I

Lead beneficiary number

Comments
considered important
milestones

MS8

MS9

MS10

MS11

MS12

MS13

MNA1.5.2 Successful
completion of the
periodic and final
reviews

MNA1.5.3 Successful
completion of the
periodic and final
reviews

MNA2.1 - Project
web presence

MNA2.2.1 Dissemination
material

MNA2.2.2 Dissemination
material

MNA2.2.3 Dissemination
material

WP1

WP1

WP2

WP2

WP2

WP2

1

The periodic reviews are
major decision points,
which may require
strategic changes in the
26 project planning. The
successful completion of
the review is therefore
considered important
milestones

1

The periodic reviews are
major decision points,
which may require
strategic changes in the
36 project planning. The
successful completion of
the review is therefore
considered important
milestones

10

An attractive,
comprehensive and
usable web site and user
collaboration tools are an
1 important way to establish
the project presence and
identity and have to be
made available as early as
possible

10

Dissemination material like
brochures, posters, press
kits, etc must be created
3 to be used in occasion
of conference and other
events and regularly
updated

10

Dissemination material like
brochures, posters, press
kits, etc must be created
12 to be used in occasion
of conference and other
events and regularly
updated

10

Dissemination material like
brochures, posters, press
kits, etc must be created
24 to be used in occasion
of conference and other
events and regularly
updated
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Milestone
59 Milestone name
number

MS14

MS15

MNA2.3.1 - Training
material and on-line
courses

MNA2.3.2 - Training
material and on-line
courses

MS16

MNA2.3.3 - Training
material and on-line
courses

MS17

MSA1.1 - EMI
Support Units
integrated in GGUS

MS18

MS19

MSA1.2.1 - EMI
Reference Releases

MSA1.2.2 - EMI
Reference Releases

WP number

WP2

WP2

WP2

WP3

WP3

WP3

53

Delivery date
60
from Annex I

Lead beneficiary number

Comments

15

The availability of training
material and on-line
courses and videos is
an essential support to
6 the training activities
and a powerful of way
of attracting users.
The material has to be
regularly upda

15

The availability of training
material and on-line
courses and videos is
an essential support to
18 the training activities
and a powerful of way
of attracting users.
The material has to be
regularly upda

15

The availability of training
material and on-line
courses and videos is
an essential support to
30 the training activities
and a powerful of way
of attracting users.
The material has to be
regularly upda

4

Having the EMI Support
Units in GGUS is the
1 required starting point
for setting up the support
activities.

10

EMI plans to have at
least a baseline reference
release per year to
introduce the major
6 functionality changes and
improvements foreseen
by the EMI Technical
Development Plan
(DNA1.3).

10

EMI plans to have at
least a baseline reference
release per year to
introduce the major
12 functionality changes and
improvements foreseen
by the EMI Technical
Development Plan
(DNA1.3).
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Milestone
59 Milestone name
number

MS20

MS21

MSA1.2.3 - EMI
Reference Releases

MSA1.2.4 - EMI
Reference Releases

MS22

MSA2.1 - Software
development
tools and software
repositories in place

MS23

MSA2.2 Continuous
integration and
certification testbeds
in place

MS24

MSA2.3 Large-scale
acceptance
certification testbeds
are in place

MS25

MSA2.4 - Software
development tools
aligned across
activities, partners
and middleware
stacks

MS26

MJRA1.1 - Security
Workshop

MS27

MJRA1.2 Agreement on
common job
submission and

WP number

WP3

WP3

53

Delivery date
60
from Annex I

Lead beneficiary number

Comments

10

EMI plans to have at
least a baseline reference
release per year to
introduce the major
24 functionality changes and
improvements foreseen
by the EMI Technical
Development Plan
(DNA1.3).

10

EMI plans to have at
least a baseline reference
release per year to
introduce the major
36 functionality changes and
improvements foreseen
by the EMI Technical
Development Plan
(DNA1.3).

1

The early availability of
QA tools for all project
activities is required
to have an efficient
1
engineering process
rapidly in place. This has
to be used as the basis for
the alignment of processes

10

The early availability of
the internal continuous
integration and certification
3
testbeds is critical to
implement the QA
process.

10

The large-scale testbeds
are necessary to perform
6
acceptance, interoperabilty
and scalability tests

WP4

1

After a transition period all
project must be aligned on
12
the same procedures and
tools.

WP5

18

Organization of workshop
2 on EMI security strategies
and roadmap.

10

This milestone indicates
an agreement in the
6 consortium on which
interfaces and protocols
we use in order to

WP4

WP4

WP4

WP5
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Milestone
59 Milestone name
number

WP number

53

Delivery date
60
from Annex I

Lead beneficiary number

enable computational
job submission and
management required
across technologies.

management
methods

MS28

MJRA1.3 Successful
implementation
of the common
job submission
and management
methods

MS29

MJRA1.4 Successful
computational
usage of emerging
computing models

MS30

MJRA1.5 Agreement on
common security
methods for data
systems

MS31

MJRA1.6 - File
Catalogue common
front-ends

WP5

WP5

WP5

WP5

MS32

MJRA1.7 - First
implementations of
POSIX compliance
and HTTP support

MS33

MJRA1.8 - Full
standard compliance WP5
and POSIX support

MS34

Comments

WP5

MJRA1.9 - AAI
WP5
requirements of DCIs

10

This milestone indicates
that the computational
job submission between
different integrated
18 compute technology
components is successful
and that these solutions
can be used in the broader
production E

10

This milestone indicates
a success in using
30 emerging computing
models (i.e. clouds) with
EMI components.

6

This milestone indicates
the agreement and
definition of the common
5 security model to be used
in all data services to
overcome the current
incompatibilities.

1

This milestone indicates
the availability of a
standard interface to
access the file catalogue,
15
which simplifies the
integration with user
frameworks, portals and
third party components.

1

This milestone
indicates the successful
implementation of initial
24 POSIX support for all
SRM-based systems and
full support for HTTP(S)
protocol.

1

This milestone refers
to availability of fully
30
compliant data services
and full support for POSIX.

18

This milestone surveys
AAI needs in DCIs in
7 order to pick the most
relevant ones that have
to be supported by the
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Milestone
59 Milestone name
number

WP number

53

Delivery date
60
from Annex I

Lead beneficiary number

Comments
EMI common security
infrastructure.

MS35

MJRA1.10 - EMI
Security Workshop

WP5

MS36

MJRA1.11 - Easier
end-user access
WP5
capability to EMI
components in place

MS37

MJRA1.12 Common Security
Architecture
Assessment

MS38

MS39

MS40

MJRA1.13 Agreement on
common information
exchange methods

MJRA1.14 EMI Information
exchange used in
computing

MJRA1.15 - Service
monitoring and
management

WP5

WP5

WP5

WP5

MS41

MJRA1.16 Recommendation
of a common set of
WP5
standards relevant to
EMI

MS42

MJRA1.17-Test
suites of compliance
checks in place

WP5

18

Organization of workshop
17 on EMI security strategies
and roadmap.

18

In order to lower the
barrier for end-users to
use EMI components
18 easier access capabilities
(e.g. based on SLCS)
will be developed and/or
supported.

18

This milestones indicates
a thorough assessment
24 of the common security
architecture provided be
EMI.

1

A common information
exchange between the
EMI components is crucial
3 and should reflect the
needs of accounting,
information provisioning,
and messaging.

1

This milestone indicated
a successful information
exchange based on
an agreed information
12
model across the EMI
component ecosystem
using a common service
registry

1

This milestone indicates
a successful service
monitoring, including
24
remote configuration, and
management utilizing the
messaging service.

19

This milestone refers to
a list of open standards
which are recommended
to be adopted within
3 the project and which
standards should be
driven by members of the
EMI consortium through
active participat

19

This milestone indicates
the existence of testsuites
16
for standard compliance
checks that can be
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Milestone
59 Milestone name
number

WP number

53

Delivery date
60
from Annex I

Lead beneficiary number

Comments
actually used by the
quality control task.

MS43

MS44

MS45

MS46

MJRA1.18 Transparent use of
open standards in
the EMI component
ecosystem

WP5

MJRA1.19.1 Integrated EMI Major WP5
Release Candidates

MJRA1.19.2 Integrated EMI Major WP5
Release Candidates

MJRA1.19.3 Integrated EMI Major WP5
Release Candidates

19

This milestone indicates
the usage and broad
adoption of open
30
standards in a cross-area
fashion using EMI
components.

8

This milestone indicates
the success of enforced
quality validation
procedures for sets of
10 new EMI components
developed by JRA1 to be
handed over to SA1 for
inclusion in official EMI
Reference RCs

8

This milestone indicates
the success of enforced
quality validation
procedures for sets of
22 new EMI components
developed by JRA1 to be
handed over to SA1 for
inclusion in official EMI
Reference RCs

8

This milestone indicates
the success of enforced
quality validation
procedures for sets of
34 new EMI components
developed by JRA1 to be
handed over to SA1 for
inclusion in official EMI
Reference RCs
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Project Number

1

261611

Project Acronym

2

EMI

Tentative schedule of Project Reviews
Review
Tentative Planned venue
65
timing
of review
number
RV 1

12 TBD

RV 2

24 TBD

RV 3

36 TBD

Comments, if any
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Project Effort by Beneficiary and Work Package
Project Number

1

261611

Project Acronym

EMI

2

Indicative efforts (man-months) per Beneficiary per Work Package
Beneficiary number and short-name WP 1
1 - CERN

WP 2

WP 3

WP 4

WP 5

Total per Beneficiary

72.00

0.00

72.00

90.00

135.00

369.00

2 - CESGA

0.00

0.00

8.00

0.00

8.00

16.00

3 - CESNET

0.00

0.00

27.00

9.00

63.00

99.00

4 - CINECA

0.00

0.00

9.00

36.00

23.00

68.00

5 - CSIC

0.00

0.00

25.00

0.00

7.00

32.00

6 - DESY

0.00

0.00

33.00

0.00

57.00

90.00

7 - FOM

0.00

0.00

25.00

0.00

16.00

41.00

18.00

15.00

50.00

9.00

90.00

182.00

9 - GRNET

0.00

0.00

9.00

9.00

18.00

36.00

10 - INFN

0.00

72.00

167.00

72.00

167.00

478.00

18.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

56.00

74.00

12 - NIIFI

0.00

18.00

18.00

0.00

31.00

67.00

13 - STFC

0.00

0.00

18.00

0.00

27.00

45.00

14 - SWITCH

0.00

0.00

27.00

0.00

40.00

67.00

15 - TCD

0.00

18.00

0.00

36.00

0.00

54.00

16 - TUD

0.00

0.00

9.00

0.00

45.00

54.00

17 - UCPH

0.00

0.00

31.00

0.00

27.00

58.00

18 - UH

0.00

0.00

36.00

0.00

45.00

81.00

19 - UIO

0.00

18.00

45.00

0.00

45.00

108.00

20 - UPJS

0.00

0.00

18.00

48.00

0.00

66.00

21 - UU

0.00

0.00

31.00

0.00

27.00

58.00

22 - UWAR

0.00

18.00

18.00

0.00

30.00

66.00

8 - JUELICH

11 - LU
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Beneficiary number and short-name WP 1

WP 2

WP 3

WP 4

WP 5

Total per Beneficiary

23 - KISTI

0.00

0.00

18.00

0.00

72.00

90.00

24 - AS

0.00

2.00

3.00

0.00

15.00

20.00

108.00

161.00

697.00

309.00

1,044.00

2,319.00

Total
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Project Effort by Activity type per Beneficiary
Project Number

261611

1

Project Acronym

EMI

2

Indicative efforts per Activity Type per Beneficiary
Activity type

Part. 1
CERN

Part. 2
Part. 3
Part. 4
CESGA CESNET CINECA

Part. 5
CSIC

Part. 6
DESY

Part. 7
FOM

Part. 8
Part. 9
JUELICH GRNET

Part. 10
INFN

Part. 11
LU

Part. 12
NIIFI

Part. 13 Part. 14
STFC SWITCH

1. RTD/Innovation activities
WP 5

135.00

8.00

63.00

23.00

7.00

57.00

16.00

90.00

18.00

167.00

56.00

31.00

27.00

40.00

Total Research

135.00

8.00

63.00

23.00

7.00

57.00

16.00

90.00

18.00

167.00

56.00

31.00

27.00

40.00

3. Consortium Management activities
WP 1

72.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

18.00

0.00

0.00

18.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Total Management

72.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

18.00

0.00

0.00

18.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Work Packages for Coordination activities
WP 2

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

15.00

0.00

72.00

0.00

18.00

0.00

0.00

Total Coordination

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

15.00

0.00

72.00

0.00

18.00

0.00

0.00

WP 3

72.00

8.00

27.00

9.00

25.00

33.00

25.00

50.00

9.00

167.00

0.00

18.00

18.00

27.00

WP 4

90.00

0.00

9.00

36.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

9.00

9.00

72.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

162.00

8.00

36.00

45.00

25.00

33.00

25.00

59.00

18.00

239.00

0.00

18.00

18.00

27.00

4. Other activities

Total other

Work Packages for Support activities
Total Support
Total

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

369.00

16.00

99.00

68.00

32.00

90.00

41.00

182.00

36.00

478.00

74.00

67.00

45.00

67.00
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WT7:

Project Effort by Activity type per Beneficiary
Activity type

Part. 15
TCD

Part. 16
TUD

Part. 17
UCPH

Part. 18
UH

Part. 19
UIO

Part. 20
UPJS

Part. 21
UU

Part. 22
UWAR

Part. 23
KISTI

Part. 24
AS

Total

1. RTD/Innovation activities
WP 5

0.00

45.00

27.00

45.00

45.00

0.00

27.00

30.00

72.00

15.00

1,044.00

Total Research

0.00

45.00

27.00

45.00

45.00

0.00

27.00

30.00

72.00

15.00

1,044.00

3. Consortium Management activities
WP 1

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

108.00

Total Management

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

108.00

Work Packages for Coordination activities
WP 2

18.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

18.00

0.00

0.00

18.00

0.00

2.00

161.00

Total Coordination

18.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

18.00

0.00

0.00

18.00

0.00

2.00

161.00

WP 3

0.00

9.00

31.00

36.00

45.00

18.00

31.00

18.00

18.00

3.00

697.00

WP 4

36.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

48.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

309.00

Total other

36.00

9.00

31.00

36.00

45.00

66.00

31.00

18.00

18.00

3.00

1,006.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

54.00

54.00

58.00

81.00

108.00

66.00

58.00

66.00

90.00

20.00

2,319.00

4. Other activities

Work Packages for Support activities
Total Support
Total
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1. Project number
The project number has been assigned by the Commission as the unique identifier for your project. It cannot be changed.
The project number should appear on each page of the grant agreement preparation documents (part A and part B) to
prevent errors during its handling.
2. Project acronym
Use the project acronym as given in the submitted proposal. It cannot be changed unless agreed so during the negotiations.
The same acronym should appear on each page of the grant agreement preparation documents (part A and part B) to
prevent errors during its handling.
53. Work Package number
Work package number: WP1, WP2, WP3, ..., WPn
54. Type of activity
For all FP7 projects each work package must relate to one (and only one) of the following possible types of activity (only if
applicable for the chosen funding scheme – must correspond to the GPF Form Ax.v):
• RTD/INNO = Research and technological development including scientific coordination - applicable for Collaborative Projects
and Networks of Excellence
• DEM = Demonstration - applicable for collaborative projects and Research for the Benefit of Specific Groups
• MGT = Management of the consortium - applicable for all funding schemes
• OTHER = Other specific activities, applicable for all funding schemes
• COORD = Coordination activities – applicable only for CAs
• SUPP = Support activities – applicable only for SAs
55. Lead beneficiary number
Number of the beneficiary leading the work in this work package.
56. Person-months per work package
The total number of person-months allocated to each work package.
57. Start month
Relative start date for the work in the specific work packages, month 1 marking the start date of the project, and all other start
dates being relative to this start date.
58. End month
Relative end date, month 1 marking the start date of the project, and all end dates being relative to this start date.
59. Milestone number
Milestone number:MS1, MS2, …, MSn
60. Delivery date for Milestone
Month in which the milestone will be achieved. Month 1 marking the start date of the project, and all delivery dates being
relative to this start date.
61. Deliverable number
Deliverable numbers in order of delivery dates: D1 – Dn
62. Nature
Please indicate the nature of the deliverable using one of the following codes
R = Report, P = Prototype, D = Demonstrator, O = Other
63. Dissemination level
Please indicate the dissemination level using one of the following codes:
• PU = Public
• PP = Restricted to other programme participants (including the Commission Services)
• RE = Restricted to a group specified by the consortium (including the Commission Services)
• CO = Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including the Commission Services)

• Restreint UE = Classified with the classification level "Restreint UE" according to Commission Decision 2001/844 and
amendments
• Confidentiel UE = Classified with the mention of the classification level "Confidentiel UE" according to Commission Decision
2001/844 and amendments
• Secret UE = Classified with the mention of the classification level "Secret UE" according to Commission Decision 2001/844
and amendments
64. Delivery date for Deliverable
Month in which the deliverables will be available. Month 1 marking the start date of the project, and all delivery dates being
relative to this start date
65. Review number
Review number: RV1, RV2, ..., RVn
66. Tentative timing of reviews
Month after which the review will take place. Month 1 marking the start date of the project, and all delivery dates being relative
to this start date.
67. Person-months per Deliverable
The total number of person-month allocated to each deliverable.
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Change log
0.1 11/04/2010 Addressed items 1, 2, 14, 16, 17
0.2 22/04/2010 Addressed items 3, 7, 4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 18
0.3 26/04/2010 Addressed items 6, 13, 15, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23
0.4 28/04/2010 Minor corrections (spelling mistakes, consistent spelling of partner‘s short
names)
1.0 04/05/2010 Final version
1.1 17/05/2010 Reallocated current dissemination ‗subcontracting‘ costs to more detailed
categories. Actually, the requested sum of 100k € is not all for subcontracting
costs, most of it is for ‗non-manpower‘ costs to be assigned to the ‗other
direct costs‘ category for various dissemination tasks. The details are
explained in section ―
B2.4 Resources to be committed‖
Fixed two ‗Error: reference missing‘ entries due to section renumbering
Fixed call name in section B2.4
1.2 18/05/2010 Added table showing the itemized recurring costs for the dissemination small
subcontracting activities
1.3 07/06/2010 Modified budget and effort declarations for TCD according to EC
recommendations.
Deliverables DSA2.3.x were wrongly assigned to CERN instead of TCD
Deliverable DSA2.4 was wrongly assigned to CERN instead of INFN
Milestone MSA2.2 and MSA2.3 were wrongly assigned to CERN instead of
INFN
Milestone MJRA1.5 was wrongly assigned to CERN instead of DESY
Partner UIO was missing from list of contributors to Tasks NA2.2 and NA2.3
1.4 07/06/2010 Added quantitative budget and effort data for TCD participation to the text at
page 125
1.5 14/06/2010 Added quantitative budget data for unfunded partners KISTI and AS to total
project costs. Updated budget tables
1.6 23/06/2010 Adjusted NA2 effort distribution to match budget distribution for all partners
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Items list
N.

Description

Comments

Status

1

Adjust the project budget to the All project partners have contributed to Done
maximum
financial
EU adjusting the project budget either by
contribution
increasing their contribution to the
project or by reducing the effort or its
unit cost. The total requested
contribution has been aligned with the
EC proposed contribution. No tasks
have been removed, although some
small adjustments in the scope of some
tasks have been introduced, mainly in
the scope of lower priority research
items, which are in any case subject to
continuous evaluation due to the rapidly
evolution of technologies and standards.

2

Include the text on dissemination The text on dissemination and Done
and concertation in the DoW
concertation have been added to the
DoW in the section B 3.2 Plan for the
use and dissemination of foreground
on page 115

3

Commit
in
the
DoW
to Added the following paragraph to Done
acknowledge
the
EU-funding section B2.4 – Resources to be
contribution to the project
committed: ―
The beneficiaries also
acknowledge the contribution of the
European Commission to the project
budget and commit to further
acknowledge this contribution during
the execution of project activities and in
any
resulting
publications
and
dissemination material and events.‖

4

Consider the best practices on The Outreach and Dissemination work Done
dissemination and implement the package section has been substantially
ones explicitly mentioned therein
reviewed to take into account the
recommendations and best practices.
Additional details on the relationships
with user communities, the ESFRI

2
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projects and public and media have
been added
5

Prepare a fact sheet based on the Prepared and sent to the EC
template attached in the same email message as these minutes and
a 5 slide presentation of the project
(deadline 29.04.10)

6

Implement in the
necessary changes to
recommendations and
raised in the ESR
detailed points below)

DoW the
address the
weaknesses
(see more

All subtasks referring to the actions Done
adopted to address the reviewers
recommendations
have
been
implemented as described below

7

Define in the DoW a strategy on
how the consortium will collaborate
with the projects in the DCI area
and other relevant projects beyond
the DCI area, and how this will be
reported

The DoW contains already a section Done
called
B1.1.3
European
and
International Collaborations, where the
relationships with the other DCI
projects and beyond have been
described. This section has been now
expanded
with
additional
text
describing the current proposed strategy
for establishing practical objectives
work plans in the context of a more
general European roadmap. The
strategy has been elaborated already in
concertation with the other DCI
projects. A new deliverable describing
in detail the roadmap and the work
plans has been added to the NA1
activity at PM6 (DNA1.4 - EMI
Roadmap and DCI Collaborations)

8

The DoW will include a revised
plan for the milestones and
deliverables covering the security
area in views of ensuring that steps
on security integration are taken
earlier in time compared to what
was described in the project
proposal. An initial discussion on
the security architecture and the
rules for its evolution will be part
of the DoW and in any case will be
fully
defined
before
actual

The relevant security milestones and Done
deliverables have been moved very
early in the project and an additional
milestone (Security Workshop) has
been added at PM2 at the latest, to
gather all experts from EMI and other
projects and work out the details of the
work plan to be followed in EMI. The
security strategy description has been
revised in the JRA1 WP description and
aligned with the goal of finalizing the
security architecture before any actual

Done

3
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developments take place

development takes place

9

The DoW will include more detail
on the implementation of the
"product team leader" concept
clarifying the reporting and
interaction mechanisms (e.g. to WP
leaders) and explaining how it
builds in previous projects'
experience

A more extended description of the PT Done
concept and the relationships with the
WP leaders and the rest of the project
has been added to the Product Teams
subsection
of
section
“B1.3.1
Methodology to achieve the objectives
of the project, in particular the
provision of integrated services” and
in
section
“B2.1 Management
structure and procedures”. The
description
of
the
Engineering
Management Team has also been added
as the body responsible for the day-today technical management of the EMI
releases

10

The DoW will include initial ideas
for a more ambitious dissemination
and exploitation plan of the project
results compared to what was
described in the project proposal

The Outreach and Dissemination work Done
package section has been substantially
reviewed to describe the relationships
with user communities, the ESFRI
projects and public and media.

11

The DoW will include a revised
plan for the work to be undertaken
with the industry organisations
mentioned already in the proposal
stage and devise a mechanism on
how others will be approached in
the project's lifetime

A new subsection called B1.1.4 Done
Industrial Collaborations has been
added and the section B2.3 Consortium
as a whole has been expanded with a
better description of the planned
relationship with Google and Red Hat
and the general mechanism by which
other similar relationships will be
established during the course of the
project. A specific task (DNA2.4 –
Collaboration Programs) is foreseen to
create and manage such relationships

12

The DoW will include more detail
on the management procedures
addressing e.g. issues resulting
from the distributed nature of the
project
and
the
different
middleware backgrounds of the

Section “B2.1 Management structure Done
and procedures” describes in more
detail how the PTB and EMT act as
aggregation points for the Product
Teams and how the PT themselves ease
the management of the distributed

4
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project members

nature of the project by being mostly
co-located in one or a small number of
Institutes. It is also described how the
Project Management will create and
maintain the project identity and create
opportunity for networking by using the
consolidated mechanism of the periodic
Face-to-face All-Hands meetings.

13

The participant profiles that were
not available in the proposal will be
added in the DoW. Furthermore
and for all beneficiaries, the CVs of
the key project members will
provide sufficient detail on their
skills to undertake the project's
tasks

All missing profiles have been added, Done
all profiles have been checked to make
sure they refer to people actually
performing work in EMI

14

The DoW will include a new
deliverable on M3 detailing the
interfaces and interactions with
other DCI projects and beyond.
These interactions can be on an all
hands or sub-group basis depending
on the subject matter. EMI would
be expected to interact with EGIInSPIRE,
PRACE1-IP,
IGE,
StratusLab and EDGI in particular.

The deliverable has been added to the Done
NA1 work package. Coordination
activities with the relevant mentioned
projects and with SIENA on
standardization have already started.
See also action 7

The project will also contribute to
the standardisation roadmapping
exercise coordinated by the SIENA
project and should consider
establishing links to gSLM for the
SLA-related tasks. Initial ideas for
the interactions should already be
reflected in the DoW.
15

The project should pay particular
attention and develop suitable
quantitative and qualitative metrics
to measure its performance and its
evolution over time plus relevant
indicators to assess its impact. The
overall approach and some
estimates (e.g. target figures) on
this point should already be

Metrics for each activity have been Done
developed and added at the end of
section B1.3 Methodology and
associated work plan

5
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detailed in the DoW
16

The DoW will be created following The template has been applied
the recommendations provided in
the Guidance Notes already sent to
the coordinator. To facilitate the
production of Part B of the DoW,
an .rtf template of the relevant
sections of the Negotiation
Guidance Notes had been sent to
the coordinator already

17

A log table at the beginning of Part The log has been added at the beginning Done
B of the DoW will be included of the document and will be kept up to
stating the main differences date as new revisions are submitted
between DoW versions. The first
version of the DoW will state the
changes compared to the project's
proposal. The changes to the
proposal text resulting from the
implementation of the Negotiation
Mandate and the ESR comments
will be addressed one by one (e.g.
following the list above) and be
particularly detailed

18

The consortium was made aware
that beyond the Deliverables listed
in the DoW, according to the Grant
Agreement, additional documents
are to be provided at different
stages of the project‘s life (e.g.
reports at the end of each reporting
period, project review documents
and
final
reports).
Thus,
management reports should not be
listed as deliverables. However, the
description of the Work Package on
management will include the
sentences "The consortium is aware
that it has the contractual obligation
to provide at the end of the
reporting periods the reports
specified in Annex II to the Grant
Agreement" and "The consortium
will
provide
through
the
coordinator a quarterly report to the

Done

The periodic annual and quarterly Done
reports have been removed from the
deliverables list. The recommended text
has been added to the description of the
NA1 Work Package

6
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Project Officer detailing the
technical progress per WP and an
estimate
of
the
resource
consumption
per
WP
and
beneficiary"
19

The coordinator needs to clarify if
GRNET and/or other beneficiaries
will make use of the third party
JRU mechanism in this GA. If so, a
subsection on Third Parties to
section B2.3 would have to be
included in the DoW to reflect
these arrangements and Special
Clause 10 would need to be
included in the GA

A Third-Party subsection has been Done
added to the B2.3 section to describe the
GRNET JRU and the names and roles
of the JRU members.

20

The consortium is contributing a
considerable amount of unfunded
resources to the project. For
clarification
purposes,
the
consortium
will
include
an
additional table under the resources
section detailing per beneficiary
and Work Package the level of
funded and unfunded effort. Any
other unfunded resource will also
be detailed in the accompanying
text to the mentioned table

Added table 6 in section B2.4 Done
Resources to be committed. Added
description of additional contributions
in the form of hardware, software and
services (e.g. the PPT application used
to manage the project effort)

21

Detail
the
time shifts
of DNA1.4 - EMI Roadmap and DCI Done
deliverables
and
milestones Collaborations, added new at PM5
compared to the original proposal
MJRA1.1 - Security Workshop: new
milestone at PM2 (the numbering of
following deliverables is shifted by one,
e.g. the old MJRA1.1 is now
MJRA1.2). This milestone replaces the
old MJRA1.9 – Agreement on one
common security infrastructure, which
was at at PM9
MJRA1.4  MJRA1.5 - Agreement on
common security methods for data
systems: number shifted, time shifted
from PM6 to PM5

7
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MJRA1.9 – Agreement on one common
security infrastructure, removed and
replaced by new MJRA1.1
MJRA1.8  MJRA1.9 - AAI
requirements of DCIs, shifts from PM6
to PM7
22

Add mention of participation to the Added to section B3.2
SIENA Standardization Roadmap

23

Add clarification of cost categories

Done

Added at the top of section B2.4 as Done
instructed

8
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PART B
COMBINATION OF COLLABORATIVE PROJECT &
COORDINATION AND SUPPORT ACTION
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AND OBJECTIVES, PROGRESS BEYOND STATE-OF-THE-ART,
AND WORK PLAN

S/T

METHODOLOGY

B1.1 Concept and project objective(s)
B1.1.1 Project Vision and Mission
The European Middleware Initiative is a close collaboration of the three major middleware
providers, ARC, gLite and UNICORE, and other software providers. It will deliver a
consolidated set of middleware components for deployment in EGI (as part of the Unified
Middleware Distribution or UMD), PRACE and other DCIs, extend the interoperability and
integration between grids and other computing infrastructures, strengthen the reliability and
manageability of the services and establish a sustainable model to support, harmonise and evolve
the middleware, ensuring it responds effectively to the requirements of the scientific
communities relying on it.
European scientific research has benefited in the past several years from the increasing
availability of computing and data infrastructures that have provided unprecedented capabilities
for large scale distributed scientific initiatives. A number of major projects and endeavours, like
EGEE, DEISA, WLCG, NDGF, OSG, See-Grid, BalticGrid and others, have been established
within Europe and internationally to share the ever growing amount of computational and
storage resources. This collaborative effort has involved hundreds of participating research
organizations, academic institutes and commercial companies. The major outcome is a number
of active production infrastructures providing services to many research communities, such as
High Energy Physics, Life Sciences, Material Science, Astronomy, Computational Chemistry,
Environmental Science, Humanities and more.
At the core of these rich infrastructural facilities lies the grid middleware, a set of High
Throughput Computing (HTC) and High Performance Computing (HPC) software services and
components that enable the users to access the distributed computing and data resources, execute
jobs, collect results and share information. Middleware like gLite from the EGEE project, ARC
from the NorduGrid Collaboration, UNICORE, VDT, Globus and other specific services for
computing and data management have allowed thousands of scientific researchers to access gridenabled resources and produce scientific results.
After the necessary initial period of research and consolidation that took place in the past 6 to 8
years, the growing usage of distributed computing and data resources by scientific communities
and individual researchers requires now the stabilization of the computing infrastructures and a
simplification and standardization in the use of the associated software tools. It is of strategic
importance towards the establishment of permanent, sustainable research infrastructures to lower
the barriers that still prevent potential communities of tens of thousands of scientists and
researchers to consider grids as a commodity tool serving their daily research activities. The
ultimate vision is that establishing distributed scientific collaborations and using distributed
computing and data resources should be as easy as opening a web application, entering simple
identification information, entering a few clear parameters to define the task to be executed and
its requirements and then waiting for the results to be made available in a well known, easily
accessible place.
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The EMI project will make the realization of this vision possible by addressing and solving a
number of problems that today still prevent users from easily accessing and using the existing
computing infrastructures:
•

Usability will be enhanced by removing redundancy and consolidating the services,
simplifying the security management without compromising its strenght, adding
integrated support for high level gateways and portals and transparently making use of
virtualization to increase resource availability and management.

•

Compatibility will be improved by removing proprietary interfaces in the middleware
services and ensuring true interoperability through the adoption of agreed community
standards.

•

Manageability will be improved by providing standard service configuration, monitoring
and instrumentation interfaces and making accounting and other operational information
more readily accessible.

•

Interoperability between grids, supercomputers and emerging computing models like
clouds and desktop grids will be extended to address scalability and accessibility
requirements.

•

Sustainability will be improved by establishing collaboration programs with commercial
companies, adopting off-the-shelf components to reduce maintenance costs and to
facilitate easier adoption by wider user communities. The definition together with the
resource providers of measureable Service Level Agreements will provide the base for
establishing more standard service provision business models.

B1.1.2 Project Objectives
The EMI project addresses the call objective INFRA-2010-1.2.1: Distributed computing
infrastructure (DCI), and in particular its sub-objective 1.2.1.3 Middleware and Repositories. The
specific call objective directly addressed by EMI is:
•

Develop middleware that strengthens European presence by consolidating or even going
beyond existing DCIs (e.g. exploiting emerging developments like virtualisation), while
improving their stability, reliability, usability, functionality, interoperability, security,
management, monitoring and accounting, measurable quality of service, and energy
efficiency.

In order to address the objective above and to implement its vision, EMI has identified four highlevel project objectives:
Objective 1: Simplify and organize the different middleware services implementations by
delivering a streamlined, coherent, tested and standard compliant distribution able to meet and
exceed the requirements of EGI, PRACE and other distributed computing infrastructures and
their user communities.
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One of the major issues in the current usage of the research infrastructures is the need to use
different and often incompatible middleware for different activities. It is becoming increasingly
common for an infrastructure to have to deploy and support different middleware distributions in
order to comply with the needs of different projects or collaborations. Researchers often find
themselves in the position of having to use multiple clients and APIs and switch from one
implementation to another, often struggling with different security models or incompatible
libraries. Resource providers find themselves in the need to support different middleware stacks
for their communities or are forced to choose one implementation over another and therefore cut
out part of their user communities. Additionally, the existence of several different
implementations of similar services or functionality leads to unnecessary confusion and
overhead. It is not reasonable to think that only one implementation of a given service may exist,
since different usage models may indeed require different design principles. However, a
reduction in the complexity of the middleware offering is necessary, especially in the core
middleware functional areas such as security, information, computing and data management.
Simplifications must in particular be made in lower level architectural layers providing common
services like authentication, authorization and accounting, messaging, basic clients and APIs.
A particularly sensitive issue in this context is security management. Although the use of
certificates or proxies is established as an efficient mechanism to manage security credentials
and roles, the overhead for end-users in getting and managing certificates is still one of the major
barriers for many users. Different security methods based on systems like Shibboleth or Kerberos
are used in many academic and research infrastructures for non-Grid resource access.
Commercial use of the grid middleware is even more affected by the current complexity of the
security mechanisms.
As part of this objective, EMI will therefore focus on the following tasks:
1.1.
Identify common layers of functionality in its middleware services and actively
work on producing common components and libraries across the three middleware stacks
(MJRA1.1, MJRA1.2, MJRA1.3, MJRA1.5, MJRA1.10, MJRA1.12, MJRA1.13)
1.2.
Simplify the management of security credentials by reducing the complexities of
handling certificates and integrating different security mechanisms like Shibboleth and
Kerberos across the three middleware stacks (MJRA1.1, MJRA1.9, MJRA1.12)
Define, improve, implement and validate common standards for the most
1.3.
important middleware functions, like job management, data management and information
management in collaboration with relevant standardization initiatives, but with primary
focus on their functional and operational aspects (MJRA1.1, MJRA1.2, MJRA1.3,
MJRA1.5, MJRA1.7, MJRA1.8, MJRA1.12, MJRA1.13, MJRA1.16, MJRA1.17,
MJRA1.18)
1.4.
Establish a common, measurable software certification process based on bestpractices and put it at the base of the Service Level Agreements with infrastructure
providers and users (DSA1.1, DSA1.2, DSA1.3, DSA2.1, MSA2.3)
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1.5.
Provide a common repository of certified middleware components, testsuites and
documentation to allow users and application and services providers, also from
commercial initiatives, to take informed decisions about their requirements and usage
criteria (MSA1.2, DSA2.2, MSA2.1, MJRA1.7)
This objective is relevant to the call, since it addresses the sub-objective of developing
middleware that strengthens European presence by consolidating existing DCIs and improving
the stability, usability, security and quality of service.

Objective 2: Increase the interoperability, manageability, usability and efficiency of the
services by developing or integrating new functionality as needed following existing and new
requirement of EGI, PRACE and other infrastructures and their user communities.
EMI must make sure that the research infrastructures and the user communities can rely on open,
interoperable and manageable middleware meeting and exceeding their operational and usage
requirements. As existing and new computing models like clouds and various types of ‗compute
cycle scavengers‘ as desktop grids are more and more used alongside traditional grids and more
efficient hardware virtualization hypervisors are made available, the middleware services must
be adapted and extended to be interoperable with or make use of new and off-the-shelf
technologies. As more complex and sophisticated applications are deployed on the grid that
require access to supercomputing resources, support for MPI or storage of data on efficient
distributed file systems, the middleware services need to be improved and updated to provide the
required functionalities and allow direct interoperability between HTC and HPC resources.
Reliability of the infrastructures must also be increased by providing more efficient ways of
exchanging information between services and between the middleware and higher level
applications via standard messaging solutions. Quality of service and auditing capabilities must
be enhanced, with particular attention to accounting and monitoring information, not only to
measure the usage of the services, but also the efficiency of the system in terms of energy
consumption. Service status monitoring capabilities have to be enhanced and standardized using
industry standard specifications whenever possible to allow easy integration in operational tools
and alarm systems. The overall memory and disk footprint of the middleware service and
especially of the clients has to be reduced to allow installation on infrastructures where the
availability of latest generation hardware is not easily guaranteed as in developing countries.
As part of this objective, EMI will therefore focus on the following tasks:
Integrate a common standard messaging system in the middleware to serve as
2.1.
basis for all information exchange operations (MJRA1.13, MJRA1.14, MJRA1.15)
2.2.
Adapt information providers and collectors, especially for accounting and
monitoring of compute and data operations, to use the messaging system (MJRA1.14,
MJRA1.15)
2.3.
Extend job definition languages and job management services to provide access to
virtualized resource managers and appliances and integrate with off-the-shelf clouds and
desktop-grids systems through common interfaces (MJRA1.4)
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2.4.
Implement monitoring and instrumentation interfaces in all services to allow the
use of standard monitoring and management tools (MJRA1.14, MJRA1.15)
2.5.
Implement common services and interfaces for service location, data storage and
access, MPI management across the three middleware stacks and in particular between
HTC and HPC services (MJRA1.3, MJRA1.7, MJRA1.8, MJRA1.18)
This objective is relevant to the call, since it addresses the sub-objective of developing
middleware that strengthens European presence by going beyond existing DCIs exploiting
emerging developments like virtualisation while improving their stability, reliability,
usability, functionality, interoperability, security, management, monitoring and accounting
and energy efficiency.
Objective 3: Support efficient, reliable operations of EGI, PRACE and other DCIs by
reactively and proactively supporting and maintaining the middleware distribution and
providing users with increasingly user-friendly, maintainable, reliable, stable, and scalable
software
As EMI brings together all key European middleware providers, it will carry out the collective
task of supporting and maintaining the middleware for EGI, PRACE and their user communities
from its very first day of existence. Starting from existing services already deployed in
production infrastructures, EMI support and maintenance efforts will gradually shift to its new
and improved services. EGI, PRACE and other European distributed computing and data
infrastructures will implement the vision of providing growing communities of researchers with
sustainable and reliable services in their day-to-day work. In order to enable the infrastructures to
achieve this task, the middleware services must play an important role and mark a clear transition
from ad-hoc development, maintenance and support models to more standard, sustainable and
professional models by adopting best-practice service provision methods as the ITIL processes or
the CMMi guidelines. Repositories of packages, reports, quality metrics and test and compliance
programs will be created and maintained in support of the project software engineering activities
and to other providers of applications and services based on the EMI middleware. Particular
focus will be put on supporting and maintaining the services provided by EMI, both reactively by
fixing software defects with SLA-based response times and quality attributes and proactively by
monitoring and enhancing the services reliability, usability and scalability anticipating the usage
trends in close collaboration with EGI, PRACE and the user communities.
As part of this objective, EMI will therefore focus on the following tasks:
3.1.
Provide expert support services to users of the EMI middleware services by
integrating in the standard support channels put in place by EGI, PRACE and other DCIs.
The support services and their attributes (responsiveness, operational times, etc) will be
described in negotiated Service Level Agreements (MNA1.3, MNA1.4, DSA1.1,
DSA1.4, MSA1.1)
3.2.
Provide reactive maintenance services by addressing software defects and issues
found by users. The maintenance services and their attributes (responsiveness, operational
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times, etc) will be described in negotiated Service Level Agreements (MNA1.3, DSA1.1,
DSA1.4)
3.3.
Provide proactive maintenance services by monitoring the infrastructure usage
trends and the evolution of relevant technologies and adapting the middleware services to
keep them reliable, scalable and efficient as the infrastructure usage grows (MJRA1.19)
3.4.
Provide software release services by defining clear release, end-of-life and
support policies (MNA1.3, MNA1.4, DSA1.2, MSA1.2).
This objective is relevant to the call, since it addresses the sub-objective of improving stability,
reliability, usability, functionality, and measurable quality of service.

Objective 4: Strengthen the participation and support for user communities in the definition
and evolution of middleware services by promoting the EMI achievements, objectives and
plans, and move the EMI middleware towards a more sustainable model by expanding the
collaboration with national and international research agencies, scientific research
programmes and with industrial providers.
The continuing increase in the usage of distributed and parallel computing infrastructures is a
global endeavour in which Europe is at the forefront, but which requires a tight collaboration
with the end-users (the scientific researchers), the resource owners (including infrastructure
providers and system administrators), the network providers and global funding and coordination
initiatives worldwide. User feedback collected from international events like the annual EGEE
conferences and the European Commission e-Infrastructure Concertation events clearly points to
the need to involve more directly the users in the management of the middleware requirements.
The broad adoption of distributed computing as a managed service by scientific collaborations in
Europe and elsewhere requires the establishment of stronger links with domain experts,
collection, analysis and monitoring of requirements, support for high-end user interfaces like
gateways and portals and clearly agreed implementation roadmaps. The definition and
implementation of usable standards and their adoption by all major middleware stacks in Europe,
the United States, Asia and other parts of the world can be achieved only through continuous
collaboration and cross-fertilisation of ideas. EMI plans to establish active collaboration channels
with the customers and efficient training programs to make sure that the knowledge and the
technologies produced by EMI are well understood and adopted by as many communities as
possible, thus contributing to the creation of the envisaged sustainable model.
As part of this objective, EMI will therefore focus on the following tasks:
Establish a dissemination plan to make the objectives and achievements of the
4.1.
EMI project known and a sustainable training and knowledge exploitation plan to
integrate the results of the project in the long-term activities of EGI, PRACE and other
DCIs and transfer knowledge and competences to community and commercial initiatives
(DNA1.4, DNA2.3, MNA2.1, MNA2.2)
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4.2.
Establish collaboration programs with the infrastructure providers and the user
communities to collect, discuss and manage requirements, involve users and applications
developers in the middleware activities, facilitate the adoption of the software and the
provision of support and consultancy services by commercial companies (MNA1.3,
DNA2.1)
4.3.
Participate to European and international coordination activities to promote the
evolution and standardization of distributed research infrastructures (DJRA1.6)
4.4.
Integrate in the middleware functionality to support the creation of collaborative
environments like portals and gateways by exposing standard portlet and REST interfaces
(MJRA1.11, MJRA1.18)
This objective is relevant to the call, since it addresses the sub-objective of strengthening the
European presence by consolidating existing DCIs and improving their usability.

B1.1.3 European and International Collaborations
The EMI project vision and mission are part of a more general context of European and
international collaborations. The interaction of relevant initiatives and the cross-fertilization of
ideas are essential to achieve the proposed objectives. EMI has therefore already started
discussions and exchanges of ideas and joint collaborations with a number of existing and
proposed projects in various fields. Most notably the following collaborations have been
discussed:
EGI: is one of the two major EMI project customers together with PRACE. EMI will provide
most of the middleware to be deployed on the EGI infrastructure and has designed together with
EGI management the proposed middleware support and requirement analysis procedures. EMI
will act as 3rd-level user support for its middleware in the EGI support chain and will actively
participate to the definition of the UMD roadmap by taking part in the EGI Middleware
Collaboration Board. Most of the proposed middleware innovation tasks have been already
discussed and defined in collaboration with EGI management and technical staff to make sure
EMI can clearly respond to EGI and NGIs operational and functional requirements. A letter of
support from EGI is provided in Appendix A.
PRACE: is the major EMI customer for what concerns High Performance Computing
requirements. As for EGI, PRACE requirements have already been discussed during the EMI
preparation phase to make sure that EMI can fulfil the expectations of the research communities
using HPC resources through the UNICORE middleware. A letter of support from PRACE is
provided in Appendix A.
NDGF: although NDGF is expected to closely collaborate with EGI on infrastructure
requirements and operations, a direct collaboration with its management and technical staff is
required to make sure that the specific requirements of sites using ARC are correctly represented
and taken into account. As for EGI and PRACE, NDGF has provided detailed requirements to
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EMI in terms of what services must be supported. A letter of support from NDGF is provided in
Appendix A.
EGEE III: as provider of the gLite middleware distribution and especially as the current major
grid infrastructure provider, input from EGEE III to EMI has been fundamental to understand the
future requirements not only of the infrastructures, but also of the grid user communities. EMI
and EGEE III are working together in establishing a seamless transition of technologies and
procedures to avoid any discontinuity in the provision of middleware and services. A letter of
support from EGEE III is provided in Appendix A.
OSG: EMI collaborations cannot be limited to European initiatives if the objective of
establishing truly collaborative research infrastructures has to be achieved. EMI will keep a close
collaboration with non-European infrastructures like OSG and with the software providers
delivering middleware (for example VDT) used on those infrastructures. Major collaborative
initiatives in interoperability and standardization either directly or through established bodies
like OGF will be put in place by EMI at the beginning, seamlessly inheriting expertise from
EGEE, UNICORE and NorduGrid. A letter of commitment to collaboration from OSG is
provided in Appendix A.
StratusLab, VENUS-C: the interoperability of traditional grid services with emerging clouds
technology is one of the major technical innovation objectives of EMI. However, EMI doesn‘t
plan to build new clouds management systems, rather to make sure that the grid services can
efficiently exploit existing and new tools and technology. Collaboration roadmaps are being
discussed with various initiatives, including the StratusLab and Venus projects, to make sure that
any modification in the middleware services, required to allow sites and resource providers to
exploit cloud and virtualization technologies like OpenNebula, Amazon EC2, Google and similar
public clouds, can be correctly understood and implemented.
EDGI: the interoperability of traditional grid services desktop grid technology has already
started with gLite between the EGEE III and the EDGeS projects. EMI and EDGI will
collaborate to further extend the interoperability to ARC and UNICORE to cover all grid
middleware supported by EMI.
Users Communities: EMI needs to establish clear, direct relationships with the user
communities in order to understand their requirements and deliver the expected functionality. In
this context, major projects in support of Virtual Research Communities and projects in the
larger ESFRI context will be explicitly approached to define joint collaborations and collect use
cases of specific interest to the major communities. EMI will also establish managed
collaboration programs (‗Works with EMI‘) to make sure that applications providers have access
to technologies and documentation well in advance and can deliver applications tested to be
compliant with the EMI middleware.
In addition, a number of projects have expressed a strong interest in making use of the software
certification process that EMI will establish in support of its own engineering process. EMI is in
favour of providing its tools, procedures and expertise to third-party projects with the two-fold
goal of enforcing the correct integration of applications and tools with the EMI middleware and
strengthening the reliability of the certification procedure through external contribution and
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review of functional and compliance test suites. Access to the EMI certification process will be
granted on the base of Memorandums of Understanding as part of the ‗Works with EMI‘
collaboration program.
EMI is committed to establish a functional Distributed Computing Infrastructures (DCI)
ecosystem where all the relevant projects and activities can provide specific expertise and results.
To this effect work has been started with EGI, VENUS-C, Stratuslab, EDGI and IGE with the
collaboration of the SIENA project to understand the relationships among the projects and any
opportunity for collaboration within the larger scope of a coherent European Roadmap to be
coordinated by the European Commission. The initial collaboration has two specific goals:
1) To provide a preliminary definition of the roadmap and position each project in it by
assessing its specific areas of expertise and its objectives.
2) To establish bi-lateral or multi-lateral channels between the individual projects, so that
more detailed common work plans can be defined within the context of the common
roadmap
Specific effort is allocated to this activity in the EMI project. The preliminary work will be
carried out very early in the project lifetime in order to establish as early as possible a practical
work plan for the duration of the project. The common objectives and roadmap and the identified
opportunities for collaborations will therefore be described in an early project deliverable to be
released in October 2010. The outcomes of the various collaborations and the actual realization
of the common roadmap will be periodically reported to the EC either directly by EMI or as part
of common events or initiatives together with the other DCI projects.
B1.1.4 Industrial Collaborations
A key factor in the achievement of the objective of making the provision of software services
sustainable is the increasing adoption of commercial and off-the-shelf components. The EMI
project has therefore a clear goal of assessing in collaboration with industrial partners the current
status and availability of grid and distributed computing middleware from commercial providers
and gradually integrate the existing components in the EMI software stack replacing equivalent
non-commercial components and viceversa to push mature components from the research
partners into the service offering of commercial open source distributions. A first step in this
direction has already been undertaken during the project preparation phase with two of the major
open source software and service vendors, Google and Red Hat. A Memorandum of
Understanding has been signed with Google and a similar document is being negotiated with Red
Hat. In both cases the collaboration is structured in two essential topics:
1) Assessment of technology provided by the software vendor that could be integrated in the
EMI stack eventually replacing other components and of technology provided by EMI
partners that could be integrated in commercial offerings or applications. Development of
an integration roadmap, possibly with the implementation of prototypes
2) Assessment of the market and targets for commercial usage of middleware or purchase of
service provision and maintenance contracts
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In the case of Google, the first topic focuses on the integration of Google clouds technology with
the EMI grid services to assess how the services can be made more dynamic and elastic and how
they can be used in pay-per-use business models. In the case of Red Hat, the first topic focuses
on the assessment of the MRG messaging technology, its suitability as messaging framework for
the EMI middleware, its enhancement with security technology from EMI and its reintegration in
Fedora or Red Hat supported distributions.
The same approach will be used during the project with additional commercial partners as
suitable candidates are identified. A task in NA2 (NA2.4 – Collaboration Programs) is explicitly
foreseen in order to establish and maintain this type of collaborations.
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B1.2 Progress beyond the state of the art
B1.2.1 Past and present projects, middleware consortia
EMI is the first project that brings together three major European grid middleware providers,
ARC, gLite and UNICORE, and one of the leading grid storage solution providers, dCache.
Between them, they share a long history of competitive development, which has shaped their
approaches, but also contributed to the overall quality and clear understanding of key grid
propositions and problems. This section briefly outlines the path of the different middleware
implementations from inception to the EMI initiative and describes their specific characteristics.
The idea of distributed computing infrastructures followed the rapid development in internet
technologies and can be considered an indirect result of internet standardization. Shortly after
TCP/IP was accepted as a standard in the late eighties of the last century, the first approaches to
harness distributed and yet interconnected computing power, were made. The Condor® project1
is often considered as being a precursor, by setting in 1988 the goal of creating software that
enabled a new type of computing environment with heterogeneous distributed resources.
Legion/Avaki2 has provided a wide-area distributed computing solution since 1993, and
SETI@Home has released a distributed desktop resource scavenging service 1993 followed by
BOINC in 2002. While conceptually very sound, these approaches lack two key features:
security and an information system. These features were added years later in the Globus
Toolkit®3, which pioneered the idea of a single sign-on to the computing infrastructure. The
Globus Toolkit became the first true open source Grid software. Still, being a toolkit, Globus did
not offer a turnkey solution; the UNICORE4 project in 1997 started developing the first
European software that provided end-to-end services as an alternative to Globus in the area of
high-performance computing.
The attraction of the Grid vision is its decentralized nature based on open protocols and services.
This allows for cross-domain resource sharing as opposed to resource allocation in traditional
high-performance computing. This proved to be particularly appealing for large distributed
research communities in need of high-throughput computing services: physicists working on the
Large Hadron Collider at CERN were the first to come with the idea of a worldwide computing
Grid, WLCG5, in 2003, and are still the single heaviest Grid user community.

1

M. Litzkow, M. Livny, M. Mutka, Condor - A Hunter of Idle Workstations, in: Proceedings of the 8th International
Conference of Distributed Computing Systems, 1988, pp. 104–111.

2

A. S. Grimshaw and W. A. Wulf. The Legion Vision of a Worldwide Virtual Computer, Communications of the
ACM, 40(1), 1997, pp. 39--45.

3

I. Foster, C. Kesselman, Globus: A Metacomputing Infrastructure Toolkit, International Journal of Supercomputer
Applications 11 (2) (1997) 115–128.

4

M. Romberg. The UNICORE Architecture: Seamless Access to Distributed Resources, in: Proceedings of Eighth
IEEE International Symposium on High Performance Distributed Computing (HPDC-8 '99), 1999, p. 44.

5

Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG). Web site: http://cern.ch/lcg
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The heavy users brought up an important use case that was not originally addressed by early Grid
implementations: that of massive data storage, transfer and processing. By the time the EU
DataGrid (EDG) project lead by CERN started in 2001, very few distributed storage solutions
existed, and the most advanced of them – the Storage Resource Broker (SRB)6 – was not open
source software. In order to address needs of data Grids and high-throughput computing, EDG
created a new end-to-end complete middleware solution, using Globus and Condor technologies,
and adding a number of its own innovative components. This solution later developed into the
gLite7 middleware, which is the basis for the current EGEE infrastructure. The gLite distribution
includes among its storage solutions also the implementation done by the dCache8 project,
capable of managing distributed data in both conventional disk pools and hierarchical mass
storage systems. Simultaneously with EDG, the NorduGrid project started in the Nordic
countries9, aiming to provide a regional Grid infrastructure based on highly heterogeneous
distributed resources, that would provide computing and storage to the WLCG and other research
projects. NorduGrid developed the ARC10 middleware, another European open source end-toend middleware, with emphasis on decentralized non-invasive portable services and tools,
addressing the needs of a heavily fragmented computing landscape.
UNICORE
UNICORE originally was conceived as a secure, unified and seamless interface to highperformance computing resources, fitting neatly and non-intrusively into the existing
infrastructure and administrative procedures at a large HPC site. From the early days support for
a large number of operating systems on both server side and client side has been an important
requirement, resulting in a system implemented exclusively in the portable languages Java and
Perl. UNICORE today is a full-featured, end-to-end Grid solution, providing powerful graphical
and command line clients and a set of server components that are very easy to install and operate.
Integrated workflow capabilities allow end users to tackle complex problems using the Grid
without the need to resort to custom tools.
In its current version 6, UNICORE uses state of the art technologies like Web services, the Web
Service Resource Framework (WSRF) and the Eclipse platform, offering an open, interoperable
and easy-to-extend system. Its many plugins and extensibility points allow easy integration with
third-party systems and other Grid solutions.

6

C. Baru, R. Moore, A. Rajasekar, M. Wan. The SDSC storage resource broker, in: Proceedings of the 1998
conference of the Centre for Advanced Studies on Collaborative research, 1998, pp. 5-16.

7

gLite – Lightweight Middleware for Grid Computing. Web site: http://cern.ch/glite

8

9

M.Ernst, P.Fuhrmann, M.Gasthuber, T.Mkrtchyan,. C.Waldman. dCache, a distributed storage data caching
system, in: Proceedings of Conference on Computing in High Energy and Nuclear Physics (CHEP) 2001,
Beijing, 2001.
Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden

10

M. Ellert et al. Advanced Resource Connector middleware for lightweight computational Grids, Future Gener.
Comput. Syst. 23(2), 2007, pp. 219—240.
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UNICORE provides a security architecture that does not require proxy certificates, relying on
full X509 certificates11 for authentication and signed SAML assertions12 for trust delegation.
ARC
ARC is designed and implemented as a reliable, efficient, highly portable and easy-to handle
middleware. It is optimized for serial data-intensive computational tasks, such that input and
output data manipulation is considered an integral part of a computing service. This significantly
optimizes CPU utilization, automatically allows for data caching, enables optimal bandwidth
usage, and minimizes the risk of accidental distributed denial of service attacks. A key concept is
the absence of a single point of failure. Combined with a stateful implementation of services, this
ensures high stability of the system. Another feature of ARC is clear separation between the local
batch systems and the Grid: the clear interface allows integration of any batch system via plugins. The middleware heavily relies on the distributed, multi-rooted dynamic information system
that contributes to the overall redundancy and scalability of the infrastructure. Information
system design allows encapsulating resource discovery, matchmaking and brokering in the
client, avoiding thus a typical single point of failure. ARC client tools are implemented on top of
a powerful API, which facilitates development of application-specific clients, portals or even
workload or workflow management systems. Another key aspect of ARC is its non-intrusiveness
with respect to the underlying resources: it deploys as a comparatively thin layer, with software
installation only on the front-end. It can thus co-exist with any other middleware or setup. Not
only is ARC light-weight, it is also easy to maintain and operate: it includes support for retries of
transfer failures, transparent downtime handling, support for memory and CPU time limits, and
all configuration is done through only one file.
For historical interoperability reasons, ARC security largely relies on X509 proxies, though its
recently upgraded security framework allows for virtually any X509-based solution and other
widely used technologies, such as Shibboleth. The provided credential client utility can be used
to interoperate with third-party services, such as the Virtual Organization Management Service
(VOMS) and MyProxy.
gLite
The gLite middleware stack is a modular ensemble of components that, in general, comprises a
client, a job brokering system, a computing element and execution (or worker) nodes and data
storage and management services. Integral to gLite are the security and information systems that
protect the infrastructure from misuse and damage and provide information on capacity and
usage respectively.

11

D. Cooper, et al., Internet X.509 Public Key Infrastructure Certificate and Certificate Revocation List (CRL)
Profile, IETF, May, 2008, http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc5280.txt
12

S. Cantor, Assertions and Protocols for the Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) V2.0, OASIS, March,
2005, http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=security - samlv20
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The gLite information system is used to index information sources at the individual resource, site
and top level in the infrastructure and provide an up-to-date cache of information from these
sources. The job brokering is handled by the Workload Management System (WMS),
responsible for the distribution and management of computational jobs across Grid resources.
The main WMS interface is compliant with Web Service specifications, easing the integration
with other Grid services. The access to Grid resources is granted by the Computing Element,
which acts as the gateway between the Grid and the local resource management system. Grid
jobs are tracked by the Logging and Bookkeeping service as they are processed by various Grid
middleware components.
The gLite data storage solutions are designed to be used by many Grid communities. All the data
storage solutions comply with the SRM 2.213 specification and are available through the Grid
File Access Library (GFAL) that provides the user a POSIX-like interface to access data on
various flavours of Storage Elements that offer an SRM interface. The LCG File catalogue
(LFC) offers a hierarchical view of files to users, with a UNIX-like client interface. The File
Transfer Service (FTS) is a data mover, optimized for large data transfers through GridFTP
between Storage Elements. For user communities that require higher levels of data security, there
is the Encrypted Data Storage (EDS) system.
The gLite security infrastructure is based on X.509 proxy credentials with assertions in the form
of Attribute Certificates added by the Virtual Organization Management Service (VOMS), the
de-facto Grid standard. The recently added Argus system provides a coherent and standardscompliant framework to manage, distribute and enforce authorization policies.
dCache
dCache is a data management technology designed for storing, retrieving and managing huge
amounts of data, distributed among a large number of heterogeneous server nodes, under a single
virtual file system tree. A variety of standard methods is offered to access and manage data.
Depending on the persistency model, dCache provides mechanisms for exchanging data with
backend (tertiary) storage systems and by doing so simulates unlimited direct access storage
space. Data exchanges to and from the underlying HSM are performed automatically and
transparently to the user. In the context of managing data, dCache provides space management,
as described in the SRM 2.2 specification, data location management, dataset replication, hot
spot determination and recovery from disk or node failures.
The dCache system is freely available directly from the dCache.org web pages, as well as
through the gLite and the OSG VDT distribution. It supports a variety of data transfer, control
and information service protocols (gsiFtp, http, NFS4.1, dCap, xrootd, SRM 2.2-WLCG, Glue
1.3). In order to extend the attraction beyond the non High Energy Physics communities, dCache
is focusing on the implementation of industry standards. Most recently the NFS 4.1 (pNFS) 14
protocol was added to the dCache protocols suite, enabling clients to take full advantage of the
13

A. Sim et al.. The Storage Resource Manager Interface (SRM) Specification v2.2 GFD-R-P.129, 2008

14

IETF RFC number pending
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distributed manner dCache is storing data and work is in progress to implement WebDAV (Webbased Distributed Authoring and Versioning).

B1.2.2 Advance beyond state-of-the-art
The EMI proposal brings together the major middleware providers in Europe to join forces on
consolidating and at the same time evolving the services with in mind the growing operational
needs of the future European Grid infrastructures. Historically, the different products were
developed to address different use cases and their developers can therefore contribute to EMI
with complementary expertise. UNICORE focuses on high-performance computing, ARC on
resource sharing from highly heterogeneous independent communities, gLite on scalable
solutions for large infrastructure needs, and dCache on sophisticated storage solutions that suit
any of the above cases. Despite many conceptual differences, there are many common
approaches, and some common problem. EMI plans to bring innovation in the current
middleware services by focusing on two primary objectives:
1. Consolidating and simplifying the existing solutions by developing and integrating
common core functionality, especially in the security area, and implementing common
standards across all middleware distributions
2. Developing new services and functionality to address usability and interoperability issues
and improve support for the operational aspects of grid service provision, which have not
received until now the necessary attention.
In particular over its planned three year duration EMI will bring innovation in the following
areas:


Consolidation of security models across the three middleware stacks
The innovations in Grid security for the three middleware stacks will focus on
improvement in usability and transparency for users and a transition to a common
security solution based on industry standards. The services that provide short-lived
credentials (implementing the IGTF SLCS profile) will integrate the ability to issue Grid
credentials based on a user's national or institutional authentication system (such as
Shibboleth Federation). This will enable a user to use their familiar authentication system
in a single sign-on manner to create and receive or delegate Grid credentials to services,
easing access and removing the need for complicated key and certificate handling. These
Grid user credentials are then consumed by standard Virtual Organization services, such
as VOMS which will, in turn, issue standard X.509 credentials or SAML assertions. The
overall portability and wider audience acceptance of the middleware will be improved by
an evolutionary adoption of industry standards: The legacy Globus security infrastructure
(GSI) will be replaced with a common security solution based on TLS/SSL with proxies
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and/or SAML assertions and policies will be based on the XACML15 standard. In this
case, the middleware services will be able to communicate with external standard
services and equipment that follow these standards.


Computing Management consolidation
Another important work area is in ensuring coherence in the computing services.
Computing management interfaces in production largely use proprietary interfaces, while
more recently common open standards have been emerged (e.g. OGSA-BES, JSDL,
GLUE, etc.), but still have to be improved towards production use. There are still several
differences among implementations, mostly at the level of supported security setups and
in the interpretations of the OGSA-BES and JSDL specifications. EMI will ensure that all
the providers will adopt common approaches, including common libraries, simplifying
the job of developers of developing application tools, gateways and portals.



Data Management consolidation
The data storage interface was among the first to be standardized and all existing data
management solutions use some form of the SRM standard. However, there are still
several differences among implementations, mostly at the level of security management
and in the interpretations of the SRM specifications. EMI will actively work on the
overall consolidation of storage solutions by adopting common security components and
models, synchronized name spaces, industry standard wide area and local area data
access protocols, standard POSIX support and a consistent interpretation of SRM.



Consolidation of clients/APIs
Coherence in the middleware services and their respective clients and APIs is extremely
important for improving accessibility and decreasing the overall maintenance overhead of
the infrastructures and application providers. Existing middleware solutions were
developed before the open community standards emerged, and though transition to
standards-based solutions has started, it proceeds in a poorly coordinated manner, with
different middleware implementing different sub-sets of specifications. The users have to
face very different clients and libraries and semantically different task description
methods. EMI will ensure that all the providers will adopt common specifications starting
from existing community efforts like SAGA and providing practical and tested
implementations across the supported middleware stacks.



Messaging
All current middleware implementations lack a standard mechanism for exchanging
information among services and between the middleware and higher level consumers like
accounting and monitoring tools. Although effort has been put in the past to define how

15

T. Moses, extensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML) Version 2.0, February, 2005,
http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=xacml - XACML20
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the information must be encoded, there is no common transport service independent of
the information content. Such a transport service would provide standardized access to
information and the development of common ways of managing policies, configurations
and service requests. EMI will add such service to its middleware starting from existing
off-the-shelf components like the Apache ActiveMQ or the MRG messaging service from
Red Hat, extending them to comply with the standard security mechanisms used by the
grid services.


Accounting
An efficient accounting mechanism compliant with the distributed usage of the grid
service is necessary to provide fair access to the resources and in future establish real
business models. Various accounting solutions are presently available, but they all make
use of proprietary formats and transport mechanisms. EMI will adapt the most important
accounting sensors and collectors to use the common messaging infrastructure and a
standard data format based on the UR specification, extending it to provide accounting
for more types of operations like data management and providing a uniform foundation
for the accounting tools used by the infrastructure providers.



Service monitoring and management
Standard service monitoring and management interfaces are currently largely absent from
grid middleware, but their necessity is becoming obvious in the context of running large
scale production infrastructures. The correct approach to grid service management is still
discussed in relevant standardisation forums and no clear recipe exists yet. However,
established technologies are available and used in many commercial applications based
on standard definitions like the Common Information Model (CIM), developed by IBM,
Microsoft and Intel among others, and the QPID Modeling Framework (QMF) recently
adopted by the leading Linux provider, Red Hat. EMI will investigate and adapt off-theshelf solutions and develop sensors to be plugged in industry standard monitoring tools,
such as Nagios and standard CIM-based tools.



MPI
The Message Passing Interface (MPI) programming paradigm is poorly supported in grid
environments. Users face a complex programming environment where too many low
level details have to be specified to execute even the simplest parallel jobs. EMI will
provide an interoperable MPI execution framework across the different middleware
implementations to abstract the user interfaces from the underlying middleware and allow
users to execute parallel applications in a uniform way, thus bridging the gap between
HPC and HTC.



Virtualization and clouds access
Recently, cloud technology emerged as a new business model for managing distributed
computing and storage resources. Clouds focus on creating well-controlled uniform
environments, predominantly through virtualization techniques, and usually in one
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administrative domain. This guarantees high service levels and transparent
accountability, both of which have proved to be a challenge for Grids. However, in the
context of international research communities, the top priority is the sharing of existing
heterogeneous resources (computing, data, and information) and the creation of a single
administrative domain is often unfeasible. This makes Grid an essential technology for
distributed computing infrastructures to carry on research today, but interoperability with
cloud-based solutions for increased flexibility and ease of use and the adoption of
resource management solutions based on virtualization are becoming strong user
requirement. A number of important initiatives have started or are being proposed to
strengthen the use of Clouds for research (RESERVOIR, OpenNebula, Platform ISF,
INFN WNoDeS16, etc), but a clear path towards bridging the different models in a
transparent way for the end users is still missing. EMI will work together with providers
and developers of cloud solutions, identifying and implementing missing functionality in
the grid services to make them use efficiently such solutions as they become mature. In
particular, extensions to the current job definition language (JSDL) and the resource
modelling schema (GLUE) to be able to request specific virtualized environments to be
instantiated by the underlying resource managers are currently needed.


Interoperability between HTC and HPC
Interoperability between high-performance and high-throughput computing is receiving
increasing attention as user communities like Fusion, Computational Chemistry or
Astronomy need to access both supercomputers and shared grid nodes in their
computational and data management workflows. Convergence to common standards
across the UNICORE and traditional grid services will help bridge this gap. However,
standards conformance alone may not be sufficient, as large differences still exist on the
level of policies, resource allocations etc. EMI will investigate in detail the differences
and provide documented solutions to exploit the specific capabilities of the two systems
in different stages of complex computational tasks.



Portlets
Portlets are pluggable components that generate dynamic contents in response to web
requests. The content that a portlet produces is a fragment of mark-up code that, in
aggregation with other non-overlapping portlet results, contributes to the creation of the
portal page. The availability of standard portlet interfaces for the middleware services
allows the design and creation of user-level portals and gateways that isolate the users
from the underlying complexities of the middleware providing direct, customizable
functionality. EMI will provide standard web portal interfaces for its services compliant
with specifications like the Java Portlet Specifications (v1.0 JSR 168, v2.0 JSR 286),
WSRP (WS for Remote Portlets) or the very recent Enterprise Mashups technologies17

16

INFN OCCI implementation on Grid Infrastructure
(http://www.ogf.org/OGF27/materials/1742/03_INFN_OCCI_implementation.pptx)

17

http://www.openmashup.org/
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and will closely collaborate with user communities and projects to support their
development of portals and gateways.


Standardization
EMI primary commitment is the support and evolution of the grid middleware used by
infrastructures and user communities to perform scientific research as part of
international collaborative efforts. Such an engagement cannot be undertaken without a
parallel commitment to define and adopt standards in collaboration with similar
initiatives in Europe and worldwide. EMI will actively participate to the effort of
established standards development organizations like the Open Grid Forum18 and
OASIS19 helping to define and refine new and existing standards. In particular EMI
commits to use the OGF Production Grid Infrastructures Working Group (PGI-WG) as a
forum for ensuring that EMI is engaged with the rest of the world‘s production level
middleware with special attention to initiatives taking place in the United States in the
context of the Open Science Grid (OSG) infrastructure. In this context, the major
innovative contribution that EMI will bring is the actual and validated implementation of
the standards in its supported services and their transition to production infrastructures in
collaboration with EGI, PRACE and other providers.

B1.2.3 Software engineering, quality assurance and certification
Most of the software development activities in the grid domain in Europe in the past several
years have relied on projects of a very distributed nature, typical of major open source initiatives,
where software developers were tasked with developing services and components starting from
minimal specifications rapidly changing and evolving in time as the user requirements became
clearer and better understood. By their nature, most of these projects employ developers with
different degrees of expertise and different technical and cultural backgrounds. Although all grid
and distributed middleware development share a strong basis of common principles like the
adoption of a Service Oriented Architecture, different projects and even different Institutes
within the same project usually adopt software development technologies of their own choice
and in some cases develop new processes and methods.
Several projects in the past years have devised collaboration processes and techniques suitable
for heavily distributed software engineering activities. The first EGEE project in 2004-2006 had
a central integration and testing team responsible to define overall guidelines and deploy and
maintain common continuous integration tools (originally based on CruiseControl). At the end of
EGEE I, the ETICS project was created with the specific objective of defining, implementing
and maintaining a collaborative distributed environment for the continuous integration and
testing of the software developed by projects like EGEE II (gLite), DILIGENT, OMII-Europe,
18

Open Grid Forum (OGF). Web site: http://www.ogf.org

19

OASIS Consortium. Web site: http://www.oasis-open.org
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D4Science, UNICORE, EDGES and others. The ETICS project and its current follow-up, ETICS
2, have established an infrastructure and developed tools that allow developers using different
programming languages and different engineering technologies to manage large software system
with common APIs, web-based configuration and management tools and share and preserve the
software they produce.
Currently the use of continuous integration and testing methods is adopted in many cases as an
additional activity on top of the actual software development activities, but it is not always
considered an integral part of the development process driving the release management criteria.
The major issues preventing a more correct adoption of agile methodologies and the use of rapid
prototyping methodologies based on continuous integration and testing tools are a lack of
common methodologies in the different development teams; the difficulty of implementing
automated tests due to lack of support in the middleware and lack of effort; and finally the lack
of enforcement of corrective actions based on monitoring of metrics and results from the applied
software methodology.
EMI will adopt, from the start, a tight integration of software quality assurance methodologies in
the development process with an explicit commitment to use the results and metrics collected to
drive the certification process and establish the acceptance and rejection criteria used to define
the negotiated Service Level Agreements. An important role of the quality assurance activities in
EMI is the implementation of the Continual Improvement Process as defined by ITIL, whereby
the results of the process application are monitored and used to refine the metrics and the process
itself.
Another important point where the EMI project improves over the existing state of the art is the
establishment of continuous functional and regression testing with a high degree of automation.
Although this concept is far from being new in software engineering, its application has been
very limited in grid development projects so far, due to the complexity of the middleware and a
tendency to under-emphasize the development of test suites as something to be added after the
development is finished, rather than a tool to help the development from its beginning.
In order to transition from the current software engineering models used by different projects and
middleware consortia converging into EMI, the concept of a Product Team will be adopted. A
Product Team essentially represents the ‗self-organizing‘ team recommended by Agile
methodologies like Scrum and is responsible for the entire lifecycle of individual products or
small groups of tightly coupled products, including the development of test-suites to be peerreviewed within the overall certification process. The explicit application of this concept in the
software engineering procedures will allow EMI to have a better control on the efficiency of
distributed teams using a common QA framework (the common cultural and technical
background required by Agile methods to work), but operationally independent in their
execution and at the same time fully accountable for achieving the agreed results.
More detailed information about the structure and roles of the EMI project and the concepts of
Services, Product Teams and Continual Improvement Process is given in section B1.3.1. In the
field of software engineering, the EMI project will also rely on existing standards. The Quality
Assurance activities will use existing ISO standards for the definition of the common
terminology and software lifecycle phases and will follow the guidelines of the good-practice
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methodologies described in CMMi and ITIL. The certification method will be based on the AQCM (Automated Quality Certification Model) defined by the ETICS project, which is fully
compliant with ISO 9126 and is being presented to the international ISO Committee for
validation
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B1.3 Methodology and associated work plan
B1.3.1 Methodology to achieve the objectives of the project, in particular the provision of
integrated services
Overall Project Methodologies and Structure
The EMI project is strongly oriented to the provision of software and services in support to the
operational activities of EGI, PRACE and other DCIs and to the scientific user communities who
rely on the distributed computing infrastructures for their research.
EMI needs to be able to carry out software development activities to consolidate, standardize and
evolve its middleware components and at the same time provide timely and efficient
maintenance and support services and release management services to its users.
The EMI project methodologies and structure are modelled on standard software engineering
concepts used by small and large distributed development activities, both commercial and open
source, and on the processes described by the ITIL guidelines, the world most widely accepted
approach to IT service management.
In particular EMI adopts two concepts from ITIL, those of Functions and Services. The
Functions provide project-wide support within the project to the Services; they allow to make
economies of scale and to provide a coherent coordination framework to all Services enforcing
common guidelines and rules, tools, processes and collaborative environments. The Functions
are implemented by the project Work Packages.
The Services, conversely, are specific activities provided by the project to the users (both
infrastructure providers and research communities) in well defined technical areas. Essentially
the Services correspond to the various middleware services and components (or tightly integrated
groups of them) that must result in production-quality releases of software to the infrastructures
and any related support activities. The Services are implemented by the project Product Teams.
In addition, they implement the concept of „self-organizing‟ development teams, which is at
the core of modern Agile development methodologies like Scrum.
While the Functions (Work Packages) are static and form the structure of the EMI project, the
Services (Product Teams) are dynamic and can change during the project execution, as
middleware services are phased out or introduced in response to the requirements agreed with the
infrastructures and the users. They constitute the project Service Catalogue and are the object of
Service Level Agreements in order to better formalize the relationship between EMI and the
major infrastructure projects, promote a more business-oriented model for the provision of
software services and allow the infrastructures to better monitor the performance of its providers.
Work Packages
The project is composed of two Networking Work Packages (NA1 and NA2), two Service Work
Packages (SA1 and SA2) and one Joint Research Work Packages (JRA1).
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NA1 - Administrative and Technical Management has the responsibility to put in place and
run the project management, execution structure and the required decision and communication
mechanisms. It provides administrative and technical management of the consortium of
beneficiaries, supervises and guides the overall execution of the project program of work, defines
and enforces the overall quality assurance procedures, maintains the relationships with the
European Commission and other decision-making bodies and represents the project vision and
mission in European and international initiatives. NA1 also works in close collaboration with
NA2 on the dissemination tasks, making sure that EMI maintains a high profile, is well
represented in key events and is reaching out to new collaborations.
NA2 - Outreach and Collaborations is the Work Package focusing on the organization of
dissemination and training events and is responsible for the overall management of collaboration
programs with external entities, like EGI, PRACE, the standardization bodies, user communities
and industrial companies and other FP7 and ESFRI projects. NA2 has the responsibility to create
and promote the EMI brand either directly or in collaboration with other projects and to put in
place mechanisms to ensure a continuous and efficient flow of information between EMI and the
users (infrastructures and communities) and coordinate the project knowledge exploitation plans.
SA1 - Maintenance and Support owns the EMI production releases and the associated
transition and support procedures. It provides coordination of the EMI user support activities
(expert 3rd-level support), and is responsible for the reactive maintenance (software defects fixes)
of the EMI services and components. SA1 works closely with SA2 (Quality Assurance) to
implement and execute the release configuration management process, the acceptance criteria
validation process and the correct application of Service Level Agreements. SA1 contributes to
the dissemination and training activities defined by NA2 by providing technical expertise,
especially in the use of the project results by third-parties, such as users, system and service
administrators, application developers and operating systems maintainers.
SA2 - Quality Assurance defines and monitors the software engineering and quality assurance
process for all EMI engineers and developers and for external interested third parties. SA2 works
in close relationship with the other technical Work Packages to make sure that the QA processes
and procedures are shared, understood and applied by all members of the project. It has explicit
endorsement from the EMI management to identify actual or potential issues and make sure that
adequate corrective actions are taken by the development teams. SA2 works in collaboration
with EGI (via the EGI SA2 - Middleware Unit Work Package and the MCB) and other DCIs
technical personnel to identify and monitor acceptance criteria used to establish and enforce
Service Level Agreements. SA2 is also responsible to coordinate the availability of testbeds for
software build and test operations using resources provided by the project beneficiaries or with
collaborating resource providers (NGIs, third-party projects, etc).
JRA1 – Middleware Development, Evolution and Integration: is responsible to implement
the project development plans, by consolidating and standardizing the middleware components,
performing proactive maintenance to improve reliability, performance and usability of
components according to agreed requirements, and developing the new functionality required to
achieve the project technical objectives. JRA1 is also responsible to define and implement the
integration, interoperability and standardization specifications, receives overall technical
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guidance from the Project Technical Board and interacts with SA2 for the execution of the QA
procedures.
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Figure 1: The EMI Project structure showing the relationship between Work Packages and
their main functions

The overall project structure and the estimated required effort per Work Package are shown in
table WT1 on page 1 of the Workplan Table section in Part A of this document.
Product Teams
The development, integration, maintenance and testing activities defined and coordinated by the
project Work Packages are carried out in practice within small teams of software engineers,
whose members are usually, but not necessarily co-located within the same project beneficiary.
The Product Teams are fully responsible for the successful release of a particular software
product (or group of tightly related products) compliant with agreed sets of technical
specification and acceptance criteria. The individual Product Teams are requested to execute the
necessary processes and procedures and respect established requirements and priorities as
globally defined and endorsed by the EMI project executive and technical leadership.
The Product Teams are dynamic in the sense that they may run, be formed or closed according to
the evolving project requirements. The consistency and integration of individual products in the
overall EMI releases is enforced by SA1 and JRA1 that provide the necessary coordination
among the various Product Teams. In addition, each Product Team belongs to one of four major
Technical Areas (Compute, Data, Security and Infrastructure). The Technical Areas
coordinators are members of the Project Technical Board and are responsible to coordinate the
overall architectural vision and design for all Product Teams in their specific area and make sure
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that all necessary requirements, interfaces and standards are known, understood and applied by
all Product Teams in that area.
This model has been chosen because it provides a number of advantages compared to models
where the various software engineering phases are separately carried out within independent
Work Packages. First of all it allows clearly placing the responsibility of a middleware service
with a Product Owner (the Product Team Leader), who is accountable towards the WP leaders
and ultimately to the Project Director for the correct execution of the engineering tasks and the
success of the service. Secondly, it allows integrating additional services also from external
collaborations within a structure with clear rules and interfaces maintaining a clear ownership of
the services.
A further advantage is that the first level of testing is designed and executed close to the
developers of a service, which increases the relevance and meaningfulness of the tests. It is clear
that the test developers will have to know and understand well the requirements that the software
in their teams needs to address. All tests will be registered and executed within the same
framework (ETICS) and shared among the various Product Teams and with the external users.
This allows to peer-review the tests at various levels, to add additional tests and to extend the
coverage and efficiency of the testing process performing a type of ‗crowdsourcing‘ where the
final users are actively encouraged to test the products and submit bug reports and patches. The
requirement set by EMI for the source code to be openly available through an established open
source license is at the base of this process.
The Product Teams in practice implement specific tasks in the Work Packages plans. In
particular the Product Teams are responsible to directly implement the tasks JRA1.2 (Compute
Area), JRA1.3 (Data Management Area), JRA1.4 (Security Area) and JRA1.5 (Infrastructure
Area) and collectively participate to tasks SA1.2 (Maintenance), SA1.3 (Release Management),
SA1.4 (Quality Control), SA1.5 (User Support), JRA1.6 (Standardization), JRA1.7
(Interoperability) and JRA1.8 (Quality Control) under the coordination of the WP leader or duly
appointed technical expert. As such the Product Team Leaders have a delegation of
responsibility from the WP leaders for one or more specific tasks and have to report to the WP
leaders on the actual implementation and achievement of those tasks. From a technical point of
view, the Product Team Leaders (or delegated representatives) are responsible to participate to
the day to day release and support management activities and to participate in the works o the
Project Technical Board to advise the Technical Director and the Technical Area Leaders on
technical matters relevant to their products and services.
This model, which very common in industrial software development activities, is fully applied
for the first time in EMI, but has been gradually introduced also in EGEE III following their
reviewers‘ recommendations to align the software engineering process with more standard
processes and practices. By the time the EMI project starts, an initial PT-based process will be in
place as part of the common transition activities that the EGEE and EMI management have
established in the past months.
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Key Performance Indicators
Each activity in EMI has an associated set of Key Performance Indicator compliant with ITIL or
COBIT when relevant. The KPI are used throughout the project to monitor the performance of
the Work Packages and detect as early as possible weaknesses and define corrective actions. The
Project Quality Assurance Plan (DNA1.1) containing the detailed description of all performance
indicators and their usage during the project lifetime will be released at PM1. The following
table contains a summary of the most important KPI for each Work Package.

Code

WP

KNA1.1

NA1

KNA1.2

NA1

KPI

Description

Method to Measure

Estimated
Targets

Cost
efficiency

A measure of the
cost of providing
software
maintenance and
support services
in EMI

Unit cost of effort for
kSLOC of change or
addition to the software
base

Should decrease
compared to the
initial baseline of
running ARC,
gLite and
UNICORE as
separate projects

MoUs with
commercial
companies

The number of
formal
collaborations
with commercial
companies is
support to the
EMI sustainability
and exploitation
plans

Periodic reporting

Year 1: 3
Year 2: 3
Year 3: 3

KNA2.1

NA2

Number and
quality of
events
organised

Number of events
organized or coorganized by EMI

Follow-up metrics by
means of real time
online polls and other
tools. For example: Did
you like our
presentation? Was it
easy to understand?
What component(s) did
you already know?
What standard are you
interested in? Find your
closest EMI associate.
Set up an appointment
to talk to one of us. Sign
up to newsletter.

2 per year

KNA2.2

NA2

Number and
quality of
published

Journal papers or
articles and
presentations at
relevant

Periodic reports

4 per year
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material

conferences
produced from
EMI research
activities

KNA2.3

NA2

Number and
quality of
training
events

Number of
training events
organized by EMI
and number of
trained people

Follow-up metrics by
means of real time
online polls and other
tools. For example: Did
you like the training
course? Was it easy to
understand? Is the
training material up-todate/comprehensive?

4 per year

KNA2.4

NA2

Number of
EMI products
included in
standard
repositories,
Linux
distributions,
etc

This is the
number of EMI
packages that
become part of
standard OS
distributions like
Fedora or Ubuntu

Periodic reports

80% of the client
components,
selected services
based on
requirements

KSA1.1

SA1

Number of
incidents

Number and
trends of
incidents
registered by the
Service Desk (in
total and per
category)

GGUS report or query

The trend should
follow a standard
Rayleigh curve

KSA1.2

SA1

Incident
Resolution
Time

Average time for
resolving an
incident by the
3rd-level support
(possibly per
category)

GGUS report or query

Within the SLA
specifications

KSA1.3

SA1

Number of
Problems

Number and
trends of
problems
(defects)
submitted in the
Defect Tracker(s)
(in total and per
category) as
absolute value
and as density
over kSLOC

Defect Tracker report or
query

The trend should
follow a standard
Rayleigh curve

KSA1.4

SA1

Number of
Urgent

Number of
changes (defects

Defect Tracker report or

A precise target
cannot be
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Changes

or enhancements)
with priority
Immediate

query

estimated, but
too frequent
Immediate
changes are
symptom of poor
Quality Control. It
is tentatively set
at < 1 per month

KSA1.5

SA1

Change
Application
Time

Average time,
from incident
submission to
release, for
applying a
change (possibly
per category and
priority)

Tracker report or query

Within SLA
specifications

KSA1.6

SA1

Number of
Releases

Number of
releases grouped
into Major, Minor,
Revision and
Emergency

Periodic report by the
Release Manager

According to
Release Plan to
be

KSA1.7

SA1

Number of
Release
Rollbacks

Number of
releases which
had to be
reversed (rolledback)

Periodic report by the
Release Manager

< 4 releases per
year

KSA2.1

SA2

Services
Reliability

%
uptime
dependent
only
on
the
SA2
services
themselves
(individual KPIs
for test beds,
repository, etc)

Participating
monitoring tools

sites

99%

KSA2.2

SA2

Services
Availability

Total % uptime
including
the
underlying
suppliers
(individual KPIs
for test beds,
repository, etc)

Participating
monitoring tools

sites

97%
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KSA2.3

SA2

Distributed
Testbed Size

Number of CPUs
available for
distributed testing
through
collaborations
with external
providers (NGIs,
sites, commercial
providers, other
projects, etc)

Participating sites
monitoring tools

Year 1: 50 CPUs
Year 2: 200
CPUs
Year 3: 500
CPUs

KSA2.4

SA2

Number of
key process
assessments

A process
assessment is a
periodic exercise
to evaluate the
efficiency of a
process and
identify
weaknesses and
areas for
improvements

Periodic reports

One per year for
the major
processes
(Release,
Change,
Problem), results
to be reported in
the QA report to
be submitted at
the end of every
year).

KSA2.5

SA2

Number of
weaknesses
detected and
addressed:
related to the
assessment

A measure of how
many of the
weaknesses
identified in the
periodic
assessments are
addressed and
their impact on
the process
efficiency

Periodic reports

One per year for
the major
processes
(Release,
Change,
Problem), results
to be reported in
the QA report to
be submitted at
the end of every
year for the
preceding year
assessment).

KSA2.6

SA2

Number of
Support
Requests

Number of user
request/tickets
per quarter
(categorized by
services or type of
request) for the
SA2 services
(tools and
testbeds)

GGUS report or query,
internal support tracker

Within QA Plan
and agreed
Operational level
Agreements with
the other WPs

KSA2.7

SA2

Average
Support
Response
Time

Average time to
respond to a
request/ticket:
time to the first
reply to the user
(to see reaction

GGUS report or query,
internal support tracker

Within QA Plan
and agreed
Operational level
Agreements with
the other WPs
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time to the tickets,
categorized by
tickets types)

KSA2.8

SA2

Average
Support
Request Life
Time

Average life time
of a
request/ticket:
time from start to
end of a ticket (to
see time needed
to close the
tickets,
categorized by
tickets types)

GGUS report or query,
internal support tracker

Within QA Plan
and agreed
Operational level
Agreements with
the other WPs

KJRA1.1

JRA1

Number of
Adopted
Open
Standard
Interfaces

This metric
provides a
measurable
indicator whether
the EMI product
suite continuously
adopts
(emerging) open
standards (e.g.
OGSA-BES,
JSDL, SAML,
etc.) thus
achieving an
increasing
standardcompliance
throughout the
delivered
products. It will
thus indicate the
adoption rate of
the EMI product
suite.

In general this metric
should have one overall
numeric value that
increases during the
course of the project for
each standard of an EMI
product. Each standardbased interface per
product will be
summarized enabling
the thoroughly
evaluation of the
number of adoption of
open standards for the
whole EMI project in
general and for each
product in particular.

Estimated targets
will be defined in
a matrix notation
along with the
standardization
roadmap and its
updates. One
example of this
metric can be
seen in Table
2below

KJRA1.2

JRA1

Number of
Interoperable
Interface
Usage

This metric
provides a
measurable
indicator whether
the EMI product
suite itself can
benefit from the
adoption of open

In general this metric
should have an indicator
as one general numeric
value that increases
during the course of the
project. For each of the
standard-based
interfaces in the EMI

Estimated targets
will be defined in
a matrix notation
along with the
standardization
roadmap and its
updates. One
example of this
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Number of
reduced
lines of code

standards by
using
interoperable
interfaces of
products with
dedicated other
standard-based
technologies (e.g.
client, library,
broker, etc.). It will
thus indicate the
standard usage
within the EMI
product suite in
general and
measure the
interoperable
interface usage in
particular.

product suite each use
of this interface should
increment the value per
technology (e.g. client,
library, broker, etc.).
This illustrates the
number of interoperable
interface usage. Over
time, it is expected that
the number grows with
the number of adopted
standards. The setup of
this KPI will be a matrix
that defines the amount
of interface usages
between the different
EMI products. The initial
target of the KPI in the
matrix will be precisely
defined for each
relevant open standard
interface per used
product as part of the
‘Standardization
Roadmap Document’
that is the outcome of
the following milestone

metric can be
seen in Table 3
below

This metric
provides a
measurable
indicator whether
the EMI product
suite can reduce
its overall lines of
codes in order to
reduce its
maintenance
efforts. The aim of
this measure is
twofold. First, it
proves that the
actual lines of
codes that have
to be maintained
are actually
reduced during
the course of the
project. Second, it
indicates code reuse and the
harmonization of
products that

This metric can be
actually retrieved via the
ETICS build and test
system and its AQCM
plug-in, which in turn is
able to provide the
Source Lines of Code
(SLOC) value for each
product of the EMI
product suite. It is
expected that the sum
of all SLOCs will be
decreasing over the
period of the project
runtime even when new
developments are
foreseen that in turn
again aim to reduce
duplicate functionalities
and thus the overall
number of SLOCs. The
current situation of this
KPI in terms of SLOCs
per product will be
initially defined starting

> 33% (1/3)
reduction over
the three-year
activity. The
reduction can be
consequence of
removing
components or
replacing them
with commercial
or community
alternatives
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Number of
reduced
released
products

includes avoiding
duplicate
developments
where possible
when comparing
one product to
another one with
the same
functionality (i.e.
slightly increasing
SLOC vs.
significantly
reduced SLOCs).

with the beginning of the
project and finalized
once all product teams
have been defined and
their products are
available within ETICS.

This metric
provides a
measurable
indicator whether
the EMI product
suite is
decreasing the
overall
maintenance in
terms of the
amount of
supported
products while
keeping the same
functionality or reuse functionality
provided by other
vendors or
technology
providers.

This metric is a numeric
value that indicates the
number of different
products within an EMI
product release. It is
expected that this value
is decreasing during the
course of the project.

>= 2 products
per year in
average over
three years

Table 1: EMI Key Performance Indicators

OGSA-BES PGI JSDL SAML #
CREAM-BES

1

1

2
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CREAM-PGI

1

1

UNICORE-BES 1

1

A-REX (BES)

1

1

SUM

3

1

4

2
1

3
2

1

9

Table 2: Example of Standardization KPI Targets

ARCLib A Sec Lib B Rich Client WMS #
CREAM-BES

1

1

CREAM-PGI

1

1

UNICORE-BES

1

1

1

3

A-REX (BES)

1

1

1

3

1

3
2

ARGUS (SAML)

1

1

VOMS (SAML)

1

1

SUM

4

2

4

3

13

Table 3: Example of Interoperable Interface Usage KPI Targets
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B 1.3.2 Networking Activities and associated work plan
The EMI project has two NA-type Work Packages responsible to provide administrative and
technical coordination to the project (NA1) and coordinate the overall dissemination, training,
exploitation and collaboration activities within the project and with external relevant projects and
initiatives (NA2). The Deliverables and Milestones associated to the NA1 and NA2 Work
Packages are listed in the Tables WT2 and WT4 of the Workplan Tables section of Part A of this
document. The Gantt chart of the NA activities is presented in Figure 2. The NA1 and NA2
PERT chart are presented in Figure 3 and Figure 4 respectively.
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Figure 2: NA activities Gantt chart
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Figure 3: NA1 PERT chart
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Figure 4: NA2 PERT chart
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NA1: Administrative and Technical Management
The NA1 Work Package is responsible to lead the project administrative and technical
operations, making sure the vision, mission and objectives of EMI are brought to a successful
completion. It provides coordination between the project and the European Commission on
contractual and financial matters, coordination among the different project activities, risk
analysis and mitigation procedures and constantly monitors the progress and status of the project
providing periodic internal and public reports. The details of the project management structure
are given in section B2.1 later in this document.
NA1 also promotes the EMI project objectives and achievements with the appropriate decisionmakers in national and international contexts and maintain close relationships with similar
coordination bodies in other European projects and infrastructures, ensuring that the EMI
activities are aligned with overall European and international strategic objectives. In particular,
NA1 collaborates closely with EGI and other European DCIs representatives to establish a clear
and efficient flow of information and negotiate fair, transparent and measurable Service Level
Agreements.
The NA1 workpackage is also responsible to monitor the progress of the project and to take any
corrective actions needed to keep it in track from the effort, budget and tasks points of view.
NA1 will release at the very beginning of the project (at month 1) the project overall quality
assurance and progress tracking plan containing the tracking metrics for all Work Packages and
their expected values or outcomes.
On technical matters NA1 is responsible to define and coordinate the overall project technical
vision, coordinate the user requirements management process (Figure 5) and monitor that the
implementation activities adhere to the vision and implement the agreed requirements during the
project execution lifetime. In particular the project Technical Director belongs to NA1 and is
responsible to lead the activities of the Project Technical Board (PTB) and to represent the
project technical vision and interests within external collaborations, most notably the EGI
Middleware Coordination Board (MCB) where requirements are discussed, agreed and defined.
Finally NA1 defines in collaboration with the middleware providers contributing to the EMI
middleware the most appropriate Intellectual Property and software licensing policies and
monitors their correct application to the software developed and distributed by EMI.
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Other DCIs

EGI
Component
requirements

EMI component solution
satisfying requirements

MCB
ProjectTechnical
TechnicalGroup
Board
Project
EMI
Project prioritization
SA2
Quality
Assurance

QA
Metrics

defining
QA process
&
monitoring
quality

End-user
access to
DCIs via EMI
components

EGI Middleware
Coordination
Board (MCB)
EMI
Technical Experts
EMI Project
SA1
Maintenance &
Support

Product Team
A

…

…

Product Team
N

EMI Project
JRA1
Middleware
Development,
Evoluation &
Integration

Figure 5: The EMI User Requirement Management Process and its relationships with the
EGI MCB and other bodies

The consortium is aware that it has the contractual obligation to provide at the end of the
reporting periods the reports specified in Annex II to the Grant Agreement. The consortium will
provide through the coordinator a quarterly report to the Project Officer detailing the technical
progress per WP and an estimate of the resource consumption per WP and beneficiary.
The details of objectives, tasks, deliverables and milestones of the NA1 Work Package are
reported in the Table WT3 in the Workplan Tables section of Part A of this document.

Significant risks and mitigation plans:
Risk description

Impact

EGI starts later High
than EMI and/or
has difficulties in
establishing
its

Likelihood

Mitigation plan

Medium

The synchronization of EMI and EGI
activities in terms of SLAs and middleware
requirements and roadmap is very important
for the correct execution of the EMI plans. To
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mitigate the risk of a late of not correctly
managed start up of EGI, EMI must be ready
to engage directly with major national grid
infrastructures
and
major
research
communities like WLCG to ensure that EMI
can correctly fulfil its role as middleware
provider
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NA2: Outreach and Collaborations
NA2 is responsible for promoting the achievements of the EMI project and providing a comprehensive

range of practical networking tasks, as well as facilitating a bidirectional exchange of
knowledge between the project and its target customers and stakeholders.
The activity is thus subdivided into four tasks:


Dissemination and Public Relations;



Technical Knowledge Management;



Collaborations;



Sustainability and User Community Relations

Given the central role that middleware plays in the DCI ecosystem, it is crucial that EMI
networking activities be optimally integrated with corresponding activities in all the relevant DCI
projects, to be able to speak effectively with all target audiences involved. Therefore NA2 must
not only capitalize on the expertise and contacts of the three major European middleware
providers, but also provide the specialised middleware liaison for all communications involving
current and potential users through channels established by collaborating virtual research
communities and ESFRI projects.
Because effective communication needs to be technically informed, NA2 must be fully
integrated within the project EMI technical activities, to promote the EMI roadmap towards a
sustainable business model for middleware support and maintenance and create a productive
system of collaborations between EMI, EGI, PRACE, third-party development projects and
commercial partners.
Information should not only be of good quality, it should be easy to find. All the NA2 subactivities will be responsible for organising content on the EMI website in an intuitive manner.
This includes not just general informational content on the project, but also all technical content,
organised by increasing levels of complexity. The EMI website should also provide easy access
to content provided by the main collaborating projects via feeds or portlets or similar
technologies. Web collaborations should involve coordinating the production vs. the
presentation of content, and eschew duplicating information whenever possible.
Finally,
NA2
will
implement
the
best
practices
provided
in
http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/ict/participating/communication-best-practices_en.html, as partly
detailed in the following paragraphs.

Dissemination and Public Relations
This task is responsible for bringing awareness of the EMI product to its various categories of
users, and of the differentiation of user categories within EMI. It is important to note that end
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users will be progressively less specialised on the technical level, and for this type of audience
the best communication strategy involves pervasive branding of the EMI product, in a style
similar to the ‖Intel inside‖ strategy. Branding also presupposes the creation of a product brand
or logo which will continue to exist and be recognized after the project‘s end.
Another level of communication is aimed at developers of applications and portals or other high
level services. In this area, the dissemination team must collaborate with the other NA2 subactivities (training, collaboration, usability) in producing the appropriate content and making it
easy to find on the EMI website.
The most technical levels of communication, typically produced by the SA and JRA activities,
should be available at any point where it is expected that a visitor may want more information.
The project technical results and achievements will be made known to the end users directly on
the EMI web site, and also through a program of events, publications and the production of
dissemination material, establishing early in the project a number of performance indicators to
measure the impact of the EMI activities on the chosen targets.
All dissemination work will be done in collaboration with the dedicated dissemination teams and
mechanisms established by the European Commission and with the dissemination teams of major
projects or initiatives like EGI, individual NGIs, and the VRC projects. This task will also
collaborate fully with dedicated dissemination projects like GridTalk and publishers like
iSGTW; the task will also inherit all the media channels from previous projects that the
middleware consortia have been involved with.
EMI seeks in particular to identify and engage new communities of users beyond those already
using the grid middleware as part of the general project commitment to creating a sustainable
research infrastructure. This task also includes the continuing collection and analysis of user
feedback through online surveys and other interactive tools, and the analysis of the market in
support to the project technical activities to ensure EMI is kept competitive with respect to
similar products.

Technical Knowledge Management
NA2 will establish a comprehensive training program organized in three main levels:


Training and knowledge transfer activities within the EMI project itself to ensure that all
project members are fully proficient with the technologies and procedure developed by
the project.



General training events on EMI technologies for wider audiences to be delivered at
international events or other types of educational events. The primary training goal of
NA2 is to enlarge the base of expert technical people proficient in the EMI middleware
services and able to transfer this knowledge further within their communities (train the
trainer method). This level of training relies on the organization of dedicated training
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events in collaboration with specific projects or communities. More general training
events will also be considered as part of third-party training programs like the Schools of
Computing events traditionally organized by many Institutes in Europe and worldwide.


On-line training courses for self-paced training activities using videos and other types of
media (eLearning)

NA2 will provide coordination and logistic support to the organization of training events, the
preparation of supporting material, the analysis of training requirements and targets. However,
technical expertise to actually deliver the courses or write the documentation is expected to be
provided by members of the technical Work Packages.

Collaborations
A fundamental task in the NA2 program of work is the establishment of collaboration programs
with projects, initiatives and industrial companies relying on the EMI middleware services or
complementing them. The main objectives of these programs are to make sure application
providers, middleware developers and system integrators are well informed of the specifications
of the EMI middleware services, receive advance notice of any important change and are given
preferential channels to provide feedback and contributions. The activities which the participants
will be expected to participate in go beyond generic exchange of ideas and collaborative
discussion (for which the dissemination tasks are more suitable) to encompass clear
commitments in using and advancing the EMI middleware.
Three collaboration program levels are foreseen:


Specific ad hoc collaborations to address problems or topics of general interests for the
grid research community. This level of collaboration includes direct participation of
project members to specific activities like standardization bodies or dedicated technical
workshops to produce some kind of results like reports or recommendations or
advancements of the state of the art. Examples of partners for these collaborations are
OGF, the International Grid Trust Federation (IGTF)20, the Virtual Data Toolkit (VDT)21,
and some key non-Grid projects like GEANT3 and TERENA in the field of network
security aspects. Collaborations with commercial partners on specific topics are included
in this category. Discussions have started during the preparation of the EMI proposal with
Red Hat and Google.

20

The International Grid Trust Federation (IGTF). Web site: http://www.igtf.net

21

The Virtual Data Toolkit (VDT). Web site: http://vdt.cs.wisc.edu/
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Specific ad hoc collaborations with projects representing large user communities, such as
the ESFRI projects or any ―
bridge‖ projects which may arise, to provide grid
functionality in support of the particular infrastructure planned.



A managed collaboration program based on Memorandums of Understanding similar to
the EGEE RESPECT program, but more engaging. This program, currently called
‗Works with EMI‘ is dedicated to application providers and software developers who
need to be aware in advance of internal technical details in order to develop their
applications using the EMI APIs or relying on the EMI functionality. This program,
which NA2 will coordinate, will also give access to the EMI quality assurance and
certification tools and if required to the EMI repository as a means to store and distribute
the software products.

Sustainability and User Community Relations
The exploitation of the EMI product during and after the project lifetime and the definition of a
sustainability model for supporting and developing middleware in the context of more permanent
research infrastructures is a key element of the EMI high-level objectives. NA2 will produce
early in the project and regularly update the overall exploitation and sustainability plan. The plan
will concretely identify the project‘s exploitable results and define their sustainability through
the following key elements:


Encouraging the wider adoption of the EMI middleware services by DCIs and other large
infrastructures such as the ESFRIs, by conducting usability studies in collaboration with
the user communities and the projects supporting them, and publicising specific usability
enhancements to targets directly identified by these studies. A general such study could
be conducted in collaboration with Google.



The inclusion of EMI software products into standard repositories and open source Linux
distributions (Fedora, Ubuntu, etc). Some important channels have already been
established by individual EMI partners for some components, but the establishment of
formal and acknowledged programs of inclusion respecting the strict packaging and
licensing requirements is required to make the process sustainable and eventually
transition some of the services to third-party support services as those provided by
companies like Red Hat



The establishment (either independently or in collaboration with EMI partners) of service
provision offerings (support, consultancy, customization, etc) by commercial companies
based on Service Level Agreements defined and negotiated by EMI with the
infrastructure providers.
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Providing a structured mechanism for carrying forward the feedback process between the
user communities represented by the NGIs and the VRCs on the one hand, and the
consortia on the other. This mechanism will include participation at the EGI and PRACE
advisory bodies, as well as the creation of ad hoc collaboration boards or task forces for
specific large groups of users (e.g. ESFRI projects).

The details of objectives, tasks, deliverables and milestones of the NA2 Work Package are
reported in the Table WT3 in the Workplan Tables section of Part A of this document.

Significant risks and mitigation plans:
Risk description

Impact

Likelihood

Mitigation plan

The lack of sustainable High
business models from
EGI
or
other
infrastructures prevents
the establishment of
commercial or other
sustainable endeavours

Medium

Although EMI is designed to be the primary
provider of middleware for EGI and PRACE,
it must also pay close attention to other
initiatives and communities. A close
collaboration with commercial partners will
allow to identify additional business models
where the EMI grid services can provide
added value

The middleware is not High
of high enough quality
to be used by the
infrastructure providers
or inserted in standard
distributions

Low

The EMI project will put in place a standard
software engineering and QA process. The
continuous monitoring and enforcement of the
quality controls will lower the likelihood of
not meeting the quality criteria
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B 1.3.3 Service Activities and associated work plan
The EMI project has two SA Work Packages responsible to provide support and engineering
services to external users or within the project itself. In particular the project maintenance and
support services, the software quality assurance and continual improvement process and the
testbeds management services are provided by the two service activities, SA1 and SA2. The
Deliverables and Milestones of the SA1 and SA2 Work Packages are listed in Tables WT2 and
WT4 of the Workplan Tables section of Part A of this document. The Gantt chart of the SA
activities is presented in Figure 6. The SA1 and SA2 PERT charts are presented in Figure 7 and
Figure 8 respectively.
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Figure 6: SA activities Gantt chart
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Figure 7: The SA1 PERT chart
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Figure 8: The SA2 PERT chart
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SA1: Maintenance and Support
SA1 is responsible to provide a readily accessible, stable and well-supported distribution of Grid
middleware components, that EGI, PRACE and other DCIs and research user communities can
rely upon for their scientific endeavours. Since the EMI project has a limited duration in time,
SA1 will also provide in collaboration with the infrastructure providers, the research
programmes and possibly commercial service providers the transitional support necessary to
integrate the maintenance and support procedures within more permanent and sustainable
activities as part of the EMI sustainability plans implementation.
SA1 activities are organized in five main tasks: Software Maintenance, Release Management,
Quality Control and User Support.

Software Maintenance
SA1 is responsible to coordinate the continuous maintenance process for the middleware services
produced by EMI. In particular SA1 will define the Software Maintenance process detailing the
software preparation and transition activities, the Problem Management process to document and
analyse problems identified during the usage of the middleware services and the Change
Management process to control changes in the code and configuration and retire obsolete
components or configurations after their agreed end-of-life date.
SA1 maintainers receive requests from the EMI 3rd-level support team, analyse each request,
confirm it by reproducing the situation in the EMI testbeds or in collaboration with the external
infrastructure providers and implement a solution, documenting the changes. Changes in the
code or configuration may be also proposed by the 2nd-level support team of EGI or other DCIs,
by other EMI developers or by external users in the form of code patches, which after the
necessary verifications can become part of a subsequent release.
SA1 is in general responsible for corrective and adaptive maintenance (according to the ISO/IEC
14764 definitions) to solve defects found in running services in the production environments.
Changes that go beyond an agreed level of complexity or have an impact on several components
in the EMI middleware services in terms of functionality or interfaces (perfective and preventive
maintenance) are escalated to the JRA1 Work Package to be integrated in the software
developers‘ work plans.
Authorization and planning for the changes proposed by SA1 maintainers are routinely decided
by the Project Technical Board in collaboration with the SA1 leader in regular meetings. Urgent
changes to address security vulnerabilities or critical defects can be applied with shortened
validation and authorization procedures in collaboration with the infrastructure administrators.
The maintenance activities and their relationships with the customers‘ processes are regulated by
the Service Level Agreements negotiated by the NA1 management with EGI, PRACE and the
user communities.
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Release Management
SA1 is responsible to define and apply the software release policies for the individual EMI
middleware components coming from the Product Teams and for the periodic EMI reference
releases. In general terms four types of releases are planned:


Major release
A major release of EMI is characterized by well-defined interfaces, behaviour and
dependencies for all included components, available on a predefined set of platforms.
Backward incompatible changes to a component can be introduced only in a new EMI
major release. Major releases are made available on a periodic basis, tentatively twelve
months, providing a good balance between the conflicting requirements of stability and
innovation. The availability of a new major release of EMI does not automatically
obsolete the previous ones and multiple major releases may be supported at the same time
according to their negotiated end-of-life policies.



Minor release
A minor release of a service can only include backward compatible changes in interface
or behaviour within the same EMI major release, but it can include new functionality or
roll-ups of sets of software fixes not previously released as dedicated revisions. It is
expected that minor releases will be made available a few times per year.



Revision release
A revision release of a service or individual components includes only specific defect
fixes and cannot include new functionality or change the nominal expected behaviour of
the components. Revision releases will be made available very frequently and user will
be able to decide whether to apply the revision or not based on the existing impact of the
defects on their activities.



Emergency release
An emergency release includes fixes only to high-impact, high-severity bugs like security
issues and can follow special shortened release procedures. Emergency releases are made
available as needed.

Release schedules will be published by SA1 according to the EMI technical development and
maintenance plans and made available to users from the public EMI repositories. Multiple
distribution mechanisms will be adopted depending on the supported platforms or on the format
of the packages. Support for the most popular operating systems will be provided according to
the agreed user requirements. Especially for clients and APIs support for several Linux flavours,
Windows and MacOS will be provided during the course of the project.
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As part of the objective to facilitate external contributions and the creation of a sustainable open
source community, all components will also be distributed in source form to allow third parties
to build and create derivative works or patches independently. In addition, one or more Software
Development Kits (SDKs) can be packaged by SA1 including examples of usage of the public
APIs, utilities, documentation, tests, etc. to assist applications developers in the use of the EMI
services.

Quality Control
The activities performed by SA1 are done in compliance with the Quality Assurance processes
and procedures defined by SA2. In particular all component releases need to satisfy certification
and validation criteria established by the QA teams within EMI and inside the customer projects
like EGI before they can be included in a stable distribution. The releases are accompanied by
specific code metrics (static and dynamic analysis, unit test coverage, regression and functional
tests) that will be used to measure the application of the Service Level Agreements and the
performance of the SA1 engineers. In particular SA1 is directly responsible to implement the
regression tests required to validate the software fixes and prevent the reoccurrence of the
corresponding defects. The Quality Control activities are executed on the internal testbeds
provided by SA2 using the EMI testing automation framework or manual verifications. In
addition, large-scale testing on release candidates is performed in direct collaboration with the
EGI certification team, the NGIs and the user communities on stage or pre-production resources
provided outside EMI (under SA2 coordination, see later) and closer to real production
environment.
In addition, SA1 will participate to the continuous security assessment activities performed on all
software components through peer-reviews, organization of security assessment sessions and
collaborations with other related projects or initiatives like the proposed ESMI project.

User Support
The reliability of the EMI distribution depends critically from the ability of the project to provide
effective support in case of an incident and promptly fix the possible problem behind that
incident or anticipate a fix to a problem that may cause an incident. While the latter phase is
handled by the maintenance teams, the former is responsibility of the SA1 user support team.
SA1 provides expert support to incidents and requests concerning the middleware services
developed and maintained by EMI and their integration within production infrastructure or thirdparty applications. The EMI support team is integrated in the user support channels of the
infrastructure providers, who are in direct contact with the users and acts as 3rd-level support in
the escalation chain (Figure 9). To facilitate the integration of the teams, EMI will use the same
tools and procedures put in place by EGI and based of the GGUS 22 system, appearing as one or
22

https://gus.fzk.de/pages/home
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more GGUS 3rd-level Support Units. The user support services will be regulated by the EMI
Service Level Agreements to be negotiated with EGI, PRACE and other interested DCIs; the
SLAs will describe the expected relationships between the EMI team and the external downlevel support teams and their expected Service Level Targets as working hours, responsiveness,
types of incidents and requests.
In case an incident is acknowledge to result from a software defect, a Problem will be filed in the
software defect tracking system and escalated to the maintenance teams for further analysis
becoming responsibility of the Maintenance process described earlier. It is expected that multiple
defect tracking systems will be initially required for historical reasons, although unification of
the systems will be considered during the project.

EGI

PRACE

(DEISA)
TTS

GGUS

Other DCIs

Support

Maintenance

DCI-specific
setup for
1st & 2nd
level support

Others…

3-rd level
support requests

End-user
access to
DCIs via EMI
components

EMI
component
releases

Quality
Control

Specialized support and maintenance via existing
defect-tracking systems and processes

Release
Management

SA1
Maintenance
and
Support

EMI
Technologyspecific
support setup

Figure 9: The EMI User Support function and relationships with infrastructure-level
support and other EMI processes

Activities Transition
EMI inherits the middleware stack produced by the individual providers (ARC, gLite and
UNICORE) and used in production in the existing European infrastructures managed for
example by EGEE, WLCG, NDGF and DEISA. EMI needs to ensure that no disruption in the
grid operations affects ongoing research activities moving from the ending to the new projects. A
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transition period has to be foreseen during which the existing procedures and communication
channels have to be adapted and understood by all involved parties. It is SA1 responsibility to
coordinate the different Product Teams and establish early relationships with the infrastructure
providers to ensure proper communication and knowledge transfer. How the transition is
managed depends also on the actual start time of EMI and EGI, but the involved partners are
currently already working with EGEE and other related projects to understand the transition
requirements and start the process already in the final months of the currently running projects.

The details of objectives, tasks, deliverables and milestones of the SA1 Work Package are
reported in the Table WT3 in the Workplan Tables section of Part A of this document.

Significant risks and mitigation plans:
Risk description

Impact

External
support High
and
operational
channels from EGI
and other customer
infrastructures start
later than EMI
and/or
have
difficulties in being
established

Likelihood

Mitigation plan

Medium

The synchronization of EMI and EGI activities
in terms of support channels, SLAs and release
take up and transition are very important for the
correct execution of the EMI plans. The absence
of down-level support channels means that users
may have to contact directly the EMI support,
which could create an excessive load in triaging
and replying to non software-related requests
and incidents. To mitigate this risk, EMI must be
ready to engage directly with major national grid
infrastructures and major research communities
like WLCG to ensure that EMI can correctly put
in place its procedures as planned
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SA2: Quality Assurance
SA2 is responsible for defining and monitoring the project software engineering quality
assurance process and providing the underlying resource and tools infrastructure. Achieving,
maintaining and improving high quality standards are among the major goals of the EMI project,
since high quality is a key factor to enable the wide adoption of the software developed and
maintained by the middleware providers within EMI and the take up by commercial activities
and service providers.
It is well understood by all project partners that quality is not a layer that can be simply
superimposed onto the software produced by other project activities, but rather a continuous
effort across the entire development process for which everybody is responsible. With this
specific assumption in mind, the EMI quality assurance process is a distributed process to which
every activity contributes according to agreed procedures. In this respect EMI is committed to
align its software engineering processes to well-established good practice methodologies. In
particular, most of the adopted processes are adapted from the ITIL v3 guidelines and
international standards, such as the ISO/IEC-12207.
The structure itself of the project has been designed from the start to comply with the general
ITIL v3 concept of services, represented by the vertical Technical Areas and the Product Teams,
and functions, represented by the horizontal project activities of software maintenance and
support (SA1) and software development and integration (JRA1).
The SA2 activity provides an additional vertical service internal to the project, defining the
processes by which the software is transitioned from development to production, the criteria and
metrics used to evaluate and monitor the quality of the software in the various phases and the
tools required to implement those processes and collect metrics values. The actual Quality
Control activities and implementation of the procedures (such as test design and execution,
release management, user support, etc) are provided by all project members according to their
roles and responsibilities within each activity.
The Quality Assurance Work Package has four major tasks: definition of the QA processes and
metrics; process monitoring and support; setup and maintenance of supporting build, test and
repository tools; and testbeds setup, maintenance and coordination.

Process Definition
SA2 is responsible to define the software development processes to be adopted by software
developers, integrators and testers within EMI. Particular attention is given to the overall aspects
of Problem and Change Management across the different EMI activities in order to ensure proper
traceability and monitoring of the project operations at all stages of the development. All aspects
related to software version control, software transition states (alpha, beta, release candidates and
releases), testing and certification, compliance and conformance of the software are also taken
into account in the respect of any valid existing procedure already in place within the
contributing middleware consortia. It is in any case foreseen that a common set of definitions and
especially of testing scales is adopted by all Product Teams, from the Unit Tests designed and
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executed within the Teams themselves, the Portability rules and requirements to support multiple
platforms, the Regression and Certification tests run by the SA1 activities and up to the
acceptance tests agreed and executed in collaboration with the customer infrastructures and
communities.
This task includes the definition of the metrics to be collected on the software produced within
the EMI activities to evaluate its quality and support the Service Level Agreements between EMI
and infrastructures and communities adopting the EMI software. The base of the quality
assurance methodology is provided by the general guidelines of standards such as the ISO/IEC12207 and its practical implementations, such as the A-QCM (Automated Quality Certification
Model) developed by the ETICS project, complemented by any necessary manual verification,
like execution of specific interactive tests or code reviews and inspections. Particular attention is
given to specific aspects of software validation of relevance for EMI, like interoperability and
standard compliance.
Initially, together with the other EMI activities, SA2 will define, document and provide tools and
templates to support all processes involved in software development, testing and release. The
SA1 and JRA1 activities will in turn design specialized implementation plans for their activities.
SA2 will also capitalize on the experience of all EMI partners within the three middleware
distribution and on their existing processes and tools. SA2 will then measure and monitor the
application of these processes in the EMI activities, providing measurements of the Key
Performance Indicators of such activities.

Process Monitoring and Support
As in all quality assurance processes, an important aspect is not only the definition and collection
of metrics, but their actual monitoring to assess the software quality evolution and take
corrective actions as required. This is achieved through a strong commitment of the EMI
management and the establishment of a policy of responsibility and transparency: responsibility
of each individual Product Team for the quality of their software and transparency of the quality
levels through a continuous publication of metrics, trends and certification results within and
outside the EMI project (taking into account any confidentiality constraints as in the case of
security vulnerabilities).
SA2 will also provide support to the other EMI activities and external projects and initiatives
participating to the ‗Works with EMI‘ program in order to ensure a correct and rapid application
of the agreed quality assurance and certification procedures and the selected tools. It will also
perform monitoring of the application of procedures and the tests and certification operations
done by the Product Teams, such as sample review of test plans and tests, compliance with
packaging guidelines, validation of documentation, etc.
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Setup and Maintenance of Tools and Repositories
The third major task of SA2 is the selection and when necessary the setup and maintenance of
any tool required to support the defined quality assurance procedures. The tools provided by SA2
are expected to be a defect tracking system, a change tracking system, a requirement tracking
system, build and test tools, metrics and trends collectors, collaborative workspaces (wiki),
package repositories, build/test reports and metrics repositories, compliance tests suites
repositories, etc. It is understood that the contributing middleware consortia and providers may
already have in place valid tools to this purpose, such as version control systems and defect
tracking systems. In such cases, SA2 provides support to integrate and digest the information
across the different systems so it can be used in a coherent way within EMI. SA2 will also
provide the repositories where the software, the documentation, the reports and all artefacts of
the EMI engineering activities will be stored.
It is very important that all EMI activities share the same processes, tools and metrics. In this
way they will be able to leverage on common tools and global improvements. The EMI
activities will share the same build and testing processes, tools and performance indicators. The
EMI product teams will release software following the same processes and using the same tools.
In particular the EMI software engineering process will be based on the ETICS Build and Test
System developed by the ETICS project, which allows creating a common, shared build and
certification environment independent of the specific programming languages or technologies
used by individual product teams.
The EMI QA processes and methods and the ETICS-based environment are not restricted to the
EMI partners. It is foreseen that the EMI certification platform becomes a tool for any software
provider contributing to EGI and other European and international DCIs in order to improve the
integration, interoperability and standardization of the software, middleware and applications,
used by the research communities and infrastructures. This goal is aligned with the overall goal
of EGI and other infrastructures to deploy software coming from EMI as well as from other
providers, including specific community applications. The availability of an open certification
environment would allow faster validation cycles and a considerable reduction of development,
certification and maintenance costs.

Testbeds setup and coordination
The EMI software engineering activities of continuous integration and testing requires the
availability of execution nodes, either physical or virtual, where build and tests can be executed
as part of the automation framework provided by ETICS or of manual certification operations.
SA2 is responsible to setup and maintain an internal distributed testbed and a library of
appropriate virtual images where the code builds and low level unit and system tests can be
performed on alpha, beta and release candidates. In addition, SA2 is responsible to negotiate and
coordinate the availability of larger-scale testbeds for executing scalability tests and the final
acceptance tests required to validate release candidates in conditions as close as possible to real
production environments. SA2 will seek the collaboration of EGI, PRACE and individual NGIs
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to get shares of resources from qualified resource centres participating in pre-production or
staged roll-out activities.

The details of objectives, tasks, deliverables and milestones of the SA2 Work Package are
reported in the Table WT3 in the Workplan Tables section of Part A of this document.

Significant risks and mitigation plans:
Risk description

Impact

Likelihood Mitigation plan

The QA verifications and
certification are
considered too heavy, or
useless, and are in
conflicts with timely
releases from the Product
Teams

High

High

This is a crucial factor. QA verifications
are often considered an obstacle to the
rapid release of required functionality. It
is important to involve all project
members since the beginning in the
definition of the QA process and the
selection of the tools to ensure
everybody agrees and understand. The
frequent reporting of QA results and a
clear correlation with improvements in
the quality and user satisfaction have to
be used to show the value of the process

The defined QA criteria
and metrics are not
sufficient to produce
quality software

High

Medium

Very frequent reviews and verifications
of the metrics and their actual practical
importance are required to improve the
process continually

Some QA tools chosen
require a high level of
support that cannot be
sustained by the SA2
resources

High

Medium

SA2 must revise periodically the tools
and if necessary consider the migration
to less onerous tools or use readily
available tools supported by third-party
initiatives or community efforts
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B 1.3.4 Joint Research Activities and associated work plan
The EMI project has one JRA Work Package responsible to carry out research and development
tasks to evolve the middleware services functionality and extend their overall capabilities in
terms of scalability, reliability and usability through the investigation and application of new or
adapted technologies. The overall goal of the research activities of EMI is to keep the
middleware aligned with and even anticipate the growing needs of the distributed research
infrastructures and the scientific research communities using them. The Deliverables and
Milestones of the JRA1 Work Package are listed in Tables WT2 and WT4 in the Workplan
Tables section of Part A of this document. The JRA1 Gantt is presented in Figure 10. The JRA1
PERT chart is presented in Figure 11, Figure 12 and Figure 13.
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Figure 10: JRA1 activity Gantt chart
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Figure 11: JRA1 activity PERT chart (1 of 3)
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Figure 12: JRA1 activity PERT chart (2 of 3)
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Figure 13: JRA1 activity PERT chart (3 of 3)
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JRA1: Middleware Development, Evolution and Integration
The Grid infrastructure usage grows with the continuous addition of new communities and an
increasing number of researchers while the operational model moves towards a more
sustainable business model. As a consequence, the middleware provide the fundamental Grid
services that infrastructures and applications are built upon and they have to be continually
evolved to satisfy new user requirements, changing usage patterns and advances in computing
technologies. JRA1 is responsible to coordinate the applied technological research done by
expert engineers and developers from three middleware distributions and jointly converge
leading to complementary efforts and shared achievements, not only advancing the state of
the art in Grid middleware by strongly supporting the vision of a more sustainable
development with decreased maintenance requirements and incompatibilities.
The activities and tasks of the JRA1 Work Package are designed around the fundamental
objective of lowering the usability, operational and functionality barriers that prevent a more
rapid expansion of usage of the Grids by non-computer science savvy users. This vision is
accomplished through a small, but fundamental number of key technical principles:



The middleware components must be consolidated and streamlined by removing
unnecessary duplication, replacing proprietary technologies with off-the-shelf and
community supported technologies wherever possible and adopting either standard
interfaces from well-established international collaborations or ‗de-facto‘ standards
used by the majority of implementations.



Introduce new functionality following existing or future requirements of the
infrastructures and the user communities by actively collecting and prioritizing user
requests in collaboration with major projects and initiatives. The focus is more on
hardening the reliability of existing services, evolving their operational capabilities
and addressing clear and present needs, rather than producing new prototypal
technology to be deployed in a few years time.



Adapt the services to the changing environment by investigating and adopting new
technologies to improve the scalability, reliability and usability of the services. This
includes performing research in collaboration with other projects (see Section) and
initiatives to make the grid services interoperable with different computing models
like clouds and desktop-grids and adding direct support for more flexible and useroriented tools like portals or mash-ups.



Adopt standard software quality assurance and quality control procedures and perform
them transparently to increase the confidence of the users in the software, but also the
possibility of the middleware to be used or supported by commercial service providers
and application developers.



Run a continuous integration process in order to ensure that the components can be
used together, eliminate incompatibilities, identify and unify shared dependencies,
introduce common sets of low-level libraries. The process also addresses any issues in
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terms of compatibility with production components. Integration has to be verified as
often as possible and as early as possible in the development process to remove
obstacles before is too late or too expensive.

An important factor is that all JRA1 activities have to be performed in close collaboration
with external initiatives. The collection, analysis and prioritization of requirements have to be
done in collaboration with the infrastructures and the user communities. The EGI project
provides a mechanism called the Middleware Management Board (MCB) where
representatives of the user communities, the resource providers and the middleware providers
can interact to define and monitor the requirements. The input from the MCB and similar
bodies in PRACE or other major infrastructures like OSG in the United States will be the
primary input for the internal EMI requirements management process defined by SA2, but
executed by the PTB and JRA1.
Any effort in standardization and creation of common libraries and tools has to be carried out
in close collaboration with the Standards Definition Organizations (SDOs) like OGF to make
sure that existing standards can be implemented by EMI, but also that EMI standardization
efforts are considered for inclusion in future standards or new revisions of the existing
standards. In the same way research work to integrate the grids services or make them
interoperable with other computing, data and resource management models (like clouds or
desktop-grids) will be done in close collaboration with other projects and initiatives dedicated
to these technologies. Discussions and agreement in this sense with projects like StratusLab,
Venus, EDGI or commercial companies like Google and Red Hat have already started during
the preparation of the proposal.
In order to provide a coherent structure where the JRA1 development and evolution activities
can be performed, four high-level Technical Areas have been identified:



Compute Area: include middleware services and corresponding client components
involved in the processing and management of user requests concerning the execution
of a computational task. They cover the interaction with Local Resource Management
Services, the provision of a common interface to the computational resources of a site
(the so-called Computing Element) and the availability of high-level meta-scheduling,
workflow execution and task tracking functionality



Data Area: include middleware services and corresponding client components
involved in the processing and management of user requests concerning storage
management, data access and data replication. Multiple storage solutions exist,
addressing different types of resources – disk, tape or a combination of the two – all
exporting the same Storage Resource Management (SRM) interface (the so-called
Storage Element). Data access libraries are available for storage systems not offering a
POSIX interface towards the computational resources. Data and metadata catalogues
track the location of copies of data chunks in multiple places
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Security Area: include middleware services and components that enable and enforce
the Grid security model, allowing the safe sharing of resources on a large scale. They
cover identity management, Virtual Organization membership management,
authentication, delegation and renewal of credentials, and authorization



Infrastructure Area: include middleware services and components that provide
common information and management functionality to deployed Grid services. They
include the Information System and Service Registry, which provide a view of the
services available on the Grid together with their characteristics; the messaging
infrastructure, that allows to collect and distribute messages generated by Grid
services or user tasks; the service monitoring and management providers that allow the
retrieval of Grid services status information and service state management; the
Logging and Bookkeeping services that allows collecting, aggregating and archiving
job execution information; the accounting functionality to collect, distribute and
publish information concerning the usage of resources This area also deals with
internal infrastructure components, such as service containers that are required for
middleware services.

Each technical area plus the special tasks of standardization and integration includes a number
of grid services from all middleware consortia on which the partners dedicate effort according
to their specific knowledge and skills. The components included in the EMI development plan
at the start of the project have been selected on the basis of requirements expressed by EGI,
PRACE and NDGF. They are shown in Table 4.

Technical Task

23

Partners

Main services and components23

Compute Area

INFN, GRNET,
CREAM, WMS, UNICORE TSI,
JUELICH,
UNICORE XNJS, UNICORE UAS (Job
CSIC,CESGA,CINECA, Management), A-REX, libarcclient, MPI
UWAR, UIO, UU,
UCPH,NIIFI

Data Area

CERN, INFN, HU,
AMGA, DPM, FTS, Hydra, LFC,
DESY, JUELICH, TUD, StoRM, UNICORE UAS (Data
CINECA,UIO,
Management), libarcdata, dCache
NIIFI,KISTI

Security Area

CESNET, FOM, INFN,
GRNET, SWITCH, HU,
JUELICH, UWAR,

Arcproxy, Argus, Delegation, gLExec,
GridSite, Proxy Renewal, SLCS,
Trustmanager, UNICORE Gateway,

http://knowledge.eu-egi.eu/knowledge/index.php/Image:ComponentSurvey.pdf
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UIO, UU

UNICORE XUUDB, VOMS

Infrastructure
Area

CERN, CESNET,
INFN, STFC,
JUELICH, UWAR, LU,
NIIFI, ASCG

APEL, BDII, DGAS, L&B, Service
Discovery, UNICORE Service Registry,
HED, Grid Monitor, libarcclient service
discovery

Standardization

CERN, INFN,
JUELICH, LU, UIO,
DESY

CREAM (OGSA-BES), StoRM, dCache,
DPM (SRM), VOMS, Argus (XAML,
SAML), APEL, DGAS, JURA (UR),
common APIs (SAGA), UNICORE
OGSA-BES, ARC OGSA-BES

Integration and
Interoperability

CERN, INFN, CESNET
GRNET,CINECA,
JUELICH,NIIFI, UIO,
UU, UCPH, LU

ARC, gLite and UNICORE components
listed above

Table 4: The EMI Technical Area and the partners' responsibilities

All middleware services are expected to fall in one of the four areas. Each area is coordinated
by a senior engineer responsible to make sure the services adopts the same standards and
technologies, are interoperable and integrated and follow the agreed implementation plan. The
coordinator is also responsible to facilitate technical discussions among the various Product
Teams to solve problems and converge towards common solutions. The technical areas
coordinators are the members of the Project Technical Board and under the leadership of the
Technical Director are responsible to ensure the consistent implementation and correct
integration of all EMI middleware services.
The JRA1 work program is organised around the following tasks: Work Package
Management, Middleware Development and Evolution for each technical area,
Standardization, Integration and Interoperability, and Quality Control.
It is foreseen that the actual development activities will be progressively reduced towards
PM30 and that the last 6 months of the project will be dedicated to the final integration,
interoperability and quality control activities before concluding the project to make sure that
all developed contributions can be successfully transitioned into the production infrastructures
as part of the last official release.

Middleware Development and Evolution
The four tasks corresponding to technical areas are responsible to investigate and implement
new functionality based on explicit user requirements and apply any required technological
change to ensure that EMI middleware services follow or even anticipate the growing usage
trends of the research infrastructure. The work currently planned has been defined based on
known infrastructure and user requirements coming from direct discussions with EGEE, EGI,
PRACE and NDGF, a number of proposed VRCs projects like ROSCOE and direct contact
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with FP7 or ESFRI project representatives in occasion of conferences or recent e-concertation
meetings. It is however expected that during the course of the EMI project new or changed
requirements will be presented and may in some case require adjustment to the current plans
and priorities.
The major development and evolution tasks are described in the following sections by
technological area.
Compute Area
Common Clients and APIs
Today‘s computing infrastructures in Europe and worldwide deploy Grid middleware from
ARC, gLite, UNICORE and other software stacks. In the past several years the problem
uniform access to different computing infrastructures has been addressed mainly by working
on the client interoperability aspects often in the context of standardization bodies like OGF.
Although this approach can potentially work around some of the access issues, it doesn‘t
address the problem of reducing complexity or usability from a user perspective and
maintainability from the middleware providers‘ perspective. Each middleware provider still
has to maintain their own set of client tools and make sure that new features do not break the
interoperability on either the server or the client side. The usability and maintainability issues
can be directly addressed only by consolidating the many different clients and APIs in welldefined SDKs and user interfaces paying also attention to their portability in terms of
architectures (32bit and 64bit processors) and operating systems (various Linux flavours,
Windows, MacOS, etc). EMI will assess the current differences and similarities among
different implementations adopting whenever possible high-level application oriented APIs
like SAGA. The work in this topic has to be closely coordinated with the user communities
and the application providers to avoid breaking compatibility with the existing production
middleware and negotiate appropriate migration paths. EMI will ensure that the described
libraries will be available also as portlets, in collaboration with other projects dedicated to the
development of scientific gateways and portals.
Workload Managers and Compute Elements
The execution of a computational task requires the involvement of several middleware
components at different levels of abstraction, from the low-level interaction with the Local
Resource Management System used at a site to manage its computational resources to highlevel services such as meta-schedulers, workflow engines and sophisticated job trackers. In
the middle lies the interface enabling the sharing of resources on the Grid, the so-called
Computing Element (CE). For each of those abstractions multiple solutions have been
developed within the various middleware stacks, partly due to the lack of established
standards, partly because each solution focuses on different capabilities. One of the objectives
of the EMI project is to identify areas where consolidation is possible and enable it either
through interoperability, standardization or the adoption of common components, with the
purpose of reducing the variety of components and their future maintenance costs.
The overall standardization work foreseen in EMI affects many of the components in the
compute management area, either because they are direct target of standardization efforts or
because they rely on components to be standardized and therefore they have to be adapted to
use new interfaces.
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The EMI components currently implement job description and job management in slightly
different, incompatible ways. However, the core functionalities provided by all the three
middleware stacks are mostly the same, though realized through proprietary solutions. While
standard interfaces for job submission and management do exist, they lack features which are
considered important as core functionality by EMI.
The OGF PGI profile of a computing service describes the interface and associated
functionality which should be provided by a Grid job execution and management service,
deployable in production environments. The aim of this sub-task is to adopt BES, JSDL and
GLUE2 for usage in the EMI stack through implementing the PGI profile. This includes
implementing the agreed extensions that need to be made to address the additional
functionality required by production infrastructures.
In addition, the components in the compute management area need some evolutionary
development, either to address requirements expressed by existing users or to adapt to the
continuous changes in the technologies used by the underlying infrastructures. The CE will
provide users with new functionality to access the running jobs, watch them or even steer
their execution. To improve their performance, scalability, reliability and availability the EMI
components will need to support bulk operations and will adopt load-balancing mechanisms.
A remote monitoring and operation interface based on the new messaging infrastructure will
be designed and implemented. As one contribution of this activity, the computational EMI
components aim to fully support MPI jobs, according to the guidelines and recommendations
of the MPI activity as described below, and to explore the utilization of virtualized resources.
They will be adapted to rely on the common libraries released by the project especially in the
security domain and to adopt the relevant interfaces, in particular in the domain of the PGI
working group, such as BES, JSDL and GLUE.
MPI and Parallel Job Support
Although current grid middleware stacks have a basic level of support for MPI applications
through a set of job submission wrappers, the user communities have frequently stated that
this support is too coarse and unwieldy for their needs. They have requested that the process
of job submission and management should be simpler, more transparent, target the best
available resources, provide better diagnostics, and in general, should support generic parallel
job types. Tighter integration into the Grid layer requires significant changes to the current
grid environments, and in particular, requires standardisation and integration across the
middleware environments. In order to provide a uniform interface for running MPI
applications in gLite environments, MPI-Start was developed by the int.eu.grid project. MPIStart offers a unique and stable interface to the gLite middleware and it is easily extended via
a plug-in based architecture. A similar idea is being developed for the UNICORE
middleware. In order to hide the system specifics and the details of the parallel environments
behind an easy to use interface, the UNICORE clients allow users to select the required
execution environment for their application and to configure the application accordingly.
ARC supports a custom step of pre-compilation of the code, optimized for the platform;
however, a more standard layer for the users is also being looked into. EMI will consolidate
the existing efforts targeting the support of parallel jobs in 3 steps. The highest priority is
given to providing a common interface to multi-core jobs on all resources; when this is
achieved multi-node execution on interconnected clusters will be addressed; and finally
special scenarios like advanced topologies, FPGAs, GPGPUs, and massively multi-node jobs
will be investigated for use on high-end resource types.
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Data Area
Efficient, scalable and secure data access, its distribution and control are among the most
challenging aspects of grid computing. During the last few years, middleware providers
developed systems that responded to many of their users' and resource provider's needs. The
storage solutions used in the EGEE infrastructure are based on the SRM standard and reflect
requirements from the HTC community. Although ARC, gLite and dCache share basic ideas
on storage management and control, methodology and deployment models may differ
significantly. Approaches vary from a pure storage service provision (dCache) to a complex
set of storage, indexing and transfer services (gLite‘s DPM, CASTOR, StoRM, LFC, AMGA,
FTS) to new integrated solutions (ARC‘s Chelonia) providing a tighter integration of the data
services in one single high-level component. UNICORE focus is on the seamless access to
data as required by HPC use cases. For applications that can benefit from HTC and HPC, it is
important that data can be moved between the two domains in a simple, predictable and
secure way. For this, protocols, security models and namespaces have to be interoperable.
Identifying the most feasible approach will require research during the first year of the
project.
A wide variety of existing data solutions are tightly integrated into production environments
and the expertise in managing and maintaining these systems is non-trivial. Therefore it is not
possible to converge to a single data solution. This area thus concentrates on improving
interoperability between the different production components by introducing standards as
described below.
In the HTC domain, Data Services are composed of the following building blocks:
1. SRM-enabled storage elements
2. Storage access and transfer protocols
3. Data transfer services
4. Data indexing services
5. Data security and privacy services
For the first two items, several implementations are in use specialising in different use cases
and deployment scenarios. Simple deployments for smaller sites, leverage of existing cluster
file systems, and access of large scale hierarchical storage all currently require the existence
of multiple solutions. All data services depend on a common security model that supports
X.509 credentials and provides role-based access control. While the solutions are
fundamentally equivalent, a common well-defined and documented standard of the security
model is missing.
Apart from the semantic aspects, a security model has to be resource-efficient. Grid
computing relies on a public key infrastructure that has been derived from X509. Support for
session-based access control and session reuse will lessen the impact of the inherently high
computational cost. The implementation effort will vary for the different components; jobs
frequently access several hundred files. This high rate of interactions is the reason for data
management's sensitivity to authorization overheads.
Migration from the Globus variants of X509 to a standard SSL-based authorization system,
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based on SSL and HTTPS, will ensure the long term sustainability. This must be carried out
in close collaboration with EMI's security activity. In addition, this will ease integration with
third party components.
Data management and access standards
The implementations of the Storage Resources Manager (SRM) deviate slightly in their
behaviour. This is a result of the standard's complexity test suites appeared only after the first
generation of implementation. A more refined and stringent definition of the SRM standard,
as well as a common test suite, will ensure transparent use of the provided resources. OGF
will be used as the standards preparation body and the PGI working group is already working
in this particular context. SRM 2.2 is still rather ambiguous in places, and yet relies on
presumptions in others, thus an important task for EMI is to address the many shortcomings
of SRM by defining a clear EMI specification/profile.
Properly designing and implementing a standard protocol for indexing and storage service
synchronization is unfeasible in the EMI scope, therefore simpler asynchronous mechanisms
need to be found. For UNICORE, this also means that file catalogue clients need to be
integrated with data manipulation ones, and SRM 2.2 standard should be adopted. SRM 2.2,
however, is rather ambiguous in places, and yet relies on presumptions in others, thus yet
another important task is to address the many shortcomings of SRM by defining a clear EMI
specification/profile.
The current SRM systems offer a multitude of access protocols for local and remote data
access. These have to be maintained to ensure stable operations of the infrastructures. An
additional, full POSIX compliant file protocol, supported by all implementations, will lower
the threshold for new user communities to access grid resources. In addition it significantly
eases the port of commercial applications to grid infrastructures. By relying on suitable
available standard POSIX clients for distributed file systems, the deployment and
maintenance effort for worker nodes and user interfaces will be dramatically reduced.
Distributed file systems evolve quickly and EMI has to select a suitable candidate based on an
assessment taking into account functionality, maturity and general availability. Some potential
candidates are NFS v4.1, Lustre, GPFS and AFS.
Wide-area data transfers use the gridFTP protocol. This well-tested and widely-used protocol
presents several challenges for site administrators, as configuration of site and node firewalls
for gridFTP is often a complex and error-prone operation. As a result, it is highly desirable to
add industry standard HTTP(S) as a wide-area protocol. Feasibility and performance for
simple use cases is apparent and proof-of-concept implementations do exist. However, more
complex use cases, such as third-party-copies, require some research. EMI will provide
HTTP(S)-based access to storage as an additional gateway to storage and will explore the use
of other protocols on top like WebDAV.
All SRM implementations provide several operational tools and interfaces to allow
administrators and VO managers to operate, monitor and control their storage systems. It is
not viable to set common interfaces for all internal management tools. EMI, together with
EGI, will define a set of operations that every storage system has to provide.
To enable system administrators to optimize their service and for user communities to react
dynamically, a minimal monitoring functionality will be defined. Information transport and
aggregation will be implemented based on EMI messaging, and operations that are initiated
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by VO users will be standardized. Examples of such operations include deletion of large sets
of files and requesting information for the synchronization of storage systems with user file
catalogues.
Data Transfer Services
HTC applications rely on large sets of data being moved between grid sites efficiently and
reliably, so storage and network resource usage must be controlled and optimized. The File
Transfer Service (FTS), as provided by gLite, has been used in the EGEE infrastructure for
several years and is the widely-accepted solution for this task. However to lower the threshold
for new communities to benefit from the FTS, some improvements have to be considered. A
well-defined interface to communicate asynchronously the state of transfers to workflow
management systems will allow closer integration with workflow management engines or
portals.
A standardized notifications service for file registration in index services, which will be
described in the section ―
Index Services‖, will ensure storage and catalogue synchronization.
These notification services can be based on the EMI messaging components.
The current implementation of FTS requires an ORACLE database for high performance
applications. EMI will improve the support for MySQL for cost-sensitive applications.
FTS will need to follow improvements to storage access, security infrastructure, data transport
protocols and the index services.
Data Indexing Services
The majority of current production data services handle storage services and file catalogues
independently. The two are coupled on the level of user applications. This enables user
communities to use application domain-specific Grid file catalogues that provide additional
meta data, providing a high degree of flexibility. However it requires significant effort to
synchronize the state of the storage systems and catalogues. One possible solution could be
realized via a standard asynchronous file registration service based on publish-subscribe
mechanism. FTS, EMI messaging services and LFC provide most of the functional elements
for such a service. With this, the flexibility and simplicity given by the decoupling of the
storage and indexing is retained, while robust synchronization with different file catalogues
becomes possible.
To ensure acceptance and usability, the protocol for file registration has to be carefully
defined and standardized. The LFC will benefit as much as the SRM-based storage systems
from an adaptation of session-based authorization and effort will be dedicated to adapt it to
the project‘s improved security infrastructure. Additionally, adding a web-based access
protocol to the LFC simplifies the integration with user frameworks, portals and third party
components. For instance, in order to allow UNICORE jobs in order to seamlessly access data
in the HTC world access to the file catalogues is necessary. Thus, UNICORE data access
services needs to be adapted.
Infrastructures like EGEE and NDGF are expanding at a high rate. To address the resulting
scalability challenges, additional deployment scenarios for the file index service have to be
developed. Based on DB-independent replication mechanisms, a federated hierarchical
catalogue system can be constructed. Local file registration and queries will not affect the
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central service in an unpredictable way, and thus local file registration and metadata queries
are decoupled from global queries, as needed by workflow management services and portals.
This will not only improve scalability, but also provides protection against oversubscription
of the central services which thus improves the usability.
Since there are other approaches to data indexing on the market, standardized synchronization
of name spaces across the solutions needs to be investigated in order to ensure consistency
between indexing services and between storage solutions of different kind.
Data Security and Privacy Service
EMI partners provide several components to provide end-to-end infrastructure for data
encryption in a grid environment. Encryption/decryption is supported on the user level. The
cryptographic keys are stored in Hydra, a distributed, grid-enabled key store. By redundantstorage of key fragments in servers that are operated on different sites, no single site
administrator has access to any complete key. Since only a subset of the key fragments is
required to construct the key, the availability of the integrated service is improved over a
central key store. EMI supports DICOM, a widely-used standard for storing medical data. In
its current form, support for secure data management is strongly focussed on the needs of the
medical community, but the developed components are flexible enough to be reused for the
implementation of more general secure storage solutions.
A wide range of applications requires transparent access to encrypted storage, but the lack of
this functionality is a major hurdle especially for commercial application grid usage. Research
is required to find a solution that provides an acceptable level of security and which does not
restrict the deployment. Most resource providers strive to separate OS versioning from
middleware, thus deployment of a library for encrypted file access on the kernel level would
face resistance. However, other approaches exist and are worth being pursued.

Security Area
The gLite and ARC security models are based on X.509 proxy credentials with assertions in
the form of Attribute Certificates added by the Virtual Organization Management Service
(VOMS). In addition to VOMS attribute certificates and proxy credentials ARC security
libraries are also capable handling other type of embedded policies including SAML
assertions. For security reasons, proxies are not directly copied within the Grid infrastructure;
rather they are transferred via a specific delegation mechanism. UNICORE on the other hand
adopts a security model that does not require proxy certificates, relying on full X.509
certificates for authentication and signed SAML assertions for trust delegation. The
innovations in Grid security for the three middleware stacks will focus on improvements in
usability and transparency for users and on transitioning to common security solutions, with
the aim to use industry standards wherever possible.
The overall security architecture will interface to the three middleware stacks and provide a
common set of services for the EMI components. The overall strategy is to integrate the
interoperable security services to each stack in order to reduce the multiplicity of services.
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In order to simplify and unify the security models of the three middleware stacks, EMI will
rationalize the communications and tokens passed between the different services. In
particular the communication between services will be directly based on Transport Layer
Security (SSL/TLS) and X.509 proxies rather than the current Grid Security Infrastructure
(GSI) initially defined by the Globus Alliance. Since the two are not compatible, however,
the transition must be carefully planned such that operations are not impacted. Common
libraries for variety of programming languages will be provided to manage the establishment
of SSL/TLS connections using X.509 certificate, proxies and attribute certificates and to
properly authenticate users and services based on those tokens.
Given the highly sensitive nature of the security services, other relevant security development
tasks will be investigated in close collaboration with the infrastructures and the VRCs projects
as part of the EMI continuous requirements management process as follows.
A security workshop, attached to the EMI kick-off meeting will examine the status and
immediate plans for the following subjects:





Removal of GSI for replacement by SSL/TLS. For this subject it will be necessary
to confirm and tabulate the components that are still dependent on GSI and which will
benefit from this standardization. This includes non-security components.
Common authentication libraries. At this stage we should be able to project whether
the common library should be X.509 only or include SAML support. The use-cases
within each stack must be presented.
Usage of the SAML-enabled VOMS service. Usage of this service within
ARC/gLite must be understood and a medium-term plan for possible replacement or
coexistence of attribute certificates with SAML made.
Review of the Authorization decision mechanisms of all job management systems.
A plan for any necessary integration with the common libraries and security tokens
made.

The results of the security workshop will be presented and taken into account in the first
deliverable document, Security Area Work Plan and Status Report (Part 1). This document
will present the status of the security infrastructures and components, the integration plan and
a work plan for the first year of the project as requested in the Evaluation Report.
The integration of the SAML-extended VOMS, with the different credentials the service
issues defined, will provide the basis necessary for the integration of a common Authorization
system to the EMI components. The area of harmonization that EMI will pursue is the
specification and application of authorization policies, which are currently managed through
different services. The gLite authorization service Argus, developed in EGEE-III, will
thereby serve as reference implementation.
EMI will ensure that:
1) All Policy Decision Points (PDP) implement the full XACML specification;
2) The implementations of the SAML/XACML protocol are interoperable and;
3) There is agreement on a minimal common set of attributes to be used in policies.
However, EMI services should not be limited to use only those attributes as interoperation
with other non-EMI services may require additional ones.
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In cooperation with the data task, a milestone (MJRA1.5) in the form of an agreement on the
common security mechanisms for data systems will be made. This will be made on the basis
of the findings of the security workshop and subsequent work plan. The data management
security needs differ in key points from those of job management and therefore a more
measured approach will be needed.
The Authentication and Authorization Infrastructure (AAI) needs of the distributed computing
infrastructures (DCIs) and, more importantly, their communities will to be solicited at a
workshop held in conjunction with the EGI Technical Forum. This workshop, in order to gain
maximum exposure and coverage, would ideally be a jointly held with Terena and their
NREN-Grids working group. DCI users typically belong to organizations that have already
adopted an authentication system that identifies them to their institution or national AAI
infrastructure. For them obtaining an X.509 certificate is a significant and unnecessary
barrier for the adoption of Grid technologies. In order to lower this barrier, the process of
obtaining user credentials suitable for accessing Grid infrastructures must be hidden from the
user and triggered either by the client tools made available to the user or by the services with
which the user interacts. In either case a Short-Lived Credential Service (SLCS) is required,
that is able to convert local authentication tokens into short-lived X.509 certificates. EMI will
investigate existing SLCS-type solutions, such as the gLite and ARC ones, and integrate a
SLCS-type service into all middleware stacks. This work includes the design and
development of the client tools that interface to the most widely used local authentication
systems, most notably Kerberos and Shibboleth. A common attribute issuing service (SAMLextended VOMS), Authorization service (Argus) and common credential libraries give a firm
basis to provide common client credential tools following the needs and requests of the DCI
customers. The VOMS client will integrate a pseudonymity function to address a requirement
from privacy-conscious users for pseudo-anonymous, yet traceable if needed, access to
resources. Moreover, support for VOMS Attributes from Shibboleth (VASH24) will be
integrated directly into the VOMS Administrative service (VOMS-Admin) if required by DCI
communities.
The second deliverable document, Security Area Work Plan and Status Report, will
concentrate on the status of the workplan outlined in the first document and the plans for the
next year. An important consideration to report on in this document will be the progress and
outlook for the integration of the Argus Authorization system to remaining EMI components.

Infrastructure Area
Information Services
The EMI information system area will use the GLUE 2.0 information model from the OGF as
the foundation for all work. Although this information model has been finalized, effort is still
required to provide renderings of concrete data models. In addition, effort will also be
required to maintain the GLUE information model during the course of the project. This
includes soliciting deployment experience and contributing to future versions of GLUE.
24

VASH (VOMS Attributes from Shibboleth) is a service that allows user attributes from Shibboleth federations
to become known to VOMS, which subsequently makes them available to Grid services though the VOMS
Attribute Certificate
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Each service will be required to provide information about itself in agreement with the GLUE
information model. This information will be published through an external Web interface in
order to be obtainable remotely.
A service registry is required in order to discover all the Service endpoints that exist and
hence obtain future information about them. The key part to the service registry is the
management procedures and policies which it implements. These are dictated by the
stakeholders of the various infrastructures and will need to be implemented by the registry. In
order to understand what is required, further discussions with the infrastructure managers will
be necessary.
As Grid infrastructures grow, more resources, and hence Grid services, will exist in the
infrastructure, which will increase the total volume of information. In addition, a larger
infrastructure also results in greater utilization and hence increases the amount of queries
made to the top-level aggregation points. Therefore, ensuring that Grid Information Systems
meet the future requirements in terms of data volume and query load is one of the main
challenges facing today's Grid infrastructures.
Information system clients are required to simplify the use of the information system and hide
the complexity from the user. Various information system clients exist at the moment from
the different middleware implementations. As part of the overall consolidation objective, the
existing clients have to be replaced by a common client compliant with the agreed
information system interfaces. The user interface has to be made more intuitive and fault
tolerance and performance have be assessed and improved as the number of services increases
and the queries become potentially more complex and frequent.
Information describing each Grid service is normally provided by the Grid service itself. At
the moment a standardized mechanism for obtaining information from Grid services is
missing. One of the EMI technical objectives is to design and implement such a mechanism.
This task consist in developing or adapting existing resource-level services (information
providers) to implement common interfaces and send the required service information to the
information collectors using the default transport mechanism. This will allow the integration
of new services (including non-software services like the Instrument Elements defined by the
DORII project) in the information system infrastructure without additional modifications to
collectors and protocols.

Due to the large number of Grid services in some infrastructures, aggregation points
describing many Grid services are typically required to carry out specific Grid functionality.
Aggregation points reduce the multiplicity between information sources and information
consumers by combining information from a number of information sources to create an
aggregated view. In addition, they also reduce the query load on the information source and
the number of information sources that need to be queried by the consumer. Similar
aggregation points are already available, but their scalability has to be assessed and improved
as the number of services increases with the growing infrastructure usage.
In this context the information system bootstrapping problems must also be addressed. In
order to populate the higher-level aggregation service or even to query information at the
resource-level, the existence and location of the services need to be discovered. Currently,
most infrastructures have implemented their own bootstrapping mechanisms that are specific
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to those infrastructures. The existing bootstrapping methods will be investigated and a
common solution will be proposed. Additionally, more standard Web service interfaces will
be added to allow service discovery and information access from clients independently of the
specific implementation.
Messaging
The messaging service is a common component in industrial distributed systems, and
solutions based on such services have been used for high-level cross-grid applications for a
while. Recently this technology has been adopted within the EGEE infrastructure as an
integration framework for service monitoring and other operational tools including
accounting, ticketing and operational dashboards. It also has been used for publishing event
logs from gLite middleware components. Apache ActiveMQ, a JMS system was used for this
work as it was seen as the most mature messaging open-source implementation available at
the time of implementation that provided the required support in terms of reliability, stability,
scalability and access from clients in multiple languages. ActiveMQ has also been used by
NDGF to change the communications mechanism in dCache. Other than that, middleware
components converging into EMI have not made much use of messaging services so far. An
innovative approach in service monitoring, management, as well as accounting based on a
common messaging infrastructure would considerably simplify the management and
operation of grid services opening them to the use of commercial tools and their integration in
standard software distribution like Red Hat, already using very similar technologies. It can
also be useful in grid middleware communications, though a clear separation is needed.
To advance in this area, EMI will work on better integration of messaging as a low-level
common component in the grid software stacks. This will be done by using off-the-shelf
components like ActiveMQ or Red Hat MRG, but will involve work on security integration,
along with support for efficient subscription to messaging via integrated client libraries in the
required languages. Standard good practices will be defined so that developers could easily
develop and deploy secure messaging applications. Following that, the grid middleware
components could be adapted to use messaging as an underlying communication mechanism
for exchanging execution information. This would enable higher reliability in the grid
middleware as well as simplifying grid middleware components by removing the bulk of
complex and costly networking code needed to provide failover and reliability in the face of
component and network outages.
There are currently two possible solutions that have been evaluated in the community:
Apache ActiveMQ (Progress FUSE) and Apache qPid (Redhat MRG). While more
experience has been gained with ActiveMQ, it lacks many features that Redhat have added to
qPid, such as management interfaces and web consoles. Any final choice of EMI
implementation platform needs further evaluation that will be done at the beginning of the
project.
Service Monitoring and Management
Grid monitoring has two basic aspects, the generic service availability and semi-static status
monitoring, and the monitoring of Grid specific dynamic activities. Overall service
availability monitoring is currently performed via various frameworks that implement
periodically executed probes. Most notably, these are in-house solutions like SAM or
MonALISA, but also off-the-shelf systems like Nagios. These high-level frameworks are
middleware-agnostic and are deployed on top of ARC, gLite and UNICORE (only Nagios in
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the latter case). More dynamic Grid service characteristics, such as its configuration details or
load are monitored via information systems, and as such are very middleware specific, as all
middleware stacks so far relied on different information schemas, though started recently
converging to the common GLUE 2 schema. Neither approach provides a sufficiently finegrained and consistent insight into the inner workings of the services. System administrators
must often resort to log file analysis.
Status monitoring and remote service management are tightly coupled, as distributed
infrastructure operators must be able to promptly rectify observed problems. For the majority
of Grid services today, management (deploying, removing, changing service policies etc.) is
done through the somewhat archaic technique of direct SSH connection to the relevant
servers. This is unavoidable because most configurations are loaded statically, and any change
requires re-starting services. In addition, there is no homogeneity in management approaches
between the three middleware stacks. UNICORE, exceptionally, is developing an "Admin
Service‖ which focuses on lifetime and configuration management. There is no similar
service in other middleware implementations neither there is an accepted standard: OGF made
an attempt to define a management layer interface, but since it coupled management and
functional interfaces, it proved not to be popular as a Grid service specification and it has not
been completed yet. Another issue that must be carefully considered when dealing with
remote management of services is that of security.
EMI will investigate, design and develop a uniform method of instrumenting and managing
middleware services, as well as methods for securely accessing services and their log files.
Defining common conventions for log file formats (timestamps, etc.) will also be undertaken.
EMI needs to adopt off-the-shelf solutions and establish collaboration with relevant industry
partners. Proprietary frameworks are already being phased out in favor of Nagios, and EMI
must ensure that the appropriate hooks are provided for all middleware services, conforming
to the common specifications that EMI will elaborate. Dynamic information will continue to
be published through information systems, although both monitoring and information
providers will make use of the same messaging infrastructure.
EMI sees the messaging service as the mechanism for unifying monitoring and management
of middleware services. This allows building on open source or industry solutions, in
partnership with key players such as Red Hat. The focus needs to be, whenever possible, on
commodity solutions. Daemons or providers for each middleware service will be
implemented to expose the monitoring metrics to the messaging system and handle
management requests. In terms of implementation details, QMF (Qpid Management
Framework) from Apache is a general-purpose management bus built on Qpid Messaging
which is a serious contender as the building block for a general-purpose grid service
management system.
Logging and Bookkeeping
So far, the Logging and Bookkeeping service (L&B) provides an integrated view on the status
of jobs submitted through the WMS based on information gathered from several grid
components. Data gathered by L&B can be moved into the Job Provenance service, an L&B
extension for long term storage and further data mining. The scope of L&B service will be
extended to cover other types of computational jobs not necessarily submitted through WMS
and some data tasks, through the integration with the messaging infrastructure. L&B will
provide a query interface compatible with the emerging PGI computing element access
standards, PGI state model and GLUE schema to be used by users and higher-level
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applications to query the aggregated job status. L&B will start following, preferably by
leveraging the foreseen messaging service, selected operations of SRM-compliant Storage
Element services, such as those related to bringing a file on-line from tape and massive file
transfers, and link them with depending computational jobs, to become a single endpoint for
user queries. Finally, following the progress of consolidation in the compute area as well as
identified new user requirements, L&B will be adapted to provide support for the new
services, for example for additional specialized (cloud based) computing elements or
workflow engines.
Accounting
In order to collect accounting data on infrastructures powered by EMI middleware services, a
number of different solutions are currently deployed, namely APEL, DGAS and JURA/SGAS
accounting systems for gLite and ARC, and the OGSA-RUS interface in UNICORE. The
Open Grid Forum released a relevant standard proposal, UR as well as various accounting
guidelines, such as the Aggregate Usage Representation Recommendation, and Resource
Usage Service (RUS) based on WS-I Basic Profile 1.0. The aforementioned standardization
efforts are mainly applicable to compute accounting; no matching effort to standardize
accounting of other resources usage (storage, databases etc) exists. Surveys show that even in
computing resource accounting, existing systems are currently based on incompatible URs.
Moreover, different mechanisms to exchange URs between different accounting domains are
currently deployed: the usage of direct DB insertion operations, messaging, R-GMA, the RUS
Web service interfaces are combined at different levels of the communication.
It must be possible to use a common presentation and aggregation system for the accounting
data retrieved from all EMI components. EMI will address the known UR issues, and will
extend accounting records to include VO-aware storage usage accounting. The refined and
extended standard usage record format, service interface and data transport protocol will be
implemented in gLite, ARC and UNICORE middleware stacks. EMI will contribute thus to
the definition of UR v2.0 of OGF. Usage of messaging infrastructure for the transport
mechanism and the full adoption of the RUS standard will be evaluated. During the second
part of the project EMI will investigate the accounting development needs for novel types of
resources such as digital repositories, instruments and cloud computing services.
It must be stressed that accounting, much like monitoring, must be middleware-agnostic, and
whenever possible, EMI strives to use off-the-shelf products instead of in-house development.
EMI development effort will be invested into adaptation of sensors (primarily for computing
and storage services) to the common schema and the chosen transport mechanism. The
confidentiality and access control aspects of using the proposed messaging service need
investigation as accounting information – especially at the user-level – may be confidential,
and the access needs to be restricted to a subset of authenticated and authorized consumers. In
addition, existing accounting repositories need to be adapted to the transport mechanism of
choice and to expose standard interfaces for insertion and retrieval of URs.
Virtualization and clouds
Virtualization of computing resources started already in the early nineteen sixties on IBM
mainframes and it offers many benefits such as user defined environment and access to a large
variety of different environment. There are two broad areas the virtualization activity is going
to be addressed within EMI:
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1) The modifications necessary for the compute management services and the
information and job definition schemas to accept new requirements to be passed to
underlying virtualization managers and request specific platforms or appliances.
2) The modifications necessary in the grid services and in the clouds management
systems to take advantages of the elasticity of the clouds resource management model
to make the provisioning of grid services up- and down-scale as necessary based on
dynamic conditions.
The former research area will be addressed first since possible solutions to the technological
problems are known, although they have been applied only to a limited number of cases.
(Magrathea, WNOD, GridFactory, OpenNebula). This work will be primarily done in
collaboration with other dedicated projects like StratusLab and with the resource providers
(the sites) actually collaborating with EGI through the participating NGIs.
The latter research area is more challenging, although it brings additional benefits in terms of
deployment and scalability of the grid infrastructures over virtualized dynamic resources
(grids on clouds). In general providing direct access to resources to the users would not be
efficient, although it may seem flexible, since it doesn‘t allow the type of collaborative tasks
provided by the grid services. Issues related to security, authentication, access, data
management, workflows, etc would be pushed onto the users to solve. The approach of
providing rich services inside virtualized environment is on the contrary more efficient and is
receiving particular attention from major commercial companies. Collaborations on these
aspects with important commercial partners are envisaged.
Finally, for those cases where indeed it is more flexible for the user to get direct access to
resources as part of more general workflows it is possible to consider the development of
standards interfaces for the compute services to satisfy both types of requests. This task will
be pursued in case a clear requirement arises and open interfaces like for example OCCI
become stable and usable.

Standardization
The standardization task is a fundamental activity required to moving the grid services and the
scientific infrastructures towards a sustainable model where constructive contributions and
improvements can be provided from many sources and concrete business models can be
developed.
Standardization activities have started almost at the same time as the grid research itself, but
the outcome of most of these activities has not always been applicable in practice or became
obsolete before becoming usable, since the actual implementation of services was moving
faster. For the first time EMI as a joint collaboration of three of the major grid middleware
providers in Europe and in the world has a sufficient critical mass to ensure that the definition
of standards and their actual implementation in working production services are synchronized
and can drive each other in a virtuous loop.
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This task focuses from the onset on standards coming from the Production Grid Infrastructure
(PGI) working group that works on defining an ecosystem of standards identified by the Grid
Interoperation Now (GIN) community group of OGF, where contributions from all
infrastructures and middleware distributions have been considered. The standards profiled by
PGI are OGSA-BES, JSDL, GLUE2, GridFTP, and SRM. However, the scope of standard
implementations is not limited to the above mentioned standards and further work will
investigate other implementations such as DRMAA, SAGA, BYTE/IO, OCCI, WSRP,
JSR168, etc. EMI can strongly contribute to this further development bringing in not only
expertise, but real reference implementations, validation test suites and use cases.
This task is responsible to define which standards are relevant for the EMI services, assess
their current status and applicability, and define an implementation roadmap for the Product
Teams to follow during the project duration. Members of this task will participate in Standard
Definition Organizations (SDO) works and provide feedback on the reference
implementations and any issue in application or interpretation, suggesting improvements and
changes (Figure 14).
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Other
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OASIS,
IETF,
W3C.
…

Figure 14: The EMI Standardization Management process and its relationship with
internatinall SDO initiatives

This task will also put effort in the implementation or the coordination of standard validation
test suites, contribute to keep them aligned with changes in the standards and make them
widely available through the EMI open certification system for external usage and
contributions.
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Standardization will be managed as a cross-area task to make sure that all integration,
validation and collaboration aspects receive adequate attention while the actual
implementation of the standards will be part of the work plan of each technical area tasks.

Integration and Interoperability
The EMI middleware distribution is made of services and components from different
middleware stacks, developed by different teams over the past 8 years. The components have
dependencies and specific platform requirements and have to be made to interoperate among
each other and collectively with other computing infrastructures through specified sets of
interfaces.
In order to ensure that the components emerging from the different technical areas can be
used together in well-defined releases, it is necessary to continuously run them through an
integration process to eliminate incompatibilities, identify and unify shared dependencies,
introduce common sets of low-level libraries and tools for logging, configuration, installation,
packaging formats and specification and so on. Integration has to be verified as often as
possible and as early as possible in the development process to remove obstacles before is too
late or too expensive.
JRA1 defines in collaboration with the SA2 Quality Assurance Work Package the integration
process and provides its implementation. This function is a global JRA1 task executes across
all Product Teams and is a driving factor of the overall project quality assurance process.
JRA1 is also responsible to define the technical interoperability requirements between EMI
grid services and other computing infrastructures, working in close collaboration with user
communities like Fusion or Computational Chemistry on HTC/HPC interoperability and
projects or initiatives like StatusLab or Venus on clouds computing interoperability and EDGI
on desktop-grid computing interoperability.

Quality Control
The activities performed by JRA1 are done in compliance with the Quality Assurance
processes and procedures defined by SA2. In particular all components developed by JRA1
need to satisfy certification and validation criteria established by the QA teams within EMI
and inside the customer projects like EGI before they can be considered for inclusion in a
stable distribution and handled over to SA1 for release. Specific code metrics (static and
dynamic analysis, unit test coverage, regression and functional tests) have to be continuously
collected during the development and integration phases to monitor the status and the
evolution of the software quality. In particular JRA1 is directly responsible to implement the
unit and functional tests required to validate the code nominal and exceptional behaviour, the
components interfaces and the compliance with adopted standards. All tests have to be
published in the project test system and shared among Product Teams and with external
software developers for review and extension. The Quality Control activities are executed on
the internal testbeds provided by SA2 using the EMI testing automation framework or by
manual verifications and inspections. In addition, large-scale and interoperability testing on
integrated sets of services is performed in direct collaboration with the EGI certification team,
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the NGIs, the user communities and the collaborating projects on stage or pre-production
resources provided outside EMI (under SA2 coordination) and closer to real production
environment.
The Quality Control task is responsibility of all JRA1 members and is performed as part of
the daily development activities of each Product Teams under the supervision of the Product
Team leaders and the JRA1 QC manager.

The details of objectives, tasks, deliverables and milestones of the JRA1 Work Package are
reported in the Table WT3 in the Workplan Tables section of Part A of this document.

Significant risks and mitigation plans:
Risk
Inherent
incompatibilities
between components

Impact
High

Likelihood

Mitigation Plan

High

Thorough review of all the components at the project
start, followed by specific convergence decisions on
case-by-case basis

Rejection of components
by customers because of
unsatisfied requirements
or incompatibility with
current production
services

High

Medium

Constant interaction and integration activities between
JRA1 and SA1 and with EGI through the MCB and user
communities requirements to ensure compliance at early
stages

Change of standards

Medium

Medium

Direct involvement in standardization bodies activities,
providing prompt feedback
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B2. IMPLEMENTATION
B2.1 Management structure and procedures
Quality of the management of the project
The Coordinating Beneficiary (CERN) has considerable experience in managing projects of
different size and complexity from small to very large and has strong cooperation
relationships with all key projects and infrastructures in the European area and internationally.
The proposed management structure for EMI is largely based on the previous successful
experience with other projects and builds upon established best practices. The structure has
been designed to deal with the typical project management challenges and problems
associated with a distributed consortium of participants.
The management structure of the project is in accordance with the management plan
described below and with the relevant articles of the grant agreement to be signed with the
EC. A Consortium Agreement will be signed among the beneficiaries explicitly stating rules,
regulations, duties and rights. All beneficiaries have considerable experience in the
participation to EC projects and are familiar with their requirements and procedures.
Detailed management structure
The project management structure includes the following roles and responsibilities (Figure
15).


Project Director (PD): responsible for the overall project administrative and
executive management and for interfacing with the European Commission. The
Project Director is appointed by the coordinating beneficiary (CERN). The PD is
responsible to execute the overall project plans, monitor the progress of the Work
Package Leaders on project activities with respect to expected technical achievements,
results, schedule, resource consumption and risks and eventual contingencies. The PD
reports to the project Collaboration Board and produces quarterly and annual
consolidated reports to the European Commission.



Technical Director (TD): decides on specific technical matters within the project and
leads the Project Technical Board. The TD is nominated by the CB and reports to the
PD as part of the PEB. In case of strong persistent disagreement between TD and PD,
the issue is handled by the Executive Collaboration Board and ultimately handled by
the Collaboration Board for a final decision. The TD has the role of Deputy of the
Project Director and the JRA1 Work Package Leader is Deputy TD.



Work Package Leader (WPL): responsible for coordinating the operations of each
Work Package and in particular to ensure that the project schedule is maintained,
notifying the PD of any discrepancy; ensure that the objectives and results of the
activities within his/hers Work Package are achieved, and that the deliverables for the
EC are available according to the programme; arrange technical reviews of specific
milestones as required by the PD or the EC; ensure technical liaison for the work in
his/her Work Package with the PD and the rest of the project through dedicated
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meetings and events; provide the PD with all the information related to the Work
Package, outlining progress within such Work Package and highlighting all problems
and actual or expected delays.


Task Leader (TL): responsible for managing specific tasks within a Work Package
and assist the WPL in the management of the Work Package. The TL is proposed by
the PD and approved by the CB.



Technical Area Coordinator: the members of the Project Technical Board
responsible for the overall coordination of each of the four technical areas. The TAC
are responsible to define together with the relevant Product Team Leaders the
technical strategy of their area. They are also responsible to define together with the
TD and the other TACs the overall project technical plans. The TAC are proposed by
the PD and the TD and approved by the CB.



Product Team Leader (PTL): responsible for managing a specific Product Team.
The PTL is delegated responsibility for execution of one or more technical tasks the
by the Work Package leaders. Each Product Team can span the activities of one or
more Work Package and therefore receive delegation for different tasks by different
Work Package leaders. Typically, a Product Team Leader is responsible for the design
and development of specific products as part of JRA1 and for the support and
maintenance of specific products as part of SA1. The PTL therefore reports to the SA1
leader and the JRA1 for the execution and achievement of the assigned tasks within
each WP. This is reflected by the fact that technical personnel in each PT can spend
effort in SA1 or in JRA1 depending on the specific task to be executed. The PTL or a
duly appointed representative participates to the works of the EMT and the PTB
according to the mechanism described below and in the Consortium Agreement. The
effort spent by each project member is reported to the PD and is accounted against the
Work Breakdown Structure described in this document. In this respect, the PTLs are
not requested to report the effort spent by the PT to the WP leaders. However, the
estimated allocation of effort between maintenance and support tasks (SA1) and
development tasks (JRA1) will be monitored by the PD and the WP leaders and the
PTLs can be requested to explain any substantial deviation from the initial estimates.

The following boards are also included in the project organization (Figure 15):


Collaboration Board (CB): is composed of the representatives of each beneficiary of
the grant agreement. The CB is responsible to coordinate any administrative activity
within the beneficiary home institute or company and to define the overall long-term
strategic objectives of the project. The chair of the CB is elected by the CB members
for a fixed duration and rotated according to the rules that will be established in the
Consortium Agreement.
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Executive Collaboration Board (ECB): is a consulting committee within the CB
composed of two representatives from the CB for each of the participating middleware
consortia (ARC, gLite and UNICORE). The ECB represents the CB in all the
situations where a full participation of all beneficiaries is not required and a faster
decisional process is necessary to assist the PD in short-term or urgent matters, mainly
on non-contractual issues concerning the relationships among the Middleware
Consortia. The ECB is also the first escalation step in the resolution of grave technical
disagreements between the Project Director and other members of the project.



Project Executive Board (PEB): is responsible to assist the Project Director in the
execution of the project plans and in monitoring the milestones, achievements, risks
and conflicts within the project. It is led by the PD and is composed of the Deputy
Project Director, the Work Package Leaders, the Technical Director and the Deputy
Technical Director.



Project Technical Board (PTB): is led by the TD and composed of the Technical
Area Leaders and a representative and is responsible to assist the TD in defining the
technical vision of the project and deciding on specific technical issues. The PTB
members are the coordinators of the project Technological Areas. The PTB can invite
experts (e.g. product team leaders, component developers, etc.) or delegate specific
tasks to appointed working groups as required.



Engineering Management Team (EMT): is lead by the Release Manager and
composed of the Product Team Leaders (or duly appointed representatives), a QA
representative, a Security representative, representatives of the Operations teams of
the major infrastructures (EGI, PRACE, etc.) and invited experts as necessary. The
role of the EMT is to manage the release process and the ‗standard‘ changes, that is all
the changes that are pre-approved based on established policies and do not need to be
individually approved by the PEB or the PTB. This includes software defects triaging
and prioritization, technical management of releases, integration issues, and user
support request analysis. The EMT is therefore the natural aggregation point for all
PTs to discuss practical integration and release issues and is adapted to the largely
distributed nature of the project. This mechanism has been already successfully
employed in other very distributed projects like EGEE III. The Release Manager
reports to the SA1 Work package leader.
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Figure 15: The EMI Project Management Structure

An overall Project Action Plan will be maintained by the PD, showing the different Work
Packages tasks and results. Individual, more detailed task plans will be established and
maintained by each Work Package. Progress will be reported by the Work Package Leaders to
the PD on a monthly basis. Each Work Package Leader has primary responsibility for
corrective actions; however necessary additional actions may be agreed by the Project
Director or the PEB.
A detailed monthly time line will be created at the beginning of the project, itemising the
individual detailed tasks of each Work Package, assigning specific calendar deadlines. This
project planning tool will be in constant and continuous evolution during the lifetime of the
project, updated on a frequent basis with new or modified tasks and activities as deemed
appropriate. Apart from assisting with the timely planning of EMI activities, such a process
will significantly reduce execution risks associated with the specific tasks.
The necessary communication tools (project web site, mailing lists, document management
system, etc) will be put in place at the beginning of the project. The details about assessment
and release of deliverables, document management procedures, communication channels,
problem reporting and so on will be described in the project Quality Assurance and Progress
Monitoring Plan released by the NA1 at the beginning of the project and maintained
throughout its duration.
Given the highly distributed nature of the EMI project, most of the communication will occur
using electronic means like e-mail, wiki pages, online project tracking tools, chat tools, etc. as
already successfully done in other similar projects. The concept of Product Team further help
in managing the distributed nature of the project, since each product team is mostly collocated
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in a single Institute or a small number of well-connected institutes. This allows each product
team to have a more efficient communication during the maintenance and development
phases and use the PTB and the EMT as aggregation points for all discussion involving more
Product Teams and the execution of common release, integration, interoperability tasks.
In addition, at least twice per year, NA1 will organize a full project face two face meeting to
give all project member the right opportunity to present their results and achievement,
exchange ideas, report on issues and constraints and in general network with their peers and
other experts inside and outside the project.
It is foreseen to divide the project in three reporting periods of 12 months and have a least an
official project review in correspondence of the end of each reporting period. The reviews will
take place no later than 45 days after the end of the corresponding reporting period according
to the contractual requirements for FP7 projects. Additional reviews may be organised at the
request of the EC project officers.
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B2.2 Beneficiaries
The EMI consortium consists of 24 beneficiaries, of which 22 are established in European
Countries and 2 (KISTI from South Korea and ASGC from Taiwan) from non-European
Countries. The non-European beneficiaries provide fully unfunded effort to the project, but
the coordinating beneficiary can provide for travelling and subsistence costs in occasion of
official project meetings where the partners presence is required.
European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN)
CERN, the European Organization for Nuclear Research, is the largest particle physics
laboratory in the world and is an international organization with its headquarters in
Switzerland. Currently CERN is commissioning the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), a new
particle accelerator on the Swiss-French border near Geneva, expected to be operational at the
end of 2009. LHC is the world‘s most powerful accelerator and will provide research
facilities for several thousand high-energy physics researchers from all over the globe. The
LHC experiments are designed and constructed by large international collaborations and will
collect data over a period of 10-15 years. These experiments will run up to 1 million
computing tasks per day and will generate around 15 petabytes of data per year. This data will
be shared with all the participating institutes. The computing capacity required to analyse the
data far exceeds the capacity needs of any comparable physics experiments today and relies
on the combined resources of some 200 computer centres world-wide. CERN and the particle
physics community have chosen grid technology to address the huge data storage and analysis
challenge of LHC.
The CERN IT department currently has 228 staff, predominantly engineers, who operate one
of Europe‘s largest research computer centres supporting about 17,000 users. The department
has developed leading expertise in large scale data centres and long-standing collaborations
with industrial and academic partners in the fields of high performance computing and
advanced networking.
The CERN IT department has been at the forefront of computing for many years and now
leads the world‘s largest grid project, EGEE (Enabling Grids for E-SciencE). CERN has also
prominently contributed to a number of EGEE-related grid projects aiming at extending the
EGEE production grid infrastructure to new geographical areas, to serve new applications
domains and to support the grid community: BalticGrid-II, D4Science, D4Science-II,
EGI_DS, enviroGRIDS, ETICS 2, GridTalk, Health-e-Child and SEE-GRID-SCI. Under FP6
and FP7, the department has been involved in some 20 European Commission-funded
projects. CERN is a founding partner of the recently formed European Grid Initiative that will
provide a sustainable grid infrastructure for Europe‘s research communities.
CERN is the coordinating beneficiary and leader of the SA2 Work Package responsible for
the software Quality Assurance activities, thanks to the extensive previous experience in the
EGEE certification activities and as coordinator of the ETICS project. CERN will also
contribute to SA1 and JRA1 in the maintenance and support of a number of middleware
components in the Data and Infrastructure Services.
Dr. Alberto Di Meglio graduated in Aerospace Engineering at the Politecnico di Milano in
1993 and received a Ph.D. in Electronic and Electrical Engineering from the University of
Birmingham in 2000. Alberto has worked as Research Associate at the Electrical & Electronic
Engineering School of the University of Birmingham from 1995 to 1997 as part of the EC-
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funded Vertlink communications project. In 1998 he joined CERN where he worked for three
years as systems engineer in the Information Technology Division. During that period,
Alberto was responsible for a number of projects in the field of networked and web systems.
In 2001 he left CERN to fund a software company developing a multi-platform system for the
management and monitoring of distributed systems using the WBEM standards. During this
period Alberto was Chief Technology Officer and R&D Manager responsible for
development, integration and testing of the company software. In 2003, he was appointed by
CERN as Software Integration Manager in the Middleware Reengineering Activity of the first
EGEE project. At the end of the EGEE project, thanks to the successful results obtained with
the integration and testing tools and procedures developed for gLite, Alberto set up the ETICS
project, an international infrastructure co-funded by the EC FP7 program for building and
testing software on the grid, of which he is currently Project Director. He is a member of the
Italian Board of Engineers, a Chartered Engineer of the British Engineering Council, a
member of IET and IEEE and a certified ITIL professional.
Alberto Aimar graduated in Computer Science at the University of Turin, Italy, in 1989 and
then served as Research Assistant in the Database Laboratory in the Ecole Polytechnique de
Lausanne (EPFL) in 1990. He joined CERN in 1991 as Fellow and worked for 3 years in the
LEP Beam Transfer group. There as main software architect he conceived, designed and
implemented a data framework for the beam transfer control system of the LEP accelerator. In
1994 in the Electronics and Computing for Physics (ECP) division he worked for the ALEPH
Experiment and developed the Finite State Machine framework used for the synchronization
of the ALEPH data acquisition system. Between 1995 and 1998 in the Information and
Programming Techniques (IPT) group he lead or participated in several projects related to
Software Quality and usage of the World-Wide Web (WebMaker, LIGHT) at CERN. In 1999
he was assigned to the COMPASS experiment with the mandate of improving the
organization of the main off-line software project of the experiment. There he established
planning, tracking and quality assurance test procedures that significantly helped improving
the software released. From 2000 to 2003 he left CERN to co-found and lead a company of
more than 25 people in the knowledge management arena where he then served as Chief
Technology Officer and member of the Management Board. In 2003, back at CERN, he was
appointed leader of the Software and Process Infrastructure (SPI) project responsible for
providing development and QA tools to the development projects in the LCG Applications
Area. In 2005 he was then appointed Planning Officer of the LCG (LHC Computing Grid)
project. In addition, since 2007 he also serves as Work Package leader of the SA1 Service
Management activity in the ETICS2 European project. Currently he is a Professional Member
of the ACM.
Centro de Supercomputación de Galicia (CESGA)
CESGA is a public and nonprofit Foundation participated by the Regional Government of
Galicia (Xunta) and the National Research Council of Spain (CSIC). CESGA provides
horizontal services in High Performance Computing, High Throughput Computing and
Regional Networking services to scientific, technological and industrial users.
CESGA was founded in 1993 with the aims of promoting, diffusing and rendering high
performance computing and communications services to the research communities of Galicia
and CSIC, as well as to those companies or organisms which request them, improving, this
way, the competitiveness among companies by means of technological development and
innovation.
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Primary functions are:
* To supply high performance computing and advanced communication services to the
users.
* To administrate the Science and Technology network of Galicia.
* To promote and develop the cooperation among companies and institutions.
From 1999 CESGA is participating in grid related activities, both in the area of research and
as a production service to its community of users, and has acquired much experience in the escience field, to which it has a strong commitment.
CESGA is based in Santiago de Compostela and has a staff of around 50 people. It has
participated in several grid related European projects like Crossgrid, EGEE-I, EGEE-II,
EGEE-III, Int.eu.grid, Beingrid, SmartLM, TORGA.net, other Spanish national initiatives like
LCG-ES, Irisgrid, Retelab, the Spanish Thematic Network in Grid Middleware, the Spanish
Network of e-Science, etc., and also at the Galician regional level, like SVG, Galigrid,
Prod_GRID, e-IMRT, Formiga, G-Fluxo and others. Specifically in the Latin America area,
CESGA is participating in the CYTEDGRID project, EELA-2 project and in the IBERGRID
initiative.
CESGA commitment to the e-science paradigm can be seen in the organization of the
―
JORNADA e-Ciencia en ESPAÑA‖ and ―
The First Iberian Grid Infrastructure Conference
(Ibergrid)‖, both organized by CESGA in Santiago de Compostela. CESGA is also very
active participating in the Spanish Network of e-science, and is also proposed to coordinate
the operations of the Spanigh NGI.
Cesga has a strong experience in the deployment of clusters and grid systems and participates
in every important initiative in Spain and in Europe (e.g. in EGEE with an important
involvement in monitoring and accounting).
Carlos Fernández Sánchez graduated in Physics in 1995 at the University of Santiago de
Compostela and in Computer Systems Engineering at the Universidad Nacional de Educación
a Distancia (UNED) in 2002. He holds a Ph.D in Physics from Universidad de Santiago de
Compostela since 1999. At the end of 1995 he started working at CESGA where he had
different positions as technician in applications and systems departments, and since 2002 he is
the coordinator of the systems department of CESGA, taking the responsibility of the
provisioning of the different supercomputers (like Finis Terrae, second most powerfull
supercomputer in Spain in 2007 and number 100 globally) and grid services, as well as
projects related to these areas. Since then he has participated in more than 30 European,
national and regional projects related to HPC, Grid and IT as: Crossgrid, EGEE, EGEEII and
III, int.eu.grid, FORMIGA, RETELAB, LCGES-LHCb-USC, CHEAPTB. Currently he is the
responsible of systems department at CESGA. He is coordinating the working group of
Service Oriented Infrastructures of INES (NESSI Spanish mirror) and the group of experts on
grid infrastructures of the e-Science Spanish initiative
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CESNET, Zájmové Sdružení Právnických Osob (CESNET)
The CESNET (Full name: CESNET, ZAJMOVE SDRUZENI PRAVNICKYCH OSOB) is a
public non-profit organization established in 1996 by all the public universities and the
Academy of Science of the Czech Republic to do research and development of advanced
network technologies and applications. This recently also includes the development and
operation of the national Grid infrastructure, related training and research activities. The
infrastructure built and operated by CESNET is open to all the research institutions in the
Czech Republic, both from academia and industry. Serving as a recognized Czech NREN and
NGI, CESNET funding is guaranteed by a combination of membership fees, payment for
services by non-members, and a governmental contribution. CESNET is member of several
international organizations, including DANTE, TERENA, CEENet (Central and Eastern
European Networking Association), and GLIF (Global Lambda Integrated Facility). CESNET
is also involved in many national and international projects, including GEANT and EGEE
series of projects, Phosphorus, Lobster, EUAsiaGrid (more information can be found on
http://www.cesnet.cz). CESNET is the coordinator of the EGI Design Study (EGI_DS)
project.
CESNET, continuing the work in EU EDG and EGEE projects, will form the core Logging
and Bookkeeping service product team (involvement in JRA1, SA1, and SA2 work
packages). CESNET will be also responsible for Proxy Renewal and Gridsite in the Security
Services area.
Aleš Křenek, PhD has worked for CESNET since 1998 and is involved in EGEE series of
project, originally as a developer and since 2006 as the head of the CESNET middleware
development team. He is also involved in the EGI_DS project and in the past contributed to
other EU funded projects like GridLab and CoreGRID. He has been also actively involved in
preparation of the EGI-InSPIRE project proposal.
Zdeněk Šustr has been participating in the EGEE projects since 2006, focusing on
development and support of middleware services. In the last six months of EGEE-III he is
taking gradually over the leadership of the L&B product team.
He also takes part in the national MetaCentrum Grid, focusing on virtualization of computing
resources, and formerly he was involved in R&D on management and open standards
interoperability issues in the academic environment.
Daniel Kouřil, works with Masaryk University and CESNET as a researcher. He also works
as the security officer of the Czech NGI. He participated in the EU projects DataGrid,
GridLab, CoreGrid, and EGEE, where he is responsible for security aspects of L&B and the
Proxy Renewal service. As a member of the EGEE OSCT he leads the security monitoring
activity of the team and coordinates the development in this area. He has contributed code to a
wide range of open-source applications (i.e., OpenSSH, MyProxy, Kerberos implementations,
Firefox).
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Consorzio Interuniversitario (CINECA)
CINECA is a non profit Inter-university Consortium, made up of 37 Italian universities, the
National Research Council (CNR) and the Ministry of University and Research. Today it is
the largest Italian computing centre, one of the most important worldwide. With more than
three hundred and fifty employees, it operates in the technological transfer sector through
high performance scientific computing, the management and development of networks and
web based services, and the development of complex information systems for treating large
amounts of data. It develops advanced Information Technology applications and services,
acting like a trait-d'union between the academic world, the sphere of pure research and the
world of industry and Public Administration. The large scale facility is based on an integrated
infrastructure of leading edge technology systems. The project management group operating
at CINECA has a several year long experience, due to the management position in several
projects funded by the EC (starting from the FP3) under the FP6 and FP7 in the area of large
infrastructure facilities, Software and Services and Digital libraries. It actively contributed to
projects like DEISA, DEISA 2, eDEISA, LHDL, SmartLM, IMMUNOGRID, UniGrids and
EMBRACE. Besides, CINECA has given feedback and contributions to the NESSI Strategic
Research Agenda as A-WARE project coordinator. It has been also appointed as national
delegate in PRACE RI preparatory phase initiative and project and will host one of the Tier-0
systems for the coming European PRACE legal entity.
CINECA will be involved in the definition of the quality assurance plan and quality control
plan for the development of the EMI software. Using these plans, it will contribute to the
monitoring of the project activities and assure that the project targets will be met. CINECA
will also contribute to the development, maintenance and integration of the project software
components as UNICORE specialist.
Mr. Claudio CACCIARI: Degree in Physics at the University of Bologna (Italy). He
collaborated to some important European Grid projects, such as DEISA and A-WARE.
Inside A-WARE, he worked on the convergence of Grid and Service Oriented Architecture
tools, thus improving his knowledge of the emerging standards in both fields. At present he is
participating to the SmartLM project, an initiative focused on the license management in a
distributed environment.
Mr. Giuseppe FIAMENI: Degree in Computer Science at the University of Bologna (Italy).
In 2004 he joins CINECA as member of the middleware and infrastructure group. Over the
years he has collaborated to many important European projects maturing a strong experience
in distributed systems, authentication and authorization mechanisms, computational resource
management and quality assurance model definition.

Consejo Superior De Investigaciones Cientificas (CSIC)
The Agencia Estatal Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas (CSIC) is the largest
public multidisciplinary research organization in Spain. It has a staff of more than 10000
employees, among these 3202 scientists and about 3802 pre and postdoctoral researchers. The
CSIC has 116 Institutes or centers distributed throughout Spain. The institute involved in this
proposal is the Institute of Physics of Cantabria (IFCA). CSIC has also a delegation in
Brussels, which provides support to CSIC researchers at the level of institutional
representation.
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CSIC has considerable experience in both participating and managing R&D projects. Under
the 7th Framework Programme, the CSIC has signed 129 actions (18 coordinated by CSIC).
CSIC has been the 5th organization in Europe in project execution and funding in 6th
Framework Programme. In the context of the European Grid Initiative, CSIC is the institution
appointed by the Spanish Ministry of Science and Innovation to represent the Spanish
National Grid Initiative, in particular IFCA is the institute coordinating the Spanish NGI.
The Institute of Physics of Cantabria has a demonstrated experience in infrastructure projects
DATAGRID, EGEE (FP5-7), middleware oriented projects CROSSGRID (FP5),
INTEUGRID (FP6), (this one coordinated from IFCA) user communities EUFORIA (FP7)
and remote instrumenation Grids DORII (FP7), and belongs to the Spanish Network for
Supercomputing.
Dr. Enol Fernández del Castillo studied Computer Engineering in Universidad de La
Laguna (Spain) with a final thesis on the design and implementation of a distributed operating
system. In 2003, he joined the Computer Architecture and Operating Sytems Department of
the Universidad Autónoma de Barcelona (UAB), Spain, where he started to work on grid
scheduling. During his stay at UAB he was involved in the CrossGrid and int.eu.grid EUprojects as the main developer of a scheduler for interactive and parallel jobs in grid
environments called the CrossBroker. He received his Ph.D degree in Computer Engineering
from the Universidad Autónoma de Barcelona in 2008. Currently he works at the Instituto de
Física de Cantabria, CSIC (Spain) as part of the EUFORIA EU-project, where he further
develops tools and services for execution of jobs in grids.

Stiftung Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY)
The ―
Stiftung Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY‖ is one of the world's leading centers
for the investigation of the structure of matter. DESY develops, operates, and uses
accelerators and detectors for photon science and particle physics. As a member of the
Helmholtz Association in Germany, DESY is a non-profit research organization supported by
public funds.
As a founding partner of the DE/CH federation in EGEE, and as a Tier-2 centre for WLCG,
DESY has been successfully operating a Grid infrastructure for many years. DESY acts as the
host for a number of global and regional VOs, which are supported by many sites throughout
the scientific community, including core Grid services and support activities for the user
communities. DESY has a long tradition in providing data management software for High
Energy Physics starting in 1995 for the TEVATRON experiments at the FERMI National
Laboratory as well as for HERA at DESY. In collaboration with FERMIlab and the Nordic
Data Grid Facility, DESY provides storage solutions e.g. dCache, for 8 of the 11 WLCG Tier
I centres and for more than 40 Tier 2 centres in Europe, the US, and Asia.
Dr. Patrick Fuhrmann graduated in experimental HEP and has been working for the DESY
IT division as a staff member since 1993. From 2001 to 2005 he was head of mass storage
operations at DESY. Since 2000 he is leading the international dCache Project. From 2006 to
2008 he was responsible for the Mass Storage working package within the HEP community
section of the German D-GRID project.
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Tigran Mkrtchyan earned his master degree in physics in 1996 and is a permanent staff
member of the DESY IT department since 2000. He has specialized on the professional
development of huge software systems and is leading the dCache development team at DESY.
In the context of EMI dCache development and support, DESY intends to hire an appropriate
number of skilled people to fulfil the required tasks.

Stichting voor Fundamenteel Onderzoek der Materie (FOM)
Nikhef is the Dutch FOM-Institute for Subatomic Physics. Nikhef has been a key player in the
grid world since its infancy, beginning as one of the five leading partners in the European
DataGrid project (EDG) and through intensive participation in EGEE-I and EGEE-II. It is
currently a partner in EGEE-III, the Dutch national Virtual Laboratory for e-Science project,
and a founding partner in the BiG Grid infrastructure project, the executive project for the
Dutch NGI, which is funding the e-Infrastructure in the Netherlands and, for example, the
contribution of the Netherlands for the ‗LHC Computing Grid‘ Tier-1 Centre, as well as over
35 other research domains both nationally and globally. Nikhef has primary expertise in the
following areas: in security – since EDG Nikhef has been active in this area, and is currently
responsible for a few key components in both EGEE, OSG, and VDT. Nikhef also has an
international leading position in the area of security policy (EUGridPMA, IGTF). In
deployment – Nikhef has been continuously running a production grid site with all major
services since 2001, and supporting multiple grid interfaces for its user base. In architecture –
senior staff at Nikhef have been involved in various high-level grid design work over the past
eight years. In certification and validation – Nikhef acts as the certification organization and
gateway for all centrally software deployed on the Dutch NGI infrastructure, and in the EGEE
project is part of the certification activity responsible for cross-certification within the
development product teams and for batch system integration.
Dr. David Groep is senior researcher grid computing at Nikhef and has worked on a wide
range of grid activities since 2000. In EGEE, he developed and now coordinates the grid site
security components and is a member of the Security Coordination Group, the middleware
security group, and editor of selected security policies and member of the Joint Security
Policy Group. He also established the Grid identity management authority in the Netherlands,
and ensured European acceptance thereof in 2000. Since the founding in 2004 of the
EUGridPMA, he has been its Chair. In October 2005, on the founding of the IGTF (the
federation of Regional PMAs in Europe, the Asia Pacific and the Americas), he was elected
its first Chair. From 2007 onwards, he served a three-year term as Area Director for security
in the Open Grid Forum. Outside the security area, Dr. Groep is leader of the scaling and
validation programme of the Dutch e-Science research project ―
VL-e‖, responsible for grid
deployment and roll-out. He is also member of the Executive Team of BiG Grid, the
executing project of the Netherlands NGI. On the infrastructural side, he is responsible for
resource acquisition and operations of the BiG Grid facilities at Nikhef – with Sara the ―
tier1‖ core data centres in the LHC Computing Grid Project in the Netherlands.
Dr. Jeff Templon is the leader of the Nikhef Physics Data Processing group. With a
background in sub-atomic physics, he was almost always involved in computing for the
various experiments in which he participated; in 2001 he joined Nikhef as one of the ―
Loose
Cannons‖ in the High-Energy Physics work package of the EU DataGrid project, and has
been working in grid computing ever since. He has served as the HEP representative to the
architecture task forces of both EDG and EGEE-I, leads the Data Intensive Sciences
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subprogram of the Dutch national Virtual Laboratory project, is a member of the Executive
Team of BiG Grid and member of the WLCG Management- and Grid Deployment Boards,
site representative to the EGEE Technical Management Board, and a contributor to the gLite
software distribution.

Forschungszentrum Jülich (JUELICH)
The Forschungszentrum Jülich (FZJ) – a member of the Helmholtz Association – is one of the
largest research centres in Europe. It pursues cutting-edge interdisciplinary research
addressing the challenges facing society in the fields of health, energy and the environment,
and information technologies. Within the Forschungszentrum, the Jülich Supercomputing
Centre (JSC) is one of the three national supercomputing centres in Germany as part of the
Gauss Centre for Supercomputing (GCS). Presently, JSC operates the first European system
at 1 PetaFlop/s peak performance.
FZJ has been involved in Grid computing for over 10 years and earned a proven track record.
FZJ is the core developers of the European Grid technology UNICORE. In addition, the GridTeam at JSC provides user-support for UNICORE on production Grid infrastructures like DGrid and DEISA and for the users of JSCs supercomputers. Due to being a national
supercomputing centre in Germany, a close collaboration between the HPC staff and the Grid
team is possible and generates new ideas and fruitful results.
Through JSC, FZJ played and still plays an active role in various national and EC-funded
R&D and infrastructure Grid projects: UNICORE, UNICORE Plus, EuroGRID, GRIP,
GRIDSTART, GRIDWELTEN, OpenMolGRID, UniGrids, NextGrid, CoreGRID, D-Grid,
EGEE-II, OMII-Europe, AWARE, Chemomentum, PHOSPHORUS, D-MON, DGI-2,
DEISA/eDEISA, SmartLM, ETICS2, DEISA2, WisNetGrid, SLA4D-Grid, and PRACE. JSC
has a proven track record in managing several national and European projects and currently
manages PRACE.
In addition to the expertise of driving the standardisation efforts of projects like
GRIDSTART, GRIP, NextGRID, UniGrids, OMII-Europe, and DEISA2, researchers from
JSC actively contribute to and lead standardisation activities at the Open Grid Forum and
OASIS. These activities include a number of OGSA-related efforts, Grid Interoperation Now
(GIN), Production Grid Infrastructures (PGI), Firewalls, and WS-RF.
Morris Riedel received his Master of Science degree from the University of Hagen in 2006.
Since then he is working as a research scientist at the Jülich Supercomputing Centre (JSC) of
the Forschungszentrum Jülich (FZJ). He was and is involved in the EU project UniGrids,
OMII-Europe and DEISA2. Since 2008 he is chairing the Grid Interoperation Now (GIN)
community group of the Open Grid Forum (OGF), and more recently in 2009 also the
Production Grid Infrastructure (PGI) working group of OGF. His research interests are in
computational steering and HTC/HPC interoperability as well as distributed computing
infrastructures including Scientific-, Grid-, and Cloud-Computing.

Greek Research and Technology Network S. A. (GRNET)
GRNET S.A. was created in 1998 under the auspices of the Ministry of Development –
General Secretariat of Research and Development in order to provide high quality Internet
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services to the Greek research and academic community. GRNET represents Greece in the
GEANT pan-European network, which offers high speed and high quality services to the
European research and academic community. In computational infrastructures, GRNET was
responsible for the HellasGrid project (2004 – 2009), which created the first and biggest grid
infrastructure in Greece. The HellasGrid infrastructure comprises more than 1200 cores at 6
sites in Greece, connected to the GRNET network, and more than 20 Terabytes of storage
space. GRNET has taken part in many grid related projects at the international arena, like the
EGEE (Enabling Grids for E-SciencE) project, the biggest grid infrastructure in the world,
EuMedGrid, EuChinaGrid, DORII and many others. The company has also played an
important role in the development of grid technologies in South East Europe through projects
like SEEGRID, SEEGRID-SCI. In EGEE, GRNET has served as the Regional Operations
Centre (ROC) for South-East Europe, coordinating the infrastructure operations in the region.
GRNET is also member of the PRACE initiative where it participates as a general partner.
In the EMI project, the Joint Research Unit led by GRNET is complemented by the following
institutes:



National and Kapodistrian University of Athens (NKUA)
Research Academic Computer Technology Institute (RACTI)

NKUA will participate with the Pervasive Computing (P-comp) Research Group (http://pcomp.di.uoa.gr). Since 2004 P-comp has been actively participating in EGEE-I, EGEE-II and
EGEE-III. Specifically P-comp has been the responsible partner for the certification of key
components of the gLite middleware including the monitoring, security and computing
subsystems. This effort has led to advanced know-how on Grid Computing and expertise in
the gLite architecture and middleware APIs.
RACTI is a non-profit Research Organization, closely affiliated to the University of Patras.
The Networking Technologies Sector (NTS) of RACTI was founded in January 1999, and its
field of expertise is the design and implementation of network structures, grid computing and
telematic services. RACTI has extensive experience in the area of gLite middleware
development, testing and porting.
The GRNET JRU will participate and provide contributions in the maintenance and support,
quality assurance, middleware development and testing of middleware components activities
of the EMI project.
Mr. Ioannis Liabotis holds the position of Grid and HPC Infrastructure Engineer in the
Greek Research and Technology Network (GRNET), acting as a deputy Regional Operations
Centre manager for South-East-Europe for the EGEE project, as a technical coordinator for
the SEE-GRID-SCI project, while he is also involved in technical and managerial issues of
various other Grid and HPC related projects including.
Dr. Panos Louridas has a Diploma from the Department of Informatics, University of
Athens, Greece, and holds a M.Sc. and Ph.D. in Software Engineering by the University of
Manchester (2000). He has long experience in managing European projects (in GRNET since
2005), among which he has been responsible for the entire HellasGrid project, and the Greek
participation in the EGEE-III project.
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Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare (INFN)
INFN is the Italian National Institute of Nuclear and Particle Physics (see http://www.infn.it).
Founded in 1952, INFN is a governmental research organization, which promotes, coordinates and funds nuclear, particle and high-energy physics research. INFN staff research
personnel amounts to more than 1500 peoples with an equivalent number of associates from
University and other Scientific National Institutes.
Since 2001 INFN has played a major role in the EU DataGrid and DataTAG projects, the
WLCG project, National Grid Projects GRID.IT and LIBI, and more recently the EGEE,
EGEE-II and EGEE-III and the Grid infrastructure extension projects such as EUmedGRID,
EUChinaGRID, EU-IndiaGrid1&2, EUAsiaGrid and EELA1&2, GridCC, OMII-EU,
ETICS1&2 and OGF-EU. The contribution to these projects comprises the operation of the
INFN Production Grid, with more than 10000 CPUs deployed in 27 sites, the development
and reengineering of many Grid middleware components already included in gLite (the
Workload Management System (WMS), the Virtual Organization Membership Service
(VOMS), the Glue Schema, the CREAM-CE and CEMon, the Grid Accounting Service
DGAS, the GRID Monitoring service GridICE, the Argus authorization framework and
StoRM, an SRM interface to parallel file systems), together with dissemination and training
activities. INFN has gained considerable experience in high performance distributed
computing in the effort of deploying a grid infrastructure to enable the analysis of the large
amount of data produced by the CERN LHC experiments. In this respect, the INFN support to
adapt the computing systems of the LHC VOs to the grid has been fundamental, using
personnel directly attached to HEP experiments or as member of the Grid Support group (or
its predecessors) in CERN‘s IT department. Of particular relevance is also the role played by
INFN in projects like LIBI, BioinfoGRID, e-NMR and CYCLOPS, promoting the use of grid
technologies in other research communities, and in particular in the Life Science one.
INFN is the lead partner of the Italian Grid Infrastructure (IGI) JRU that was established in
December 2007 to boost the construction of the national e-infrastructure as an essential
component of the European e-Infrastructure for e-Science. IGI puts together the public
research institutions and the public consortia active in the field of grid computing, not only as
resource providers but also as representatives of large research and academic user
communities.
Francesco Giacomini graduated in Computer Science at the University of Udine in 1995.
Until 2000 he was at CERN, first in the Offline Computing Group of the Delphi Experiment
and then in the Trigger/DAQ Group of the ATLAS Experiment. Since 2000 he is with the
Italian National Institute of Nuclear Physics, working on Grid computing, with a special focus
on workload management. He has been activity leader of the Middleware Engineering WP
(JRA1) of the EGEE-III project.
Massimo Sgaravatto graduated in Computer Science from the University of Venezia "Ca'
Foscari" (Italy) in 1998. He is currently a technologist at the Italian National Institute for
Nuclear Physics (INFN). He has been a member of Grid related projects since 2000 (in
particular DataGrid and EGEE), mainly focusing on job management. He is currently leading
the CREAM CE related activities.
Diana Cresti holds a Ph.D. in linguistics from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. She
has been deputy leader of EGEE II and III NA5 and has worked extensively in outreach and
collaboration activities, most recently with the ESFRI projects ELIXIR and LifeWatch. Dr
Cresti has also worked in the EGI_DS project, in particular on the EGI Blueprint, Business
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Model, and User Community functions. She is responsible for creating and articulating the
concept of EGI Specialised Support Centres.

Lunds Universitet (LU)
Lund University is Scandinavia‘s largest institution for education and research and the highest
ranking university in Sweden. It was founded in 1666, and consists of 8 faculties and several
research centres and institutes, hosting today 25,000 students and 5,300 employees. In EMI,
LU is represented by the group of researchers from the Experimental High Energy Physics
division of the Physics Department. It is involved in development, maintenance and
exploitation of Grid computing solutions since 2000, primarily through the NorduGrid
collaboration, which was co-initiated by the group. The LU team is a major contributor to the
Advanced Resource Connector (ARC) middleware, providing NorduGrid technical
coordinator, developers for the variety of ARC components, and users. The team is also a
very active player in standardization and interoperability areas, through providing members
and co-chairs to a number of OGF groups. While particular expertise of the group lies in the
area of information systems, the team has extensive knowledge of all Grid aspects and most
Grid middlewares. The LU group participated in the EU DataGrid and KnowARC projects.
In the EMI project Lund provides the Technical Director and performs tasks in the SA1 and
JRA1 Work Packages in the support, maintenance and development of relevant ARC
components. In JRA1 Lund also leads the Standardization task.
Balázs Kónya has a Ph.D. in theoretical physics. He is one of the core developers in the
NorduGrid collaboration, plays an active role in Grid standardization efforts (co-chairing two
OGF working groups) and holds the position of technical coordinator of the NorduGrid. He
also served as a technical coordinator of the EU KnowARC project.
Oxana Smirnova has a Ph.D. in particle physics. She is one of the initiators and a board
member of the NorduGrid collaboration and also belongs to the core ARC developers‘ team.
Dr. Smirnova is heavily involved in Grid exploitation and standardization activities, and
carries out duties of the NDGF-CERN Coordinator for the Nordic Data Grid Facility.

Nemzeti Információs Infrastruktúra Fejlesztési Intezet (NIIFI)
The National Information Infrastructure Development Institute (NIIFI), as the national
research and education service provider, has been engaged in distributed computing and data
storage oriented research since 2000 when the first supercomputer cluster was set up in
Hungary. This was followed soon after by the establishment of one of the first desktop based
grid infrastructures in Europe, the Hungarian ClusterGrid, as early as 2002. To integrate the
resources NIIFI had begun developing grid middle-ware solutions mostly for local usage.
These development initiatives had led to its involvement in KnowARC that aimed at
improving Advanced Resource Connector (ARC), a middle-ware used extensively in the
Nordic countries since 2001. NIIFI was not only a standard participant, but also led the
interoperation/standardization related work package within the project and also significantly
contributed to storage development (Chelonia) as well as to the system porting efforts (MS
Windows correspondence). Besides the KnowARC profile NIIFI has also been involved in all
phases of the EGEE project either as a partner or as a third party.
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Science and Technology Facilities Council (STFC)
The Science and Technology Facilities Council is an independent, non-departmental public
body of the UK‘s Department for Business, Innovation and Skills (DBIS). STFC is a sciencedriven organization, making it possible for a broad range of scientists to do the highest quality
research tackling some of the most fundamental scientific questions. STFC does this by:
funding researchers in universities; providing access to world-class facilities in the UK and
overseas; and supplying highly skilled scientists and engineers to UK and international
research projects. STFC‘s e-Science Centre based at Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in
Oxfordshire hosts the GridPP Tier-1 Centre for LHC, coordinates the UK‘s National Grid
Service and leads the UK e-Science JRU which has managed the UK participation in EGEE
III and will do the same in EGI-Inspire.
Dr Steve Fisher has a Ph.D. in particle physics from UCL. For the last nine years he has
been developing Grid middleware from Data Grid to EGEE-III. Within the DataGrid project
he was chairman of the Architecture Task Force and led the work within one of the Work
Packages to produce a relational information system (R-GMA) suitable for the Grid. This
work was continued in EGEE-I and II where he led the UK development cluster and was a
member of the gLite Design Team. Active in the OGF with major contributions to two
recommendation documents and one experience document., he helped to set up the INFODWG of which he has been secretary and co-chair, and has written the SAGA Service
Discovery specification . Fisher has a strong interest in "software methodologies" and a
defined software process - i.e. how to get the software the customer actually needs. With long
experience of relational technology, he has promoted the use of OO technologies since 1992
Dr John Gordon is Deputy Director of the STFC e-Science Centre and Deputy Project
Leader of GridPP, the UK‘s largest e-Science project. After a PhD in particle physics and
post-doc work, he spent the 80‘s and 90‘s running large computing services for a variety of
disciplines. Since 2000 he has worked on e-Science and Grid projects including the European
DataGrid, the LHC Computing Grid (where he is a member of the Management Board and
chairs the Grid Deployment Board), and the UK‘s National Grid Service and EGEE. He has
led the UK Operations work through three cycles of EGEE and is the Operations Coordinator
in the UK NGI. He started the work on accounting for WLCG which led to APEL becoming
the main EGEE and WLCG accounting solution and he will lead the operations and
development tasks on accounting in EGI-Inspire.

SWITCH - Teleinformatikdienste fuer Lehre und Forschung (SWITCH)
―
SWITCH – Teleinformatikdienste für Lehre und Forschung‖ (SWITCH) is a foundation with
the task of ―
creating the necessary base for an efficient use of leading-edge
telecommunication methods at the service of higher education and research in Switzerland‖
(statutes of SWITCH). The members of the foundation are the Swiss Confederation and the
eight ―
cantons‖ supporting a University. Today SWITCH provides services to the eight
Universities, 25 Universities of applied sciences, the two Federal Institutes of Technology,
and several research sites. A team of 60 persons at the Zurich Head Office is responsible for
the operation and development of the services.
More information on SWITCH is available at http://www.switch.ch
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Christoph Witzig is the head of the middleware group at SWITCH, which is responsible for
leading the SWITCH grid activities, the Swiss Shibboleth federation and the public key
infrastructure of the Swiss higher education sector. He studied high-energy physics at the
Federal Institute of Technology (ETH) in Zurich and obtained his PhD in particle physics in
1990 from ETH, while being based at CERN. After several years of postdoctoral studies in
the USA he returned to Switzerland and held various positions in the private sector before
joining SWITCH. He has been leading the SWITCH contribution to EGEE since 2006 and is
the security architect of the EGEE-III project.

The Provost Fellows and Scholars of the College of the Holy and Undivided Trinity of
Queen Elizabeth Near Dublin (Trinity College Dublin) (TCD)
Trinity College Dublin (TCD) is the leading university in Ireland, ranked 13th in Europe and
43rd in the World by The Times Higher Educational Supplement global rankings 2009. The
Department of Computer Science opened in 1969 and consists of over 60 academic staff, 35
research staff and 180 postgraduate students, recently amalgamated within the School of
Computer Science and Statistics. The School hosts the Grid-Ireland OpsCentre which
manages the Irish grid on behalf of Grid-Ireland (the Irish NGI, see http://grid.ie/).
Grid-Ireland has always run an independent national grid, integrated with EGEE. Hence it has
always run top-level national grid services, and also runs top-level international grid services
for some international VOs. It has an integrated deployment architecture, with a core
infrastructure of fully virtualised ―
grid gateways‖ in 17 academic institutions in Ireland, that
employs fabric management tools to automate deployment of middleware to these gateways
and central services. It has its own helpdesk and user technical support, and for example has
provided grid planning and technical feedback in EGEE as leader of the MPI Working Group,
and now with CSIC leads the EGEE MPI-TF.
TCD were the first to deploy EGEE Grid infrastructure servers on virtual machines 25..26..27.. It
operates significant virtualised testbeds for middleware certification, e-Learning, and
experimental development, and is also working on tools for improved management of
virtualized testbeds. It has been working on interoperability since 2004, and also now on
bridging to multiple clouds. It has in-depth expertise in middleware, and has long experience
in testing, certification and deployment of grid services. It began a Grid Middleware Porting
Activity in Oct-2003, drawing on prior experience in porting code to Linux, Windows, Solaris
and AIX from 1995 onwards. As the coordinator of the multiplatform and porting support in
EGEE-II/III, TCD has touched into many areas of the gLite (SA3/JRA1), VDT and ETICS
software development, e.g. TCD has provided ports of VDT to Fedore Core 2/4, openSUSE
9.3/10.3/11.1, Debian 4.0/5.0, Mac OS X 10.3/10.4 (PPC) and 10.5 (x86), CentOS 4.x/5.x,
SGI IRIX 5.3, AIX 5.3L, Solaris 10 (x86), PS3 (PPC32). See: http://grid.ie/autobuild/.
Because of this unusual position in dealing with EGEE SA3, JRA1 and ETICS, TCD‘s

27

Coghlan, B.A., Walsh, J., O‘Callaghan, D., ―
Grid-Ireland Deployment Architecture‖, Proc.European Grid Conference (EGC‘05), LNCS
3470, pp354–363, Springer-Verlag, Amsterdam, February 2005.
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coordination of portability, multiplatform support, and development QA (especially standards
compliance) has greatly facilitated progress for EGEE, gLite and the ETICS client.
In EMI TCD will be responsible for the platform portability tasks in the SA2 Quality
Assurance Work Package and contribute to the dissemination and training tasks in the NA2
Outreach and Collaborations Work Package
Eamonn Kenny, B.A.(Mod), M.Sc., Ph.D, is Deputy Grid Manager for Grid-Ireland. He is
responsible for all its porting and multiplatform support activities

Technische Universität Dresden (TUD)
The Center for Information Services and High Performance Computing (ZIH) is a central
scientific institution of the Technische Universität Dresden. In the field of High Performance
Computing it serves and supports the university faculties, research institutes and industrial
partners in Saxony and beyond. In the German D-Grid infrastructure ZIH is one of the
backbone resource providers. Since the year 2000 ZIH has been an active partner in research
and development for Grid computing. In the development of the UNICORE middleware ZIH
was involved in the design and implementation of the UNICORE5 workflow management
system, in the Chemomentum project ZIH was responsible for the development of the data
management system of UNICORE6. ZIH also participated and still participates in several
German D-Grid projects in the fields of data and knowledge management and job monitoring.
TUD will contribute to the middleware development, evolution and integration of the data
management components of the UNICORE Grid technology. Additionally, TUD is part of the
maintenance and support group in SA1.
Dr. Ralph Müller-Pfefferkorn received a PhD in physics at the Technische Universität
Dresden in 2001. He was involved in the Grid efforts of the HEP experiment BABAR at
Stanford and was a member of the Technical Advisory Board at the German Grid-Center
GridKa at FZ Karlsruhe. In 2002 he joined the Center for Information Services and High
Performance Computing, where he is heading the department ―
Distributed and Data Intensive
Computing‖. In the past years, he has been involved in a number of Grid projects (e.g. D-Grid
projects HEPCG, MediGRID, D-Grid Integration Project, WisNetGrid) with a focus on data
management in the Grid and job monitoring.

Københavns Universitet (UCPH)
The Niels Bohr Institute (NBI) is the physics institute of the University of Copenhagen
(UCPH) - the largest university in Denmark. The NBI is involved in many areas of physics
and related sciences and has been active in grid computing since the year 2000 where the high
energy physics group joined the CERN led European Data Grid. The NBI is one of the
founding partners of NorduGrid and actively involved in ARC development. More recently,
the NBI has participated in the EU funded projects EGEE, EGEE2 and KnowARC. Currently,
the NBI is carrying out research on the application of virtualization technologies in scientific
computing in connection with the national grid initiative.
Dr. Anders Wäänänen: Ph.D. in particle physics. One of the initiators and a board member
of the NorduGrid collaboration and also belongs to the ARC core developer's team. Dr.
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Wäänänen is Head of IT at the Niels Bohr Institute and also manages many of the
KnowARC/NorduGrid infrastructures - including the NorduGrid Certification Authority.
Martin Skou Andersen: Worked on the KnowARC project as expert ARC advanced client,
compute element and core developer.

Helsingin Yliopisto (UH)
The University of Helsinki, Helsinki Institute of Physics (UH.HIP) is a physics research
institute that is operated jointly by the biggest polytechnic school and three leading
universities in Finland. The mandate of the institute is to carry out and facilitate research in
basic and applied physics as well as in physics research and technology development at
international accelerator laboratories such as CERN. The UH.HIP Technology Programme
has participated in EU-funded Grid projects in FP5 and FP6, namely in EU-DataGrid, EUEGEE, EU-EGEE-II and EU-EGEE-III.
UH.HIP has been responsible for security-related development in Joint Research Activities,
taking part in numerous working groups and task forces. Since EGEE-II, UH.HIP has been
leading the JRA1 (middleware) activities in the deputy manager and security middleware
coordinator positions. UH.HIP is member of FennoGrid association, and works closely with
CSC under the MoU for building the Finnish LCG Tier-2 infrastructure mandated by the
Finnish Ministry of Education.
Joni Hahkala: Senior scientist MSc.(CS) has been working for the HIP last 8 years and
participated in Grid projects EDG, EGEE and EGEE II. He has been working on Grid security
in many roles ranging from developer, integrator to northern cluster manager and has
contributed to many working groups and task forces e.g. Middleware Security Group, Joint
Security Policy Group, VO registration task force.
Henri Mikkonen has been working for HIP-TEK since the summer of 2002. He holds an
M.Sc. from the Helsinki University of Technology. He has been part of major EU-funded
Grid-projects European DataGrid (EDG) and Enabling Grids for E-SciencE (EGEE) and also
Finnish industrial collaboration Grid-projects NetGest and NetGate. In these projects, his
main research interests have focused on security, especially identity management in Grids and
Web, exploiting open standards such as the SAML specifications and Liberty Alliance Project
results. In the EGEE-II project he developed an essential security middleware service.
Currently he is attached to the GridBlocks project.
Dr John White: EGEE-III JRA1 deputy manager and security middleware coordinator. Dr
White, Senior scientist at UH.HIP, has worked for HIP Technology program for seven years
and has participated in the Grid projects, EDG, EGEE and EGEE-II. He has worked in the
area of Grid security in development and support. Currently serves on the EGEE-III boards
TMB, EMT and AMB as well as the EGEE-OSG design team and Middleware Security
Group.
Kalle Happonen (B.Eng): Has been working with Grid middleware since 2004. He has been
in charge of production Grid infrastructures for years. His main competences lie in general
Grid security, the ARC middleware and gLite/ARC middleware interoperability. The
interoperability work has resulted in the successful production use of an ARC site in the
otherwise gLite-only CMS project.
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Universitetet I Oslo (UIO)
The University of Oslo (UIO) is the largest university in Norway. It is a public, government
funded educational institution, with 4,600 employees and 27,000 students. The Department of
Physics is the actively participating subdivision. Participants in the project will primarily be
associated with this department, and any EU funded personnel will be employed here.
The Oslo group has broad experience in the development and use of Grid technology. Major
contributions were made to the design and implementation of the core ARC services. The
group provides coordination and leadership for the KnowARC EU-project, the NorduGrid
Collaboration, the NGIn Nordunet3-funded project, and CERN-related Norwegian Particle
Physics research (the latter has a significant Grid activity).
UIO participates to the support, maintenance and development tasks in SA1 and JRA1 and to
the dissemination activities in NA2.
Prof. Farid Ould-Saada: Professor of physics at UIO, Collaboration Board and International
Computing Board representative at the ATLAS collaboration at CERN. He is KnowARC
project director, NorduGrid chair and Project leader of Norwegian HEPP. He will contribute
to the UIO NA2 and NA1 tasks.
Prof. Alexander L. Read: Leader of the experimental particle physics group, member and
Monte Carlo production manager for the ATLAS experiment, pioneer in grid-based MC
production on NorduGrid, active in the NorduGrid collaboration and ARC site operations. He
will contribute to the UIO NA2 tasks.
Aleksandr Konstantinov: ARC and Grid expert developer: compute element, framework,
security, storage. He will contribute to the UIO JRA1 and SA1 tasks.
PhD (student) Jon K. Nilsen: ARC developer: Storage. He will contribute to the UIO JRA1
and SA1 tasks.
PhD (student) Katarina Pajchel: KnowARC outreach officer, active with ARC as user and
in operations. She will contribute to the UIO NA2 and SA1 participation.
PhD student Dmytro Karpenko: ARC developer: compute element. He will contribute to
the UIO JRA1 tasks.

Univerzita Pavla Jozefa Šafárika v Košiciach (UPJS)
The key mission of Pavol Jozef Safarik University in Kosice (UPJS) is to provide higher
education based on the newest scientific findings in a wide international context, following
the European trends. Researchers at Faculty of Sciences built the first production grid node in
Slovakia which was operated in the NorduGrid since 2003 up today. The node was mainly
dedicated for scientific computational tasks (complex systems and statistical physics). User
experiences enabled UPJS to participate in the project KnowARC where the team was
responsible for software testing, package building and quality assurance processes during
development of Advanced Resource Connector (ARC). In the future UPJS will continue to
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support development and usage of advanced computational procedures in research and
education.
Dr. Jozef Cernak, PhD graduated in Computer science at Technical University in Kosice in
1985 and received PhD in Condensed matter physics at P. J. Safarik University in Kosice in
1997. At present is working at the University as Seniorscientists. In 2003 he joined to the
open project NorduGrid and started to utilize the grid computing in research national projects.
This activity led to an invitation of the University to EU project KnowARC (2006-2009). In
this project he coordinated activities connected with interoperability, testing and quality
assurance processes. He conducted several national grants from physics where a potential of
the grid computing was utilized and promoted.
Dr. Marek Kocan graduated in Mathematics at P.J. Safarik University in Kosice in 2003. He
joined to the EU project KnowARC in 2006 where he was responsible for testing ARC
middleware and operation of Instant CA and services of other grid providers: ICE CREAM
(gLite) and UNICORE which were maintained for interoperability development and testing.
Dr. Martin Savko, PhD graduated in Biophysics at P. J. Safarik Univesity in Kosice in 2003
and received PhD in Biophysic in 2008. He joined to the EU project KnowARC in 2007
where he was responsible for quality assurance processes. He evaluated the results of ETICS
project and their potential to apply them to the EU project KnowARC.

Uppsala Universitet (UU)
Uppsala University was founded in 1477 and is one of the largest universities in Scandinavia
with about 6,000 employees and 40,000 students. The Faculty for Science and Technology of
the university comprises departments for Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Geoscience,
Mathematics and Technology. Its Department of High Energy Physics contributed to the
creation of the NorduGrid Consortium in 2001 and to the Nordic Data Grid Facility in
2003/2005. It initiated and led the SweGrid Test Bed project 2003-2006 and has been one of
the main contributors in Sweden to the development and maintenance of the ARC middleware
through the EC-project KnowARC. The computer centre of Uppsala University UPPMAX is
responsible for running one of the WLCG Tier2s.
Field of excellence: Experimental and theoretical research in nuclear and particle physics,
including grid-computing and accelerator physics.
Dr. Mattias Ellert has a PhD in high energy physics. He is one of the core developers in the
NorduGrid collaboration and works with grid client tools and libraries, including
interoperability issues. He is also working with software packaging and distribution, and is
maintaining several grid software packages in Debian and Fedora. As a Fedora packager he
regularly conducts reviews of new packages in the Fedora Linux distribution.
Mr. Salman Toor is a PhD student in information technology. He is one of the developers
behind the Chelonia grid storage system that was developed as part of the KnowARC project.
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Uniwersytet Warszawski (UWAR)
Warsaw University was founded in 1816, and is the largest university in Poland with about
2,900 academic staff among its 5,300 employees, and over 50,000 students. Offering courses
in 32 fields of arts and sciences its 18 faculties include natural sciences, social sciences,
humanities and over 30 extra-departmental and inter-faculty centres and programmes. The
University is recognised in Poland and through the world as a leading centre in variety of
academic disciplines.
The Interdisciplinary Centre for Mathematical and Computational Modelling (ICM) is a
research centre in computational sciences, with a multidisciplinary profile. The research of the
centre focuses in the area of mathematical, natural and computational sciences, as well as
networking and information technology. In addition to the research activities ICM is one of
principal nodes in Polish research network providing numerous services both to the scientific
community and general public. The services include a virtual library project allowing Polish
scientists to access bibliographical, factographical and full-text databases.
ICM has a longstanding experience in the Grid technology. For the past few years it has been
involved in the software development, its parallelisation as well as adaptation to the Grid
middleware. In particular, it was or is involved in EU projects such as EUROGRID, GRIP,
CROSSGRID, EGEE, UniGrids and Chemomentum project.
The particular area of expertise in the Grid technology is development of application specific
interfaces to the number of biomolecular applications. ICM has also important experience in
providing resources to the users.
ICM will contribute to the middleware development, evolution and integration as developer
of the UNICORE Grid Technology. ICM will also contribute to NA2 (dissemination), SA1
(maintenance and support).
Prof. Piotr Bała graduated in physics in 1988 and received a PhD in physics in 1993 at N.
Copernicus University (Torun, Poland). He holds a position of professor at Department of
Mathematics and Computer Science at N. Copernicus University (Poland), and head of the
Department of Parallel and Distributed Computing. He has a part-time position at
Interdisciplinary Centre for Mathematical and Computational Modeling, Warsaw University
and from 2000 is a leader of the team at ICM Warsaw University which develops Grid tools
for molecular biology. Recently Piotr Bała has been coordinating Chemomentum project, in
the past he has been strongly involved in European and national Grid projects, successfully
leading workpackages and coordinating research. He is leading scientific board of PL-Grid
consortium acting as Polish National Grid Initiative.
Dr Krzysztof Benedyczak graduated in computer science in 2005 at N. Copernicus
University (Torun, Poland). He received a PhD in computer science in 2008 from Systems
Research Institute of Polish Academy of Sciences. He is researcher at Department of
Mathematics and Computer Science at N. Copernicus University (Poland), and has part time
position at Interdisciplinary Centre for Mathematical and Computational Modeling, Warsaw
University where he is leading UNICORE Operational Centre within PL-Grid.
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Korea Institute of Science and Technology Information (KISTI)
KISTI (Korea Institute of Science and Technology Information) is a specialized institute
providing Science Technology and Informatics to the public to promote national
competitiveness in science and technology by actively challenging rapidly changing world
paradigm. It has expertise on data grid technologies and database technology and on running
high-performance computing and storage resources enabling fast and reliable data processing.
KISTI has been an official partner of the EGEE project since 2006. As an EGEE partner, it
has been actively engaged in Grid operation and management (SA1) and Grid application
(NA4). Since late 2007, KISTI has been contributing to ALICE computing by operating an
ALICE Tier2 center in KISTI. Recently, KISTI has taken over the leadership of the
development of AMGA, an official gLite Metadata catalog service, leading the 2.0 release of
AMGA in September, 2009.
Since the end of 2007, KISTI has been participating to the WISDOM (World-wide In Silico
Docking on Malaria) initiative, a multidisplinary collaboration of biologists, bioinformaticians and e-Scientists from Europe, Asia and Africa, jointly developing the
evolution of the new WISDOM Production Environment. Especially, it has been playing an
important role in achieving the significant performance improvement on the WISDOM
Production Environment by fully exploiting the specific features of AMGA. KISTI has also
been developing an easy-to-use integrated environment called DrugScreener-G aimed at
helping non-experts of grid computing to conduct a large-scale in silico virtual screening on
the Grid.
Dr. Soonwook Hwang is a principal investigator of e-Science IT development team in
KISTI. His research interest is in Grid computing and e-Science with a particular focus on
enabling technologies for e-Science including Grid middleware, Grid PSE systems and Grid
workflow systems. Since 2006, he has been leading KISTI's involvement in the EGEE project
in the area of Grid Operation (SA1) and Grid Applications (NA4). He has also been serving
as a WLCG representative for KISTI. He will be responsible for the development and
evolution of AMG in EMI. He received his BS and MS from Seoul National University,
Korea and got his Ph.D in Computer Science from University of Southern California in 2003.
He worked for the Japanese National Research Grid initiative (NAREGI) in 2004 for about
two years.

Academia Sinica (ASGC)
Academia Sinica is a leading scientific organization in Taiwan. AS will be presented in the
project through ASGC (www.twgrid.org), one of its institutes, established as a leading high
performance computing and communication centre in Taiwan, which provides advanced
services for Grid Computing. Since 2005, ASGC has formally become one of the 11 WLCG
Tier-1 Centres (the only Tier-1 in Asia) providing services, coordination and support to HEP
scientists worldwide. In addition, ASGC is also in charge of the International Collaboration
Division of the Taiwan eLearning and Digital Archives Program (TELDAP). Based on these
experiences, ASGC joined the EGEE and EUAsiaGrid projects extending grid services to
many other fields such as Biomedical, Earth Science, and Digital Archives as well as
disseminating grid services/applications to the Asia Pacific countries. Serving as the APROC
(Asia Pacific Regional Operation Centre) and the Chair of APGridPMA, ASGC has deployed,
certified and provided operations support to 29 resource centres in Asia-Pacific. Acting as the
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Asia Federation Coordinator in EGEE-II and Deputy Project Manager, ASGC not only
provides WLCG/EGEE global grid operation and CA services, but also participates in
WLCG/EGEE technology development.
Main tasks in project and relevant experience:
NA2 - Outreach & Collaborations: Hosting and coordinating related events in annual ISGC &
training activities in Taiwan and Asia Pacific Region.
SA1 - Maintenance and Support: Joining middleware certification, packaging, support,
maintenance and release tasks by stationing staffs at CERN.
JRA1 - Middleware Development, Evolution and Integration: Targeting information service,
data service, resource management and virtualization, contribute to the development by
stationing staffs at CERN; operating and support pre-production site services for the testing
and certification of pre-release gLite middleware; contribute to the infrastructure use case
validation and DCI component integration.
Dr. Simon C Lin is in charge of the Academia Sinica Grid Computing (ASGC) and acting as
the committee member of Overview Board, Management Board and Grid Deployment Board
of the LHC Computing Grid (LCG) project led by CERN. He is also responsible for the Asia
Federation and a member of PMB in EGEE project, Deputy Project Manager of the
EUAsiaGrid Project as well as the Project Director of the International Collaboration Division
of the Taiwan eLearning and Digital Archives Program (TELDAP). His current focus is to
build the Grid infrastructure for e-Science in Asia Pacific and to participate in the Global Grid
project in order to support the scientific computing, High Energy Physics, Bio-informatics,
Earth Science and Digital Archives applications, etc.
Mr. Eric Yen is the technical manager of ASGC, who is conducting the e-Science
infrastructure, core technology and application development in ASGC, and to support broader
collaboration within Taiwan and with Asia and Europe.
Mr. Hsin-yen Chen is a project manager in ASGC Application Team. His current work is to
coordinate Grid applications activities between institutes in Taiwan and Asia-Pacific
countries, including Bio-informatics, Earth sciences and Social Simulation, etc. He also
manages Data Grid Services deployment and Grid Application Platform development.
Ms. Vicky Huang is a manager in ASGC Dissemination Team. Her current work includes
dissemination, public relations, managing materials and publications, etc. She also manages
several international collaboration projects and coordinates contact of Asia-Pacific
Federation.
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B2.3 Consortium as a whole
The consortium capability and complementarity
The EMI consortium consists of 24 beneficiaries: an international organization (CERN), four
national research and education network organizations (CESNET, GRNET, NIIFI and
SWITCH), ten national research organizations (CESGA, CINECA, CSIC, DESY, FOM,
JUELICH, INFN, STFC, KISTI and ASGC) and nine universities (LU, TCD, TUD, UCPH,
HU, UIO, UPJS, UU and UWAR) including two beneficiaries from non-European Countries
(KISTI and ASGC). The participants carry strong technological backgrounds and are involved
in operating and supporting diverse infrastructures and user communities. They cover a very
widespread geographical and cultural area, so that not only technical coverage, but also
widespread outreach potential across all the most relevant scientific research initiatives is
ensured and enough critical mass to ensure an effective impact on the achievement of the
European long-term scientific and technical objectives is available.

All members come from one or more of the middleware distributions converging in EMI,
ARC, gLite and UNICORE, with the additional expertise of specialized providers like DESY
for the dCache storage system. This ensures a wide coverage of technologies and a balanced
composition of expertise, matching the future operational requirements of the EGI and
PRACE infrastructures. All the consortium participants have demonstrated in several
occasions their experience and skills and have a track record of participation in National
initiatives and European efforts in previous programmes and projects, such as EGEE (I to III),
KnowARC, DEISA/DEISA2, NDGF, ETICS/ETICS2, D-Grid, UniGrids, OMII-Europe,
Chemomentum, A-WARE and a broad network of collaborations. Senior engineers and
developers in EMI have a proven record of participation and coordination in technical and
decisional groups of international standardization and collaboration bodies like OGF or the
EGEE-OSG Design Team. This combination allows the project as a whole to be competent in
the achievement of Objective 1: Simplify and organize the different middleware services
implementations by delivering a streamlined, coherent, tested and standard compliant
distribution able to meet and exceed the requirements of EGI, PRACE and other
distributed computing infrastructures and their user communities.

EMI partners represent together a very large portion of the Institutes that have developed the
grid technologies used today in production in Europe and in many other parts of the World.
They have collectively taken ideas and principles being formed in the late ‗90s of the last
century and the early 2000s and transformed them in production grid services used today by
hundreds of sites and thousands of scientific researchers. This collective knowledge
converging in EMI provides the capability not only to advance further the state of the art of
the grid services, but also and especially to capitalize on the lessons learned and identify
together with the user communities and the infrastructure providers gaps, needs and required
improvements to make the grid infrastructures easier to access and use, more manageable and
efficient, focusing on operational aspects like monitoring, messaging, accounting and security
management. This powerful critical mass of expertise allows achieving the Objective 2:
Increase the interoperability, manageability, usability and efficiency of the services by
developing or integrating new functionality as needed following existing and new
requirements of EGI, PRACE and other infrastructures and their user communities.
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All participants have considerable experience in software engineering technologies in general
and grid middleware in particular and in managing the software lifecycle of complex
distributed software. In addition, several project members from partners such as CERN,
CINECA, FOM, JUELICH, INFN, LU, TUD, UIO, UWAR have direct experience in
managing grid operations and providing application support from previous and current
experience in projects such as EGEE (I to III), NDGF and DEISA/DEISA2 in Europe,
National Grid Initiatives in their countries and OSG in the US. CERN, CINECA, INFN and
UPJS have explicit and proven experience in defining and managing certification and testing
activities for the three middleware stacks converging into EMI and CERN and INFN are the
major partners in the ETICS/ETICS 2 projects that have established itself as an efficient
software engineering platform for the development activities of several important grid
projects like EGEE, UNICORE, D4Science and EDGeS. This allows the consortium to
collectively have the required skills to fulfil Objective 3: Support efficient, reliable
operations of EGI, PRACE and other DCIs by reactively and proactively supporting
and maintaining the middleware distribution and providing users with increasingly
user-friendly, maintainable, reliable, stable, and scalable software.

Finally, the partners of the EMI project have direct experience in the participation of
international collaboration and the establishment of networks of users and providers. Many
EMI partners, such as CERN, CINECA, INFN, JUELICH or UIO, have directly organized or
taken part with technical and administrative contributions in large scale dissemination and
collaboration events, like the EGEE conferences, the EGEE User Forums, the DEISA
conferences, the NorduNet conferences, the eConcertation meetings, the OGF meetings and
more. Several industrial collaborations have been started by some of the partners to promote
the use of ARC, gLite and UNICORE. Notable examples of industrial usage of the grid
middleware are for example. The experience in this area will be fundamental to achieve
Objective 4: Strengthen the participation and support for user communities in the
definition and evolution of middleware services by promoting the EMI achievements,
objectives and plans, and move the EMI middleware towards a more sustainable model
by expanding the collaboration with national and international research agencies,
scientific research programmes and with industrial providers.

In the following section, the participants‘ resources and their capacity will be briefly analysed
in the context of each project Work Package. The leaders of the Work Packages will be
chosen before the start of the project by the Consortium, based on proposals from the
representatives of the beneficiary leading the Work Package.
Consortium capability related to tasks
a) Networking Activities
EMI will follow the project management structure described in section B2.1. The proposed
bodies will be setup at the start of the project. NA1, led by CERN, will include administrative
and organisational tasks, plus managing the project communication and reporting, the
monitoring of progress of all partners in all tasks of the project, the organisation and
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participation in project meetings, financial administration, overall project quality assurance
and assessment of project deliverables produced within the course of the project, as well as
legal advice on contractual matters where appropriate. Lund University and
Forschungszentrum Jülich will provide the overall technical coordination and guidance,
ensuring among the three partners (CERN, JUELICH and LU) a balanced representation of
expertise and participation from the three middleware providers. All participants will spend a
small amount of resources in NA1 to participate to the works of the Collaboration Board and
its executive committee (the ECB). However, this effort is not charged to the project.
NA2 is led by INFN, a national research organisation with long experience in participation in
large-scale distributed projects and their dissemination, training and collaboration needs. The
responsibility for designing and operating the NA2 activities is shared with JUELICH
(UNICORE), NIIFI (ARC), TCD (gLite), UIO (ARC), UWAR (UNICORE) and ASGC
(gLite), ensuring a balanced and complete coverage of expertise in various projects, programs
as well as training and networking relationships within EGI, NGIs, PRACE, NDGF, OSG
and the Asian grid and supercomputing infrastructures.
b) Service Activities
The SA1 Work Package is lead by INFN, one of the major providers of grid middleware
services in Europe and the coordinating partner of the gLite Collaboration. INFN has several
years of experience in supporting and maintaining grid middleware used in production in
EGEE, OSG and other infrastructures and coordinates the user support services of the national
grid infrastructure in Italy (IGI). Almost all EMI partners (with the exception of LU and TCD,
which have special contributions in the standardization and software portability tasks)
contribute to the support and maintenance activities in SA1. This large participation ensures
the complete coverage of all EMI middleware services that have been requested by EGI,
PRACE and NDGF for their infrastructures.
SA2 is led by CERN, which has very strong experience in grid projects on software
development and quality assurance. CERN is leading the EGEE certification activities and is
the coordinator and the major contributor with INFN of the ETICS/ETICS2 projects. The
other partners taking part in the Quality Assurance activities are CESNET, CINECA,
JUELICH, GRNET, INFN, TCD and UPJS. CESNET, JUELICH and INFN contribute
together with CERN to the testbed provision tasks, managing resources provided by the
partners as unfunded contributions and coordinating the provision of large scale testbeds in
collaboration with participating NGIs. CINECA and JUELICH bring the QA expertise of the
UNICORE project; GRNET and INFN are active contributors of the EGEE certification
activity; and UPJS is responsible for the QA and testing activities of the KnowARC project.
TCD is the partner responsible for the portability and multi-platform requirements and
assessment tasks for gLite in EGEE and will bring this experience and know-how into EMI.
c) Joint Research Activities
The JRA1 Work Package is responsible to coordinate development and integration tasks of
the new functionalities required to evolve the middleware services in support of requirements
coming from the user communities and the infrastructures. As such it is in relative terms the
largest EMI Work Package using 44% of the expected resources. The Work Package is lead
by JUELICH because of the strong experience in standardization and international
collaboration programs, which is a major focus of all development and evolution activities.
Besides being the lead partner of UNICORE, JUELICH was also very active in the
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standardization activities of projects like OMII-Europe, UniGrids and DEISA, is a major
contributor of the OGF PGI and GIN groups and is a partner in ETICS2, which makes it
suitable to take up this coordination role. All other partners (with the exception of TCD and
UPJS, which are mainly dedicated to Quality Assurance) contribute to one or more tasks in
JRA1 bringing in their knowledge and expertise from the three middleware consortia and
dCache and in the different technologies that JRA1 needs to investigate and adopt. The
contributions of the partners to the technical tasks have been described in detail in Table 4.

Industrial Participation and Collaborations
Although no industrial participants are directly taking part in the project as beneficiaries, the
importance of the collaboration with industry and the involvement of commercial enterprises
and SMEs are not underestimated. The EMI consortia already have industrial partnerships in
place (as the collaborations between ARC and Microsoft Nordic and between UNICORE and
T-Systems SfR) and will establish a program of industrial collaboration as part of the NA2
activities and will promote the provision of support and maintenance services outside the EMI
consortium based on the SLA model that is planned to be defined and negotiated together
with the major infrastructure providers.
A key factor in the achievement of the objective of making the provision of software services
sustainable is the increasing adoption of commercial and off-the-shelf components. The EMI
project has therefore a clear goal of assessing in collaboration with industrial partners the
current status and availability of grid and distributed computing middleware from commercial
providers and gradually integrate the existing components in the EMI software stack replacing
equivalent non-commercial components and viceversa to push mature components from the
research partners into the service offering of commercial open source distributions. The plan
for establishing formal relationships with commercial providers has been described in section
B1.1.4 – Industrial Collaborations.
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B2.4 Resources to be committed
The Table 5 below lists the Work Packages, the single CP-CSA type of activity they belong to
and the respective cost category according to:
-

the explanations presented in previous chapters (mainly Section B 1.3)
the Guide for Applicants for this call (Capacities – Research Infrastructures call
FP7-INFRASTRUCTURES-2010-2)28
Workpackage CP-CSA type of activity
E.g. Networking Activities (NA);

Cost category
E.g. Management; Coordination;
Other; RTD

Service
Activities
(SA);
Joint Research Activities (JRA);

WP1 (NA1)

NA

Management

WP2 (NA2)

NA

Coordination

WP3 (SA1)

SA

Other

WP4 (SA2)

SA

Other

WP5 (JRA1)

JRA

RTD

Table 5: Work Packages categorization according to activity type and cost category

Costs will be declared and claimed according to this table. They will be clearly described and
distinguished for each activity in the periodic reports.
The EMI consortium is committed to identify and make available all the necessary resources
for the successful implementation of the project goals at the start of the activities. This
commitment is intended not only in terms of human resources but also in terms of materials,

28

list of cost categories and associated activities (simplified):

 RTD activities: directly aimed at creating new knowledge and new technology it includes the costs of joint research
activities.
 Coordination activities: aimed at fostering co-operation between the participants in the project and the scientific
communities benefiting from the research infrastructure. It includes the costs of networking activities (including, but not
limited to, training, dissemination and communication).





Management activities: include the maintenance of the consortium agreement, if it is obligatory, the overall legal, ethical,
financial and administrative management including for each of the participants obtaining the certificates on the financial
statements or on the methodology, the implementation of competitive calls by the consortium for the participation of new
participants and, any other management activities foreseen in the project except coordination of research and
technological development activities.
Other activities: any specific activities not covered by the above mentioned types of activity. It includes service activities
aimed at the provision of specific research infrastructures related services to the scientific community (amongst those,
connectivity services can be funded up to 50%).
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facilities and financial capabilities. The participating Institutes are collectively able to satisfy
the need for both skilled personnel and related material such as equipment and facilities.
The project effort per partner per Work Package is presented in Table WT6 of the Workplan
Tables section of Part A of this document.

Human Resources
The consortium participants have demonstrated in several occasions their experience and
skills and have a track record of successful participation in national initiatives and European
efforts in previous programmes and projects. Furthermore, all participants have stated their
commitment to allocate the adequate human resources to guarantee the successful
implementation of the project objectives and will be contractually bound to this commitment
in the EMI Consortium Agreement. In this section, the required human resources are
described together with an estimate of the expected cost.
NA1 requires funding for 7% of the overall project cost and 5% of the overall estimated effort
in persons/month (PM). The effort is estimated essentially from the previous experience in
projects like EGEE and DEISA and in other projects of comparable size. This Work Package
will run for 36 months with a total effort of 108 PM and its total cost is estimated at around
1.9M €.
NA2 requires funding for 5% of the overall project cost and 7% of the overall estimated effort
in persons/month (PM). This Work Package requires the participation of personnel with good
dissemination skills and experience in the implementation of dissemination, training and
collaboration programs. NA2 will run for 36 months with a total effort of 161 PM and its cost
is estimated at around 1.4M €.
SA1 requires funding for 30% of the overall project cost and 31% of the overall estimated
effort in persons/month (PM). This Work Package requires the provision of services with
high-availability expectations and requires personnel able to provide expert technical support,
perform corrective maintenance (defect analysis and correction) of the EMI grid middleware,
and provide reliable and tested software releases to the end users. SA1 will run for 36 months
with a total effort of 697 PM and its cost is estimated at around 6.8M €.
SA2 requires funding for 15% of the overall project cost and 14% of the overall estimated
effort in persons/month (PM). This Work Package requires senior software engineers with
solid knowledge of the software engineering process and of the most important ISO software
engineering standards and ITIL and CMMi guidelines. It also requires engineers and system
administrators to setup and maintain the tools and testbeds for the EMI project technical
activities. SA2 will run for 36 months with a total effort of 309 PM and its cost is estimated at
around 3.3M €.
JRA1 requires funding for 42% of the overall project cost and 45% of the overall estimated
effort in persons/month (PM). This Work Package requires software engineers, developers
and senior technical personnel with solid understanding of the grid middleware and related
technologies in all the fields of interest to EMI. JRA1 will run for 36 months with a total
effort of 1044 PM and its cost is estimated at around 10.5M €.
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The partners are providing a considerable amount of unfunded resources to the project. Table
9 summarizes the funded and unfunded resource contributions per partner and per
workpackage.

Partners‟ participation to the project costs
The beneficiaries are very committed to the success of the project and are also providing
unfunded effort and participating to the overall cost of the project. The partners have agreed
to adopt a matching funding model whereby they provide 50% of the costs of all project
activities with the exception of the NA1 management activities, which are requested to be
funded at 100%. The total estimated cost of the project amounts to 24.5M € and the partners
are requesting a total EC contribution of 12M € equivalent to 49% of the total project costs.

Total

Funded

Unfunded

Rate

Project cost (€) 24,427,810 € 12,000,000 € 12,427,810 € 49.1%
Table 6: Partners participation to project costs

The beneficiaries also acknowledge the contribution of the European Commission to the
project budget and commit to further acknowledge this contribution during the execution of
project activities and in any resulting publications and dissemination material and events.

Travel and Subsistence
Most project participants will need to be present to the major project coordination events (AllHands meetings) organized once or twice per year. In addition, members of NA1 and NA2
performing dissemination and training tasks will have to attend conferences and networking
events and organize or co-organize dissemination and training events. Based on this plan and
previous experience in other projects, an average of 8% to 10% of the personnel costs have
been allocated for each participant (500 €/month/person). An extra 18k€ in total have been
allocated to the coordinator (CERN) and to LU and JUELICH due to the need of the Project
Director, the Technical Director and the Deputy TD to attend networking, concertation and
standardization events and attend the working groups of coordination bodies like the EGI
MCB. An extra total sum of 36k € has been allocated to the coordinator to cover travel and
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subsistence costs for the two unfunded partners KISTI and AS for mandatory project
meetings and events.
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WP

NA1

NA2

SA1

JRA1

Totals

Partner No.

Name

F

U

F+U

F

U

F

U

F+U

F

U

F+U

F

U

F+U

F

U

F+U

1 Coordinator

CERN

72.0

0.0

72.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

36.0

36.0

72.0

45.0

45.0

90.0

67.5

67.5

135.0

220.5

148.5

369.0

40.24%

2

CESGA

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

4.0

4.0

8.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

4.0

4.0

8.0

8.0

8.0

16.0

50.00%

3

CESNET

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

13.5

13.5

27.0

4.5

4.5

9.0

31.5

31.5

63.0

49.5

49.5

99.0

50.00%

4

CINECA

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

4.5

4.5

9.0

18.0

18.0

36.0

11.5

11.5

23.0

34.0

34.0

68.0

50.00%

5

CSIC

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

12.5

12.5

25.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

3.5

3.5

7.0

16.0

16.0

32.0

50.00%

6

DESY

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

16.5

16.5

33.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

28.5

28.5

57.0

45.0

45.0

90.0

50.00%

7

FOM

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

12.5

12.5

25.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

8.0

8.0

16.0

20.5

20.5

41.0

50.00%

8

JUELICH

18.0

0.0

18.0

7.5

7.5

15.0

25.0

25.0

50.0

4.5

4.5

9.0

45.0

45.0

90.0

100

82

182.0

45.05%

9

GRNET

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

4.5

4.5

9.0

4.5

4.5

9.0

9.0

9.0

18.0

18.0

18.0

36.0

50.00%

10

INFN

0.0

0.0

0.0

36.0

36.0

72.0

83.5

83.5

167.0

36.0

36.0

72.0

83.5

83.5

167.0

239.0

239.0

478.0

50.00%

11

LU

18.0

0.0

18.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

28.0

28.0

56.0

46.0

28.0

74.0

37.84%

12

NIIFI

0.0

0.0

0.0

9.0

9.0

18.0

9.0

9.0

18.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

15.5

15.5

31.0

33.5

33.5

67.0

50.00%

13

STFC

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

9.0

9.0

18.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

13.5

13.5

27.0

22.5

22.5

45.0

50.00%

14

SWITCH

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

13.5

13.5

27.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

20.0

20.0

40.0

33.5

33.5

67.0

50.00%

15

TCD

0.0

0.0

0.0

9.0

9.0

18.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

18.0

18.0

36.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

27.0

27.0

54.0

50.00%

16

TUD

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

4.5

4.5

9.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

22.5

22.5

45.0

27.0

27.0

54.0

50.00%

17

UCPH

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

15.5

15.5

31.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

13.5

13.5

27.0

29.0

29.0

58.0

50.00%

18

UH

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

18.0

18.0

36.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

22.5

22.5

45.0

40.5

40.5

81.0

50.00%

19

UIO

0.0

0.0

0.0

9.0

9.0

18.0

22.5

22.5

45.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

22.5

22.5

45.0

54.0

54.0

108.0

50.00%

20

UPJS

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

9.0

9.0

18.0

24.0

24.0

48.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

33.0

33.0

66.0

50.00%

21

UU

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

15.5

15.5

31.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

13.5

13.5

27.0

29.0

29.0

58.0

50.00%

22

UWAR

0.0

0.0

0.0

9.0

9.0

18.0

9.0

9.0

18.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

15.0

15.0

30.0

33.0

33.0

66.0

50.00%

23

KISTI

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

18.0

18.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

72.0

72.0

0.0

90.0

90.0

100.00%

24

ASGC

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

2.0

2.0

0.0

3.0

3.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

15.0

15.0

0.0

20.0

20.0

108.0

0.0

108.0

79.5

81.5

161.0

338.0

359.0

697.0

154.5

154.5

309.0

478.5.0

565.5.0

1044.0

1158.5

1160.5

2319.0

TOTAL

F+U

SA2

% U/(F+U)

100.00%
50.05%

Table 9: Allocation of unfunded and unfunded resources per partner and per Work Package (PM)
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Non-Manpower Costs
In constructing the budget, the project has identified a need for non-manpower funds for:





Ensuring adequate dissemination with stands at events, adequate printing of material,
branding of dissemination items, etc: 30,000 € is requested under NA2 (as described
in TNA2.2). See also the Subcontracting section below;
Contribution for use of a suitable venue in a major city (with airline hub) to encourage
international attendance to a large annual EMI event ("Distributed Computing
Worldwide") : 30,000 € is requested under NA2 (in particular TNA2.2);
Encouraging participation to EMI events by collaborating entities such as and
representatives from non-European countries and business partners: 20,000 € is
requested under NA2 (as described in TNA2.4);
User Community Relations: 20,000 € is requested under NA2 for encouraging user
communities to participate in usability studies (as described in TNA2.5);

The costs have been estimated from previous similar projects and in particular EGEE III and
KnowARC.
Additional Resources Committed by the Consortium
In addition to the unfunded PMs contributed by the partners to the project as described in the
previous subsections, the EMI Consortium is providing material resources and services as
unfunded contribution. In particular, CERN, INFN, JUELICH, UPJS and possible other
partners are contributing hardware resources and software licences for the development and
certification testbeds for an estimated value of hundreds of thousands of € including any cost
associated with their maintenance within the network infrastructure.
CERN is also providing as additional unfunded contribution the use of a dedicated instance of
the Project Progress Tracking (PPT) tool, which has been developed by CERN specifically for
recording, monitoring and reporting the effort used in large distributed projects in compliance
with EC rules. The cost of setting up and maintaining this instance of the application for the
entire Consortium has been estimated in an additional 25k € per year for three years.
Equipment, Consumables, Certificates of Financial Statement and Other Specific Costs
In order to achieve the project objectives, financial support will be needed for a series of other
cost items, namely equipment, consumables and Certificates on Financial Statement (for
some, although not all the beneficiaries). The equipment required for the provision of the EMI
internal testbeds is provided by some of the beneficiaries (CERN, INFN, JUELICH, CESNET
and others) as unfunded contributions to the project. This contribution, which can be
quantified in hundreds of thousands of € includes the provision of the hardware resources and
any cost associated with their maintenance within the network infrastructure. Budget has been
allocated in the project to provide new personnel with adequate working instruments such as
personal computers and books or other reference material and is integrated in the personnel
costs.
The beneficiaries CESNET, CINECA, DESY, JUELICH, INFN, LU, SWITCH, HU and UIO
have allocated 4,000 € each (for a total of 36,000 €) for the costs of the Certificate on
Financial Statement (audit certificates), which are accounted for in the budget plan as
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subcontracting costs. CERN has an internal auditing service and doesn‘t require the
subcontracting costs. The remaining beneficiaries have asked for contributions from the EC
not exceeding 375,000 € and are therefore exempted from producing the Certificates on
Financial Statement.
Subcontracting
The project doesn‘t foresee any funded subcontracting of core project activities. However, the
NA2 activity leader, INFN, will have minor subcontracting tasks for small printing jobs of
dissemination material, branding of promotional items and material required for events
organization for an estimated total of 10,000 € per year (30,000 € in total). The estimated cost
comes from the experience of similar activities in previous projects and is detailed as follows:

Single items
Poster holders with pop-up display - 1 per consortium

1200 €

Yearly costs
1000 flyers

1600 €

Booth at SC

1800 €

5 booths at other events (EGI, PRACE, UF, ESFRI-related, Healthgrid)

3000 €

Branded promotional items

2000 €

Equipment (video rental, network, etc)

1000 €
10000 €

Total

Table 10: Subcontracting and dissemination costs per year

The partner KISTI, whose participation to EMI is not funded by the European Commission, is
also foreseeing subcontracting costs for a total amount of 120,000€ to involve industrial
partners in their collaboration as requested by their local funding agencies.
In addition, the costs incurred by some partners for the Certificates on Financial Statement as
described in the previous section are considered as subcontracting costs for the Management
activity.
Third parties (other than subcontractors)
In the EMI project, GRNET leads a Joint Research Unit complemented by the following
institutes:



National and Kapodistrian University of Athens (NKUA)
Research Academic Computer Technology Institute (RACTI)
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NKUA will participate with the Pervasive Computing (P-comp) Research Group (http://pcomp.di.uoa.gr). Since 2004 P-comp has been actively participating in EGEE-I, EGEE-II and
EGEE-III. Specifically P-comp has been the responsible partner for the certification of key
components of the gLite middleware including the monitoring, security and computing
subsystems. This effort has led to advanced know-how on Grid Computing and expertise in
the gLite architecture and middleware APIs.
RACTI is a non-profit Research Organization, closely affiliated to the University of Patras.
The Networking Technologies Sector (NTS) of RACTI was founded in January 1999, and its
field of expertise is the design and implementation of network structures, grid computing and
telematic services. RACTI has extensive experience in the area of gLite middleware
development, testing and porting.
The GRNET JRU will together participate and provide contributions in the maintenance and
support, quality assurance, middleware development and testing of middleware components
activities of the EMI project.
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B3. IMPACT
B 3.1 Strategic impact
The EMI project builds on the results from the three well-established middleware consortia
ARC, gLite and UNICORE. The middleware technologies have been individually developed
and deployed in existing distributed computing infrastructures such as EGEE, NorduGrid,
DEISA and national grid initiatives throughout Europe, serving a wide range of user
communities and scientific usage scenarios. The consolidated middleware resulting from EMI
will bridge the differences between different infrastructures and allow creation of new ones,
offering the potential for deploying new scientific applications. By providing a common panEuropean middleware distribution actively developed, supported and further evolved together
by the three major middleware providers, EMI will allow end users to access all the available
resources such as high-throughput compute farms and leading-edge supercomputers in a
coherent, secure and seamless fashion. Usage of common security layers, protocols and
interfaces by all the EMI components will enable sharing of previously incompatible
resources, and facilitate deployment of previously impossible combination of services,
attracting new user communities and simplifying the work of the existing ones. This will
allow European and international Virtual Research Communities to focus on new scientific
challenges from all fields of e-science as well as performing multi-scale and multi-physics
simulations of a yet impossible scale and precision.
Conformance to open community standards will ensure technological interoperability with
other Grid infrastructures and will lower the barriers to adoption by commercial enterprises.
EMI will therefore address the overall objective of Research Infrastructures to ―
[...] optimise
the use and development of the best research infrastructures existing in Europe, and to
help to create in all fields of science and technology new research infrastructures of panEuropean interest needed by the European scientific community to remain at the
forefront of the advancement of research, and able to help industry to strengthen its
base of knowledge and its technological know-how.”29
Such a pan-European endeavour requires the wide participation of all stake-holders from the
Virtual Research Communities using the infrastructures and the software and services
providers like EMI providing access to the shared distributed resources of the resource
providers organized in National Grid Initiatives (NGIs) and coordinated through EGI, the
network providers (GEANT) and the vast network of knowledge sharing, dissemination and
training activities involving schools, universities and media distribution channels.
In particular, the establishment of an effective range of enabling middleware services able to
satisfy the requirements of many and varied research communities and growing resource
infrastructures requires effort that goes beyond the individual middleware providers to reach
European- and international-scale level. Such levels of coordination and integration could
never be achieved by individual institutes or even small collaborations and has to be
materialized through a truly European-level initiative as EMI is ensuring the critical
engagement of partners from all parts of Europe, in- and outreach on the international level
and with a large coverage of expertise and technical knowledge. This joint effort is aligned

29

WORK PROGRAMME 2010 – CAPACITIES - PART 1 RESEARCH INFRASTRUCTURES, European
Commission C(2009)5905 of 29 July 2009
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with the ―
ambitious ERA-vision‖ laid down by the Lisbon declaration of 2000 and will
specifically address the need ―
[...] to overcome fragmentation in Europe and to improve
the efficiency of research services‖.
In particular EMI expects to have an impact on the following areas foreseen by the work
programme:

Achieve broader and deeper inter-disciplinary scientific collaboration in Europe
EMI addresses interoperability issues between the High-Throughput Computing (HTC) and
the High-Performance Computing (HPC) infrastructures and between traditional grids and
other computing infrastructures based on Clouds and Desktop-Grids technologies in close
collaboration with other relevant projects. Several scientific communities like Fusion, Life
Science or Computational Chemistry are designing complex multi-scale and multi-physics
compute and data jobs that need to exploit the complementary characteristics of distributed
grids and supercomputers30, but are currently hampered by the lack of interoperability across
the two infrastructure types. EMI will introduce transparent interoperability through the
adoption of standard interfaces and compatible MPI management. In broader terms the
interoperability, mainly achieved through the adoption of standards and of a common security
model for all services will remove the current barriers between communities relying on
different infrastructures for geographical, technical or logistical reasons, thus creating more
opportunities for inter-disciplinary collaborations and research results with high impact
factors.

Ensure coordinated, strengthened and focused software deployments
EMI is a joint collaboration among the three major European middleware providers. This is a
unique opportunity for increasing the coordination and the coherence of middleware service
releases, addressing integration, deployment and configuration issues that currently force
resource sites and users to make different middleware coexist on their computers with
increased maintenance and support overhead. The collaboration with proposed projects like
QUEST will ensure during the production of the software packages that popular automatic
deployment and configuration tools can be fully exploited for managing large and small
computer and data centres alike.. Through EMI significant reductions in overhead and costs at
the resource providers are expected together with a increased freedom of deploying individual
software components, which will result in more satisfied and more optimally performing and
utilised resource providers (also in terms of energy efficiency) for the benefit of the European
Research Area.

30

http://www.ibergrid.eu/2008/presentations/Dia%2012/3_paper3.pdf
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Improve usability of DC platforms
The existing incompatibilities among implementations of the middleware services and in
particular the use of different security management technologies and models are at the root of
many usability issues. The need to acquire and manage certificates and proxies is the single
most mentioned cause of problems for the users and one of the most important causes for
failures in the submission of long duration grid jobs. EMI will introduce methods to hide the
usage of certificates from the users without compromising the security of the whole system,
for example by introducing automatic generation of short-lived certificates and integration
with identity management systems like Kerberos and Shibboleth widely used in science and
industry. The built-in support for the construction of portals and mashups will allow software
providers using the EMI middleware services to create intuitive, customized web applications
for specific scientific domains reducing the barriers of entry for scientists without specific
computer science background.

Strengthen the ability to exploit the rapidly changing hardware environments through
appropriate software deployments
The integration with virtualization tools and virtualized resource managers developed by
projects like OpenNebula or Eucalyptus or by commercial providers like Platform, Amazon
and Google will allow reducing the dependencies from changing hardware environments and
increasing the portability and reliability of the middleware and the applications using it. In
addition the possibility to specify additional job requirements based on specific operating
systems or on the presence of pre-installed services (appliances, libraries, etc.) will increase
the usability of resources and offer the user a wider range of computational environments and
give users more control on them. The combination of the rich grid services with dynamic
resource provision mechanisms will increase the scalability of the infrastructures and at the
same time will also optimize their usage by instantiating or removing services as necessary
without wasting resources and resulting in less energy consumption.

Reinforce of the European world position in software development and deployment with
a resulting impact on innovation
The reduction in the fragmentation of the European middleware development and the creation
in EMI of a critical mass of engineers and developers with strong experience in the design,
development and deployment of grid services will create the opportunity for reductions in
maintenance overheads and the possibility to focus on innovation. EMI in particular puts the
accent on the innovation required in the grid services to support the reliable operations of
Grid infrastructures in the next decade and beyond. EMI will introduce new functionality to
improve the service manageability (messaging, monitoring and accounting), security
management (single sign-on, SLCS, integration with Kerberos and Shibboleth) and data
management (use of high-performance file systems, POSIX support and a common SRM
implementation across all storage systems) with emphasis on the adoption of standards and
the involvement of commercial companies like Red Hat and Google, with whom technical
discussions have already been started.
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Create a sustainable environment for the provision of grid-based computing services
EMI will have an impact on the overall sustainability of grid-based computing infrastructures
by acting on two main fronts. At first EMI consolidates the existing middleware services from
three different stacks reducing overlaps and redundancy, using common libraries and
dependencies and using off-the-shelf technologies in place of proprietary components. This
effort will increase the maintainability of the services and reduce the support needs, opening
at the same time the opportunity for new providers to enter the market of grid service
provision using existing skills in widely used SOA and web service technologies through
establishing standard Service Level Agreement relationships. Secondly EMI will adopt right
from its start an industry standard quality assurance methodology, not only improving the
software and increasing the confidence of users, but also allowing commercial providers to reuse or complement the EMI software to build customized solutions. The creation of
commercial initiatives will allow decreasing the specific funding needs to support the
middleware making the infrastructures more sustainable and leaving more opportunities for
advanced research.

Ease the sharing of resources (computation, storage, data) across national and
administrative boundaries and ensure the technological interoperability of global grids
EMI is strongly committed to adopt and improve standards for all its middleware services, to
promote a rigorous process of definition, implementation, validation and feedback to reach, to
maintain a high level of interoperability across national and international boundaries and to
allow the sharing of resources across diverse infrastructures. By its own nature and by the
expertise of the people converging in its technical activities, EMI – for the first time in the era
of grid – has a real opportunity to drive not only the standardization, but also the actual
deployment in production grids of truly interoperable and supported services. This effort will
be coordinated with the major international infrastructure providers like OSG and
standardization bodies like OGF to ensure a global collaboration with other areas of the world
on focused objectives.
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B3.2 Plan for the use and dissemination of foreground
To achieve proper dissemination and exploitation of project results, EMI allocates dedicated
effort in the framework of NA2 work package. The key message to be conveyed to target
communities is that European grid middleware development is no longer fragmented, but is a
common consolidated effort, empowering a wide range of e-science communities. EMI will
expose benefits of the consolidation and standardization approach, showing how a wider
range of resources and larger variety of services can be combined to generate cost, time and
energy effective research environments. Similar effort will be directed towards attracting new
users, who may still be sceptical about grid technologies due to the current incompatibilities
and usability issues as well as initial hurdles of e.g. acquiring certificates.
The identified target communities are EGI, PRACE and other infrastructure providers,
researchers with computationally-intensive tasks, the education sector, commercial service
providers and application developers, as well as policy- and decision-makers. Of these, EGI is
the primary target and the key performance indicator of EMI success. A guarantee of the
project results sustainability is the widespread inclusion and usage of EMI components into
the Unified Middleware Distribution (UMD) by EGI for use in the European research
infrastructures.
Communication will proceed through well established channels already used by the EMI
partners, including project and middleware consortia Web sites, publications in scientific and
general press, presentations at various events, videos in community sites like YouTube, and
so on. It is important to make sure the information is tailored to the intended audience; a
significant factor is its availability in multiple languages, especially when targeting
undergraduate students, the public sector and decision-makers.
Since EMI will be primarily a research and support project, it is important to rely on external
resources in disseminating project results. The European Commission offers a range of
helpful resources, such as the CORDIS Wire service and RTD Info magazine that can be used
to publish press releases, event announcements and success stories. In addition, a number of
SSC projects addressing target communities are expected to be launched to support EGI,
which will facilitate EMI‘s dissemination and exploitation activities. The collaboration with
projects like GridTalk and its proposed follow-up will also help in reaching less technical
targets like younger students and the general public.
Dissemination and exploitation activities by EMI will be internally evaluated on a regular
basis, using a set of developed metrics (e.g., number of publications, presentations, Web site
visits etc), which will be designed in detail in the overall EMI Project Quality Assurance Plan.
Outreach strategies and methods will be adjusted in the course of the project following results
of such evaluations.
EMI is also strongly engaged in participating in and driving standardization activities in the
field of distributed computing. The middleware collaborations participating in EMI have
already a long history of cooperation in standardization activities with the major
standardization bodies in the grid and distributed computing field, like the Open Grid Forum
(OGF). In particular, EMI is committed to participating in the definition and implementation
of the European standardization roadmap coordinated by the SIENA project and by the
European Commission.
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EMI is committed to keep delivering open source software as a means of promoting
exploitation of the results. After the project end, EMI components will be maintained by the
contributing middleware consortia and by any additional provider joining the EMI
collaboration program ‗Works with EMI‘ during the course of the project. In case of
completely new components being produced, EMI will define affiliation of such components
with respective middleware consortia, to ensure future sustainability. All details of the
licensing policies will be described in the EMI Consortium Agreement and signed by all
partners.
Intellectual property pertaining to EMI consists of know-how, knowledge and software. EMI
will start with a much extended background intellectual property, generated by the
contributing middleware consortia. This has to be handled with great care. All the middleware
consortia come with different open source licensing models: gLite and ARC are licensed
under Apache v2.0, UNICORE is licensed under BSD and dCache uses a proprietary license.
In general, these licenses are compatible and allow for a wide exploitation of the products.
However a careful approach will still have to be exercised, particularly in relation to making
the products available through operating system repositories or open it to external
contributions.
The IP management procedures and rules will be detailed in the Consortium Agreement, and
will be taken care of by the Project Director as part of the NA1 management responsibilities.
The project will plan activities adequately resourced devoted to dissemination for specialised
constituencies and general public, in particular for awareness and educational purposes. The
dissemination plan deliverable has to consider adequate messages about the objectives of the
project and its societal and economic impact. The tools to be used should include web-based
communication, press releases, brochures, booklets, multimedia material, etc. The
'dissemination material' should be regularly updated to provide the latest version of the project
status and objectives. Electronic and/or paper versions of this 'dissemination material' will be
made available to the Project Officer beforehand for consultation and upon its final release.
The project will actively participate in the concertation activities and meetings related with
the e-Infrastructures area. The objective is to optimise synergies between projects by
providing input and receiving feedback from working groups addressing activities of common
interest (e.g. from clusters and projects). Projects may offer advice and guidance and
receiving information relating to 7th Framework programme implementation, standardisation,
policy and regulatory, EU Member States initiatives or relevant international initiatives.
Sustainability
Sustainability is a key aspect for EMI. The clear risk is that during the 36 months duration of
EMI several components and services are developed, with will remain unsupported and
unmaintained after the end of the EMI project. To avoid this risk a detailed sustainability
strategy must be developed during the project. However, already today some realistic options
exist:

Uptake of commercial providers: EMI components and services could be taken up from
commercial providers. As already mentioned before – discussions with commercial providers
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are ongoing and it will be investigated where real business models can be established. The
negotiation and establishment of Service Level Agreements with EGI, PRACE and other
DCIs will also allow EMI to create real business models and identify concrete opportunities
for commercial providers.
Traditional open source model: all EMI components and services as well as the
technologies (ARC, gLite, UNICORE, dCache) are open source. The middleware providers
and EMI consortium members could take institutional money to provide at least a certain
basic level of support and maintenance. Thereby the effort is spread across a larger number of
partners. Or course appropriate legal binding have to be in place to regulate tasks,
responsibilities and liability issues.
For an enhanced level of support and maintenance, probably also for commercial customers,
additional money is needed. This money could come from different sources:

1. There might be commercial customers that are using the EMI components and
services and are willing to pay money to a company for providing commercial support
of the software. The company could engage its engagement in the open source
development by sponsoring developers, which will take over major parts of the
development of new functionalities.
2. There might be infrastructure providers (namely EGI and NGIs) and user communities
with such a high interest in the EMI components, that they are willing to provide extra
money for the middleware providers. This extra money would be used to provide
infrastructure- and user-community-specific support and maintenance (probably only
for specific components and services) beyond the basic level. However, this model
comes with the risk that infrastructure providers and user communities are not willing
to pay, as they didn‘t have to pay in the past. A simply charging model, where the
customers (i.e. the infrastructure providers and user communities) must pay, comes
with the risk that the customers will be looking for cheaper alternatives, in terms of
entities providing the same service for less money or in terms of different technologies
for a cheaper prize.
3. Additional R&D money from public bodies (e.g. the EC, national research ministries
or research councils) could be used to develop additional functionality on top of the
existing components and services. Through synergies and scaling effect this might put
some academic partners in the position to also provide support and maintenance for
the academic world beyond the efforts from available institutional funding.

Note that the uptake of commercial providers and the traditional open source model are
orthogonal to each other and can therefore exist in coexistence with mutual benefits.
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Several examples exist in the open source domain, where models like the one described above
are successful. Linux or Apache are open source software with several contributors from the
academic domain, but also commercial companies such as IBM, SUN, Red Hat, i.e. all those
interested in getting Linux for their own business.
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B 3.3 Contribution to socio-economic impacts
The EMI project addresses the sustainability of support, maintenance and development of grid
middleware services for the European research infrastructures. The consolidation and
standardization of the middleware is expected to open a more readily available market of
commercial providers in the support, maintenance and application development in a field that
requires skilled professionals in several technological areas, from software engineering and
development to system administration and consultancy. The involvement of commercial
initiatives until now has been less than optimal despite the effort and time put in establishing
collaborations with the industry. The reasons can be identified in the lack of standardization
and the difficulty of transferring the knowledge from the research Institute to the commercial
providers. The combination of an increased user base, clearer business models in the service
provision and higher quality and more standard software is now attracting more interest.
During the preparation of this proposal, EMI has entered in discussions with a number of
commercial providers, most notably Red Hat and Google, to investigate concrete use cases
where real business models can be established. This effort is expected to have an economical
impact on the creation of a service and resource provision business to research institutes
similar to the outsourcing of service desk, email or network provision services, but targeted to
the provision of grid services and virtual data centres.
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